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" He that seeth all things in the Self, and the Self in all
things-he hateth no more." Islul Upanilhal.
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FOREWORD.

Hi fi C1'.-rii ~9" ij'1r~1"J ~r tl
~ 11 ~i(: ~"'" ill ~r'i"lre I
"lH~r"'lr''l'" ~~i ~iilP.:~
fqclflWlft 'lllHlf: fqar"l I
11 What has! thou to do with riches? what hast
thou to do with kin? how shall wives bestand
thee, son! that shalt surely die? Seek the A t m an,
hidden in the cave within the heart. Where are
gone thy father, and the fathers of thy father?"
Such was the teaching, still more ancient,
addressed by an ancient
Indian father toan ancient Indian son-addressed by Vyasa to his
son Shuka-Shuka who grew to be greater even
than his great father. And such used to be the
beginning of philosophy, the search after Truth,
the truth of life and death, in olden India.

1 MahlfbhiJrata, Shantiparva, eccxxiii. 72.
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U He in whom hath arisen sense of difference
between the Passing and the Eternal, he in whom
desire for the fleeting hath died away, his shall
surely be the great gain of wisdom. JI So Vishvamitra assured Rama 'when leading him to
Vasi~htha for the teachings embodied in the MahiiRiilJllIya~la. From va i rag y a " the cf'.asing of

1 YQga-l'iJsi$ltt!la,1. xi-2. The work is also called the
MalliJ-RamiJya!'a or the Great RamayaJ.la.
!l This word, va i r li. g Y a, is of great importance in SamSkrt philosophy. Like the periodic crises in the life of the
physical body, when it adjusts itself anew 10 ils environments,
this mood marks Ihe critical turning_point in the life of the
inner 11va, when it adjusts itself anew to Ihe world-process
and alters and Ienews its outlook upon it. There is not yet
any adequate English word for it. 'Pessimism," cynicism,'
'the world is hollow," life is not \vorth Ii\'ing,' 'there is
nothing good,' etc., and' aloofness,' 'detachment,' 'weariness,' 'indifference,' etc., are shades of its first and second,
or raj a s a and t a m a sa, stages or forms-I! we add the
very important element of unremitting search for the real
explanation of the world-process and for the real significance
of, and element or truth in, the mood itself. More 011 it will
be found in the last chapter here; abo in The Science of
Peace, ch. i. For illllstrative description see Yoga Vasi$htlla, 1. In one of its later foons it appears as 'the night of
the soul' so often spoken of by Christian mystics. In its
perfection and final or sat t v i k a form, when it distinguishes
betwecn the individualised and separativc life and the UnivcrsalSclf (viveka-khy'3p!t of Yoga) it is the highest
knowledge alio (Yoga Sa/ra and yyasa·Bha$ltya, i. 15, 16)

fo'OREWORD.
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come to the stage where' Intelligence' (according
to theosophical literature l the fifth principle, the
distinguishing characteristic of the Aryans, the
fifth race, the p a fl c h a j a n a 1).) 1 is attaining its
highest development. In order to reach its proper
perfection,2 it has become in the beginning
exaggerated beyond its due proportion. The
immediate result is that even as itself - being in
reality only a means to the service of that other
aspect of the nature of the Jiva, viz., Desire~
Emotion-has bken up the position of end and
thrown emotion into the bad:ground, so, in all
departments of the life of those modern advanced
races and classes, the means are overpowering
the ends, and loom far larger in the mind, and
occupy a far larger share of time and attention,
than that which they in reality seek to subserve.
A ton of plate is used to eat an ounce of food jthe record of a piece of business has more
time given to it than the performance of that
business; there is more supervision and inspection
than work to be supervised and inspected; morc·
writing than reading; more newspapers than
1

A lIlara-kojha, 11. vii. 1.

J. S.

Mill, Charles Darwin, Herbert Spencer, are
illustrations, in one sense, of what is meant by this. Scein their autobiographies, their confessions of, and regrets at,
their lack of emotional enjoyment, the atrophy of that faculty,
and consequent sense of want, due to over-cultivation of only
the intellectual aspect of their minds.
'l
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ne'vs. So much precise and elaborate calculation
is made, that it very often ends in defeating its
own purpose by not making sufficient allowance
for contingencies which are beyond calculation;
a thonsand, a hundred thousand men are sacrificed.
by competition! to ensure the success of one man i
the outer is looked at far more than the inner;
governments, systems of administration, diplomacies, and policies come to be believed sincerely
to be far greater and more important than the
people and their simple well·being, for which only
they exist; cities come to be greater than fields;
town-life than country-life i a fine dress than a
beautiful physique i the author than the book i
the writer than the reader; non-productive
activity than productive labor; money and
material luxuries than the sours contented
blessedness; showy arts than honest industries;
I glorious
war' than • inglorious pe:\ce I i an
ever-growing, an ever more unwieldy statutebook than never-changing good men i an education
that cultivates the outside, that gives external
polish, that fits for struggling with others and
profiting surreptitiously and plausibly at their ex·
pense, than a training which opens the inner man,
and fits him for real peace with Self and peace
with others, fits him to suffer wrong rather than
do it. The culmination point of this high growth
of one-sided exaggeration is reached when
professional philosophers assert that the object of

6
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philosophy is not Truth, but the pursuit of Truth;
that the latter has far greater interest than the
former. 1
Such are the inevitable consequences, at a
certain stage, of the ooward process of evolution;
and they need not be regretted, since they have
their proper place in the story of man. Without
passing through them, the Jiva would remain
wanting in a very necessary experience.
But it must pass through them, and not remain
immersed in those quagmires.
That intelligence, developing and expanding,
should, even through exaggeration, reach perfection in wisdom, and not descend into the deep
imperfection of cunning, it has to become sel£intelligence, and not only self-intelligence, but
All-Self-intelligence; it has to understand its own
true nature, in one Jiva and in all Jivas,
To know man, what he is and whence and whither
and how and why, is the noblest-and whether
noblest or not is the most urgently neededqualification of man, Philosophy in this sense is
~. See Sir William Hamillon's Lee/fires 011 Metaphysics,
\'01. 1., Lec. i, H is as if we should say the object of the
science of medicine is not health, but only the pursuit of
health. And yet that even this has an clement of truth in
it, as indeed have all opinions whatsoever ever entertained
by any mind, may be realised when we consider the fac t
of Jtvas returning to new systems and cycles after having
attained m 0 k ~ h a in previous ones.
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the very highest of sciences, and has always
And it has'
been thus regarded in the East
been pursued in the West too, but the reasons·
which, as just said, have there very often made
philosophers find greater interest in the pursuit
of Truth than in Truth, have confined attention
largely to the psychology of the senses and the
intellect-the means of cognition- on the one
hand, and to the discussion of ethics-the
principles of action-on the other.
That which is directly or indirectly the
energising motive of both the motor-organs and
the senses and intellect, viz., the Desire-nature,
the Emotion-nature, of man, his ~,rrirf;[q, rag a·
tJ v e (> h a m, love- hate, has not received proper
attention, and what it has received has not been
fruitful of good and true results. Further, because
of the initial defect in selecting the starting-point
of investigation, the other two branches of philosophy, to which there have been given so much
time and labor, have also remained untraced to
their true roots.
Not till the springs of Pleasure and Pain are
reached and plumbed, not till there is earnest
sympathy of search between the questioner and
the teacher, the student and the science, not till
mere superficial and cynical moods of aSking are
cast away, not till the human heart is pierced asdeeply as that of Shuka by va i rag y a such as-
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that which underlies the ancient counsel given to
.him by his father Vyasa-not until then can the
pure waters 9f true knowledge and deep consolation well up within that heart and flow forth ever
after in a constant l sure, and never-failing stream.
For students thus touched with va i rag y a, and
yet by necessity of circumstance belonging to and
dominated by the prevailingly intellectual nature
of the present races, this booklet is written; it
treats of the Desire-nature of man, his Emotions,
in the way, as far as may bel of the usual books on
the science of psychology, and attempts to lead
those students on from the Science of the Emotions
to thnt highest science which deals with the very
roots of life, with the ultimate principles of the
whole world-process, the Science of Peace.
May the little book serve its appointed purpose,
under the blessings of those who are the
Guardians and the prayers of those who are the
servants of Humanity.

CHAPTER I.
PRELHIINARY HEMARKS 0;'< THE ANALYSIS AND
THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE EMOTIONS,

The latest result of the discussions in the \Vest
on the subject of the Emotions seems
The view to be that each Emotion is something
that such
SlIi gel/en"s, that an organic connection
ana.lysis
and classl· between Emotion and Emotion is not
f1catlon arc
impossible. traceable, that it is vain to try to reduce
anyone Emotion into terms of any
other, and that a genuine, unarbitrary, and inartificial classification of these mental phenomena
is impossible. 1
1 Scc Sully, Tlte Humall Mind, voUr., p. Sf) (189:l); Ribot,
Th,; Psych%b of the Emo/iolls, Chap. x. (1897) ; Michael
Maher, Psychology, p. 4~6 (1900); and William James, The
Principles of Ps)'cllo1ogy, vol. 11.,448 (1901). For various
scbl.'mes of classification, see Sully, The HJltIIQfJ Mind, H.,
Appendix J., and Bain, Tile Emotions {lful the Will, Appendix B. James undoubtedly la~·s his finger on the real difficulty
when he says (lbidJ that all the writing on the subject Ihat
he has come across amounts only to tiresome lists and des.c:riptions of emotions as distinct individual psychic entities
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It seems to some that this result is not final, that
a true classification of the Emotions is possiblet
and that an organic connection and a genetic prin~
ciple of evolution of the complex from the simple
are traceable amongst them. Valuable hints on the
subject are to be found in Vatsyayana's Bhlf~hY(J
on the Nyaya-Su[ra of Gau\ama, I in the BhagavatjGl/a, t in the works of the other Indian Schools
of philosophy, and of medicine,8 and notably
in the various works of Sa:hi\ya, the science of
poetry and rhetoric, which bulk largely in Sams·
krt literature, beginning with Bharata's NatyaShlis!ra,
without any luminous deducth'e or generative principle. But
when he propounds his own view of the physiological origin,
of emotions and says it amounls to such a principle, one fails
10 follow him, On that view we have lists and descriptions
of ' physiological entities' inslead of 'psychological '-that
is all. \Vherein is the organic and genetic principle? On the
older view, certain situations in life caused certain mental
slates, known as emotions, which in turn caused, or were
accompanied by, certain bodily changes; and these mental
states stood apart from each other, each being sui geucris.
Under James' view, certain situations in life cause certain
bodily changes whiCh arc, (or are accompanied by. or cause)
cerlain (menial) states called emotions (p. .a!J) ; and these
bodily changes stand apart from each other, are sui gtllcris,
each of them, How are they related to each other genealogically ?
1 I. i. 2 and IV, i. 3, &c.
2

xvi.

1 E.g., Sl/sIIYll/a, Sii!ra sthana, I.
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An attempt is made here, therefore',
to lay before the student of philosophy
a very brief sketch of a scheme of
the Emotions based on the assumption
that they can be analysed and, therefore, classified scientifically. This is done with a
view to invite further discussion of this vitally im·
portant branch of psychology. If a true science of
the Emotions could be discovered, the art of consciously, deliberately, and purposefully cultivating
the higher and better ones and weeding out the
lower and the evil would become a possibility
- with what beneficent ultimate consequences
to humanity is at present matter more for
poetical and religious imagination and hope
than perhaps for sober matter-of-fact expectation.
Yet, there is no doubt that the theory and method
of education would, even immediately, benefit
greatly from such a science.
In view of these possibilities. it is very desirable
that no conclusion declaring the impossibility of
dealing more satisfactorily \vith the Emotions·
than has hitherto been done should be allowed
to pass as final.
The present sketch lays no claim toThe nature
any
maturity of thought. It is intendor the
present
ed to propound only the general
Iketch.
outlines of a possible method. of dealing
with the subject, which have presented themselves
more or less definitely to an enquirer. Defects will
The possiblllty,need
a.nd use
or such
a.nalysls.
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be found especially in the use of the names of
the less common Emotions, inaccuracies in the
appraisement of the true values of them, which
are inevitable when a foreign tongue is used. But
if, notwithstanding such shortcomings, there
should appear to be any substantial truth in them,
abler hands will naturally take up these outlines,
and supply the necessary amplifications, correc~
.tions, and details of illustration.
The method that has been followed is, as it
could not but be under the circumstances, intro~
spective and analytical. But this should not be
understood to mean anything that goes against
the fact-which lies behind all that is Written here
-that Self and Not~Self, Spirit and Matter,
Puru~ha and Pralcrti, Pratyagatma and
Ml1la~
prakrti, are always inseparable, that changes of
I Matter' always accompany and correspond with
ch:lnges of 'Mind,' and vice vcrs5. What is
meant is only this, that here the one series of
changes is considered more prominently than the
other.
It may be noted here that James's and Lange's
theories of the phYf>iological origin of Emotions
represent the one exaggerated e~treme of this
truth of psychcrphysical parallelism, as the older
theories of the wholly emotional origin of certain
physiological changes represent the other. Darwin's famou!'. work on Tile Expression ojthe Emotions
explains some of the physiological reasons for the
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various methods of expression- blushing, sneering,
etc. Since his time, many researches on similar
lines have been made, and it is fully proved that
while a change of mind, as just said, is accompanied with a change in the physical bodyappropriate facial transformations, or gestures
with the limbs-so the production of the change
of face or of the gesture tends to produce the
corresponding emotion. Thus it has been found
that if a subject, under hypnotic influence, but
conscious, is made to double the fist and shake it at
some onc, anger is aroused i if tears are produced
by the exhibition of ammonia, sorrow is awakened
and genuine sobbing \vill follow. Hence control of
the expression of anger will tend to check the
emotion of anger, and physical self-mastery may
be made, and is made in civilised society, an
instrument for mastery of the emotions. Many
of the physical practices of Yoga, e.g., the regulation of the breath, are based on this truth of
psycho-physical parallelism, as the exaggernted
distinction between Halha-yoga and Raja-yoga is
due to the excessive emphasising of the physical side
of life aod the psychical respectively. The metaphysical explanation will be found elsewhere of
how and why, while the whole man is one, he is
at the same time divided into a mind and a body,
a psychic side and a physical side; how and why,
while he is acted on and reacts, is impressed and
responds, as one, there is at the same time a

14
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succession within him between his two sides, now
the one preceding and now the other; t and what
the sense is in which a change in the one side
mayor may not be said to be the cause of a corresponding change in the other.' That the individual
is a one, mind-body, is the element of truth in the
James-Lange theery; that he is also a many,
mind and body, is its refutation. Cognition,
desire and action i thought, emotion and behavior;
have no significance and indeed no existence apart
from and independently of each other i but they
cannot be melted down wholly, anyone into any
. other.

~
:I

The Science of Peace, ch. xv.
lbid, ch. xi.

CHAPTER]!.
THE FACTORS OF EMQTIO=--.

(a) Beginning then with the simple, and proThe Self. ceeding thence to the morc complex,
as is the approved method of all exposition, we find as the first and most elementary
factor of life-the SELF.
It is no mistake to call the Self the most elementary factor. It is not possible to analyse it into
anything which is simpler, more intelligible, more
directly present to a living being. The Self,
towards itself, combines in one ever-present
mood-conscious or sub-conscious, deliberate or
otherwise, but ever-present all the same-the three
modes in which it (when individualised) grasps the
world, viz., those of cognition, desire and action.
These three aspects are distingtlishable in reference
to the outer world. But the mood of the Self towards
itself may indifferently be styled Self-consciousness
(Self·knowledge, Self-cognition), or Self· feeling
(Self.desire , the will to live), or Self-assertion
"Self-manifestation). To say that 'I we think before

16
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and after," that the life of the self is made up of
memories and expectations, is only to describe
what accompanies it, what is involved with rather
than ill the Self and Self·consciousness; to say
this is not to analyse the Self into any simpler
constitucnt elements; it is not to show that the Self
is made up of any elements which do not already
prt:-suppose it. It is the same with other endeavors to analyse the Self. 1 A myriad doubts may
duster about its nature j there is not possible any'
doubt as to its exis~ence.
But it is no use entering into further discussion
on this point here. That discussion properly belongs,
to Metaphysic as distinguished from Psychology.
It is enough for prescnt purposes to say that the
Self is the indispensable first basis of life.

'11~ '!irO!(j 8r~~ '".\1 '<[ '115&\1 'if" I "None
doubts, am I or am I not.'"
(b) Indispensable to Life in the same degree
is the NOT-SELF, something other than
The
Self.
When the world which is cognised
Not-Self.
and desired and acted on as something,
t As a general rule, the word' self' is spelt in Ihis work
with a capital S when it is used for the Universal Self, and
with a small s when for the individual self or }Iva.
, BlI«moli, a commentary by Vachaspati on the ShiIriraka'
BlIiJfllya of ShaitkariChirya, (page 2, in the Bibliotheca
Indica Series edition issued by the Asiatic Society of
Bengal). The dis:::ussion of the metaphysical questions
involved may now be pursued in The Science of Peace, ch. iv.
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different from lhe Self has been named the Not-Self,.
the last name has been given to it. It cannot be
renuced any further, even as the Self cannot bc.
Life is a Relation of which the two indispensable
and only factors are the Self and the Not-Self. In
this Relation appear the states which are dealt with
next.

Cc)

Equally universally known and recognised, and perhaps equally imrossible to
Pleasure
and Pain. analyse into anything simpler, are
Pleasure and Pain, the two Feelings
proper, which, in alternation, are the constant
accompaniments of the Self. Most psychologists
assume a third state of the Self - Indifference.
Vatsyayna seems to refer to such a third state as
In 0 ha-by
t:tymology meaning, apparently,
• unconsciousness.' ~ To say the least, though
practically, ' indifference' is also a fact, yet, theoretically, analysis will ~.!-.vays show in any specific
case that' indifference' means only a very mild
degree either of Pleasure or of Pain. For the
purposes of this essay it is not absolutely necessary
to determine whether there is such a third state

t N,.lIya-SfllIlhya, IV. i. 8. He ranks molla side by side with
raga and ~vclha, or love and hate, and not directly with

pleasure and pain, bul the psychological significance is
obviously nearly the same. See also Yoga-Sulra and V,'lIsaB1l61Tlya Ihereon, i. 11.

2
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or not. l It is enough to be sure that the two
states of Pleasure and Pain exist.
It was said just now that these two are U perhaps
equally impossible to analyse into anything
simpler." This was said in order to avoid opening
up another discussion not immediately relevant at
this stage. But it may be mentioned in passing
that a slight but elucidative reduction of these into
terms of the Self appears to be possible; and a
statement thereof may be found to be unavoidable
later on. S The futl discussion\ however, belongs
to the Metaphysic of the Self.
(d) The next step is that with Pleasure goes
Attraction--Liking; with Pain, RepulAttraction
sion - Dislike. 3 The mood of the Self
,.d
Repulsion, towards its attitude, its condition in
.or Love
the presence of that which causes it
and Hate.
Pleasure is Desire, Attraction\ Liking,
the wish to be nearer.
The opposite mood,
1 Schemes of psychological triplets will be found in Tile
Sciellrc of Peace, ch. xv, and the Pra'!-ava.viJ4a (to be shortly
published).
S See ch. ix (b) illfra.
3 Yoga_Su!ra, ii. 7,8, and Bhaga'iJa4-GrtiJ, iii. 34. For further
references to Samskrt leds, see lhe collection at the end of
Part Ill, chapter vi., of An Elementary Text.Book of Hwt/4
Religioll amlEthlcs (published by The Central HindU College,
Benares). The 3rd Parts of this and of An Advanced TextBook of HilUJ.u ReIigioll and Ethics and the 2nd Part of Annie
Besant's A Study ill Consciouslless are specially recommended for a fuller development of many details of the subjed.
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towards that which causes Pain, is the mood of
Aversion, Repulsion, Dislike, the wish to be more
distant. Generally speaking, in the most comprehensive sense of the terms used, it is true that whate....er pleases is liked, whatever pains is disliked;
and the primary consequences of Pleasure or
Pain are, on the one band , the desire to take in, to
absorb, to embrace, orlon the other hand, to throw
out, to push awaYI to repel, the object causing the
pleasure or the pain respectively. This desire to
be united with an object is Love, rag a j to be
separated from it, Hate l 9 v e ~ ha.
An attempt is made now and then to derive love
from hate l or hate from love l to reduce the two to
one or the one into the other. But the attempt
does not succeed. The case is the same with all
other inveterate pairs of opposites, light and darkness, pleasure and pain l sin and merit, birth and
death, etc. The element of truth behind the
effort l and which is the reason why it is persistently made, is that reach one of such a pair is
inevitably dependent. upon the other and has no
significance of its own without reference to the
other; and such indefeasible interdependence
implies a common underlying unity. The element
of error in it is that it overlooks the fact that the
many is the many, and cannot be reduced into one,
into less than many, without the abolition of both.
The t archetype,' of course, of all such cases is
the Absolute Itself, the Supreme Self, wherein the
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Self and the Not-Self co-exist as inseparable opposites in the unbreakable relation of Negation. It
is the same with such triplets as those of cognition,
desire, action, etc., referred to before, at the end of
the previous chapter. And, finally, on reaUsing the
partless continuulIl of the whole world-process, the'
case is seen to be the same with everything; everything is seen to imply and therefore to carry in it,
everything else always and everywhere. 1 In such
interdependence of pairs may be found the reason,
why either is always passing into the other, in
endless rotation, light into dark, pleasure into pain,
love into lust or hate, the pure into the impure, birth
into death, pursuit into renunciation, the physical
into the superphysical, and back again endlessly.

1.

Yoga.Bh61hya, ii. 22.

CHAPTER III.
THE ESSENTIAL NATURE OF EMOTION.

The preceding chapter led up to the suggestiol:
that Emotions are forms of Desire. In the
interplay of the Self and the Not-Self arises
individual consciousness, or life with its three
aspects, viz.\ cognitions, desires and actions; and
Emotions belong to the department of the second.
This suggestion will be expanded some\vhat in the
present chapter.
It should be noticed that there is a subtle, but
radical difference between the oriental
8ub-diyi~
philosopher's view of the nature of
lions of
tnlndEmotion and that taken by the western
-eastern and philosopher, especially since the time
western
of Kaot. Generally speaking, the
views.
latter view divides mental functions
into three kinds: (1) Intellect or Cognition , (2)
Feeling or Emotion, and (3) Will or Volition and
Desire; it includes desire with if not exactly in
volition; it regards Emotions, such as anger,
terror l love, etc' l as distinct from desires, and as
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killds rather than as consequences of the feelings
of Pleasure and Pain; and it holds the distinction
between volition and action to be something very
definite.
The oriental philosopher, on the other hand,
appears to regard all these v r t t a y a ~ C ways of
ex£slil1J!,' moods, functions, psychoses), which are
usually called Emotions in western philosophy,
as Desires. His classification of the phenomena of
consciousness is into (t) Cognition- J f'i a n a m ;
(2) Desire-I c h c h ha; and (3) Aetion-K r i y a
~leU i;1fo:tI[er, ~~fch 1If1?l I 11 Man knows, desires,
and endeavors," £.c., acts. t
It may seem awkward at first sight to say that
I action' is a mental function.
In order
The men· to compare the two views it is necestalityof
S<1ry to accept the western use of the
action.
word I mind' as cO\'ering the three
fundamental aspects or modes of the self, as being,
in fact, equivalent to I individualised consciousness.' The exact significance and proper use to
be severally assigned to the words I mind' and
1 This is the Nysya phraseology. In the Stinkh)'a·Yoga
prakasha or prakhya, sthi!i, and kriya or
pr a v rt t i are the words used (e.g., throughout the VyilsaBhlf~hya in Yoga) for, jrdina,kriya and ichchha
respectively. tn Indian systemr. of philosophy, it simply goes
without saying Ihat ~ll three are possible only by means of a'
body, a material organism, gross or subtle, physical or
superphysicaJ.
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consciousness I are as yet matters of discussion.
But using the word 'mind' generally as it is used
in western psychology, the eastern psychologist
substitutes I action' for I volition' in the threefold division 1 and' desire' for I emotion.' To him
thought is a further and complex development
of cognition, emotion of desire 1 and industry of
actionj \-vhile volition he would regard either as the
; active' sub··division of cognition or thought, or as
the I cognitive' sub-division of action or occupation.
When we say that action, i.e., physical action, is a
mental function, we mean that the inner nature of
action is essentially a function of consciousness,
that the living physical body is something which is.
a part of consciousness, indeed, it may be said, is
itself an expression of consciousness. Just as no
western psychologist hesitates tosay that cognition
is unmistakably mental, though it is possible only
by means of the sensory organs to begin with, and
has for object always material things in the ultimate
analysis; just as to him desire is something mental,
though possible only in a material body, and for
material objects, also, in the ultimate analysis; so
to the Indian philosopher action too is mental,
though using a material body to bring about
material changes in the final analysis.
Briefly, then, the distinction between volition
and action is not made in the East as it is made in
the \-Vest. Pr a y a! n a. endeavor, is one of
the attributes of the mind with the Naiyayika

I
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philosopher! as is volition with the occidental.
But pr a y a t n a means more than volition:
it is effort, not only in imagination! but in actual
action. Those western psychologists who are
inclined to take the view that volition is only the
strongest desire, or the resultant of all desires
at any particular moment! that it is desire passing illto actioll, come very close to the Indian
view. 1
It may be noted

that the Indian three-fold
classification of the phenomena of
Feelings
proper, or consciousness as stated above takes no
Pleasure
account of the I Feelings of Pleast;re
and Pain.
and Pain,'
whereas the western
classification incllldes them, though vaguely. The
reason for this may partially appear from the
1 Schopenhauer uses the word '\ViII' if! the sense of
'Desire.' The Indian view seems to be now beginning to
find vogue in the west. G. F. Stout, in recent times, mentions
as one ;ulIong other views, that emotions belong to the conative con§ciousness, as being tendencies to do something ;
Mal/utll of Psycllo!ogy, p. 63, p. 284, et seq. Hoffding's views
seem to tend in the same direction j Outlilles of Psychology,
chs. it' and vi. The scheme of classification agreed upon by
an international committee of psychologists at a conference
held in Paris during the International Congress of 1900
-speaks of Cognition j Affection (Feeling and Emotion) ;
Conation and Movement (Volition, Effort, Will): See
Baldwin's Dictiontlry of Philoscphy a/Id PSyclIOJOgy, Vol. 11.
(dub. 1902) Article on the word Psychology.
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discussion which will be entered into later as
10 the nature of Pleasure or Pain. 1
But the following statement-though scarcely
,likely to convey much meaning at this stagemay be made as being rather needed here, and
also in the hope of giving a clue to the full
explanation in connection with the later discussion.
That reason appears to be that I Pleasure' and
I Pain' are
degrees of the self l rather than forms
or aspects of it. It may be said, by somewhat
stretching the use of words, that they are connected with the I measure,' the I bulk' of the self l
rather than with its • form'; and as such they
pervade and overhang all the life of the self and
its manifestation in the three forms or aspects of
cognition, desire, and action.
Perhaps the following considerations may
explain how the western view as to the nature of
Emotions came to prevail.
Everyone of the Emotions is either pleasur~
able or painful. The two aspects of Emotion in
this general fact, viz. I of Emotion as Emotion,
and of Emotion as pleasurable or painful, are
not usually or carefully discriminated in ordinary
life, and attention has not been sufficiently directed
to the distinction existing between them. Nor l
~ Ch. ix. (b) infra. James Ward poinls out in the article
on Psychology, (Encyclopedia Britanllica) how the word
Feeling is used loosely for many things, amongst them (a)
Emotions and (b) Feelings proper, or Pleasure and Pain.
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indeed, does there appear to have been made any
systematic or successful attempt to class the
Emotions exhaustively and truly under the two
heads of Pleasurable and Painful. l Even this
would probably have given a clue to the true
nature of Emotion. \Vhat is generally and broadly
observed is that particular situations in life arouse
particular Emotions, Pleasurable or Painful. The
truth here is that the Emotions are
Preliminary desires either to perpetuate a situation
Definition
1
bl
t
t f"t"f
of
Emotion. 'f
I P easura c, or 0 escape ou 0 1 I
painful; and the prospective fulfilment of
the desire or the defeat thereof, in expectation and
imagination, gives the foretaste of the corresponding Pleasure or Pain, and makes the pleasurableness or painflllness of the total mood. The
Emotion thus begins in, and looks back to, a
feeling of positive Pleasure or Pain, and looks
forward to, and ends in, a possible Pleasure or
Pain, These various elements are, however,
blended together in ordinary consciousness so
closely that, unless a distinction is deliberately
looked for, it easily escapes notice. and each
1 E. B. Titchcner, All Outline 0/ Psychology, (19021, ch. ix,
p. 231, says there are two kinds or classes" of Emotion:
the pleasurable and the unpleasurable." But thereafter he
pursues other lines of thought and as to c1assificalirm, says
(p. 232) ; " Alllhat can be done at present is to indicate one
or two of the ways in which classification has been tried ..•
... but with no final result."
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Emotion comes, as it has come, to be regarded
as something unanalysable and sui generis.
But it should be noted closely and carefully that
the Desire-Emotion specialised by the immediately
surrounding circumstances of the particular
situation is one thing, and the Pleasure or Pain
specialised by its correspondence with such
Desire-Emotion is another thing.
The later parts of the book may, perhaps,
succeed in throwing more light upon this point,
and make it plainer.
The above brief examination of the difference
between the two views of the nature of Emotion,
and how it came to arise, gives the clue to the
proper classification of the varieties of Emotion;
for on the Indian view it becomes possible and
permissible to analyse and thereby classify DesireEmotions,
The precise meanings of Desire and Cognition
and Action; how the one consciousness
Metaphyof tht: individual self breaks up into
sical
problems.
these forms and why; what the precise
relation is between Desire on the one
hand and Pleasure and Pain 011 the other j how
the h\'o, (i) Desire, and (U) Pleasure and Pain,
can be characterised with reference to each other
in such a manner as to avoid definition in a circle;
which precedes and which succeeds in the first
instance, or whether there is no such first instance,
and it is impossible to trace an ultimate precedenc~
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and succession, as in the case of the seed and the
plant·-these are questions which are not. hopeless, but should find treatment and solution in the
1'fetaphysic of the Self and the Not-Self} of Space,
and Time, and Motion. 1
For our present purpose let us assume as the
starting-point for our study, after the
The two
foregoing cursory discussion, that Emo·
primary
sub-divItions nre Desires, and that the two
sions or
elementary
Desires are: (i) the Desire
Desireto unite with an object that causes
Emotion,
viz,. Love
Pleasure; and (ii) the Desire to separate
and Ha.te.
from an object which causes Pain j in
other words, Attraction and Repulsion, Like and
Dislike, Love and Hate, or any other pair of
names that may seem best.
1 Many or these have now been attempted in The Science
of Peace, ch. xv" and endless sub-divisions into triplets, by
mutual re9cldon and re_reflexion are referred to therein.
But pleasure, pain and peace are not derived systematically
there, having been left over for treatment in a projected
sequel to that work. In the meanwhile, it may be stated
here, tentatively, that as cognition, desire and action arise
in the Jtva out of the coming together of the Self and the
Not-Self, so there also arise in it by correspondence with
its objective side or material body, (I) an 'activity; mobility,
occupation, or Character, (ii) a 'quam)-,' or mentalit)-, or
intellect, and (iii) a ' substance, ' ,or changing degree and
bulk, or humor, temperament, or tone. These will be found.
on examination, to correspond, in various ways, with Sat,
Chi t, a nd A n a n ~ a. Being, Consciousness, Bliss.
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In the hope of suggesting a possibly frnitfulline
of thought, and therefore even at the risk of being
supposed to propound a mere ycrbal quibble, it
may be stated here that Love, the desire to unite
with something clse, implies the consciousness of
the possibility of such union, and that its full
significance is this: an instinctive, ingrained, inherent perception by each individual self, each
Jivatma, of its essential underlying unity, oneness
E k a - ta., with all other Jivatmas, all other
selves; unity in the being of the All-Self, the
Universal, Abstract, Inner Self, the Pratyagatma i
and the consequently inevitable endeavor of these
indiyidual selves, these fragments of the one Self, to
break through the walls separating each from
each--the walls that have disrupted the original
lOne Self' into the 'many selves' - and thus
merge into each other and re-form the single
whole. So too the full significance of Hate is the
instinctive perception by each self-now identijictl
with a larger or smaller mass of the Not-Self, of
Mo.laprakrti, matter-of the non.identity, theinherent separateness, the manyness, n a n a t v a ,
And, here, the first may be sub-divided into: (I) p r a v rt t i ,
pursuit, worldliness, selfish occupations; n i v r t t i ,
renunciation, unworldliness. unselfish work; and m 0 k ~ ha,
justice, balance, equilibrium j (2) cognition, etc. ; and (3)
pleasure, pain, peace. In adjectives (3) would be : pleasant,
cheerful, good.humored; painful, ilI.tempered, morose,.
melancholic; and peaceful, equable, quiet, sober, inexcitable.
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of each not-self, each atom of Miilaprakrti, from
every other atom, every other not-self, and its
endeavour to maintain such separate e;<l:istence at
all costs and by all means.

CHAPTER IV.
fHE DEFIXITIO:\, OF EMOTlO:-< AND THE
EMOTIONS AND THEIR

PRll'CIPAL

ELE~1El\'TS.

We haye said that Attraction and Repulsion,
Like and Dislike, Love and Hate, are
Fa.cts
the primary, basic Desire·Emotions. A
Involved in
rapid recapitulation of the facts involv·
Emotion.
cd in these may be useful j and in the
course of the recapitulation, an important and
necessary addition will be made to the general idea
of the nature of Emotion outlined in the preceding
chapter.
I Attraction, I I Like,' , Love' implies:
i. That contact, associa tion, with another
object has at some time been found empirically to
result in pleasure. Though the general question as
to which precedes the other, desire or pleasure, is
incapable of solution here, there seems to be
sufficient ground for assuming, for our present
purpose, that, confining ourselves to a sing1e life of a
human being, the first experience of the new-born.
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infant is a general, vague, undefined craving, want,.
desire for nourishment, for something that will
keep up its life. The mother's milk supplies this
want, and from that moment of positive, definite
pleasure, the indefinite want is specialised into a
distinct desire, a liking for the milk. Therefore it
does not appear to be incorrect to say generally
that I Attraction' implies a previously experienced
pleasure.
ii. It also implies that there is a memory of this
past fact, and
iii. That there is expectation of a similar
pleasure occurring in the future under similar
circumstances. Lastly,
iv. (a) That there is in consequence a desire
for repeated contact, for association, for union
with that object. But that
Cb) While contact and association arepossible, an absolute union is impossible. Where
• union' (though here too it is after all only
comparative) is possible, as behveen the feeder
and the food, the desire remains a desire only.
It Boes not advance into the condition of an
Further
emotion proper} which is the attitude of
definition one Jiva towards another Jlva, betweenof Emotion. which two Jivas an absolute union is
impossible, though an ever-closer approach to it is
possible, and is being always made in the worldprocess. An Emotion is, thus, a desire plus the
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t:ognition involved in the attitude of one Ji\<l.
to",ards another.
As to what the real truth is of the apparently
complete union between feeder and
~etappbYb- food; as to whether there is any truth in
Ilcal ro - .
.
lema.
the distinction of ammate and inanimate;
as to how subjects, jivas, becoming
embodied in up a 9 his 1 sheaths! masses of the
Not-Self, become objects to each other; as to how
and why each jiva-atom carries in its very being
and constitution both the power!' of attraction and
repulsion, whereby there results the impossibility
of 3n absolute union or an absolute separationthese are questions for the Metaphysic of the
jivatma. 1
But the facts enumerated above as being implied
in all Emotion :l.re based on that Metaphysic ; and
it ha$. to be mastered if they are to be understood
in their entirety. These same facts, studied in the
light of that Metaphysic, fully Md truly explain the
process of the growth of Individuality! of a h a mk a r:t I step by stepl through the various I bodies,'
I sheaths,' s h a ri r as 1 k 0 ~ h :l s, of V e <;l an! a
and theosophical literature.
To return: the expected pleasure pictured in
imagination - imagination and expectation represent
only slightly different aspects of the same mental
process-interblending with the desire, and the
I Sce Tht Sdence of Peace, ch. "Ei.

S
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two together constituting a special mental mood,
ha\'e, as before stated, been taken generally as one
Emotion-feeling, rather than one Emotion-desire;
attention having been more taken up with and fixed
by the pleasure-clement than the desire-element.
Feelings proper are, as already stated, only
Pleasure and Pain, which are special degrees of
self-cognition, self-feeling, self-realisation, self.
consciousness.
The very word Emotion, on the other hand.
indicates that in the beginning, at the
Etymolo.
.
gica,\mean- time
t h e wor d was f orme d ,th e deSlre·
Ing of
element and the idea of the motion and
Emotion.
action consequent on desire were more
prominently and truly present before the minds of
the men who first framed and used the word.
Emotion is only a form of motion; motion towards
an object, or away from it, in the mind, is Emotion.
The current Samskr1 word for Emotion, b h a v a 1
seems to have a similar significance. It implies a
I becoming,' a somewhat prolonged intermediate
condition of passing or changing from one state to
another.
Let us see now how the first of these two simple
primary forms of Emotion (defined as'a desire plus
an intellectual cognition, as distinguished from a
mere sense-cognition or sensation), this movement
lawards an object, Attraction, Like, Love, differentiates into and evolves the more complex forms,
as between human being and human being.
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i. Attraction-plus the consciousness
The three
main _ab- of the equality with one's self of the
divisioDs
of AUrae- attractive object, is Affection, or Love
'ion.

proper.

ii. Attraction - plus the consciousness of the
superiority to one's self of the attract in object, is
Reverence.
iii. Attraction-plus the consciousness of the
inferiority to one's self of the attractive object, is
Benevolence.

Metaphy-

sical Problems.

1

The Science of Peace, ch. x, xi.
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place to make an efiort to explain what
the meaning is of these cognitional
IDg of IUelements, the consciousness of equality,
perlority,
equality
superiority. and inferiority, which play
and insuch an important part in the structure
feriority.
and development of the Emotions, ~l.Ud
which are indeed the sole cause of their differentiation from the homogeneity of Love or Hate
into the heterogeneousness of numberless kinds,
shades, and grades. A physical analogy will sen'C
our purpose· Given attraction between two mag.
nets properly placed, that which moves the other
towards itself without itself displaying motion
would be called the more powerful magnet i while
the other would as clearly be called the less
powerful. But if the two should, both of them,
1110\'e towards each other simultaneously and meet
haU-way, they would be called equal in power.
The case is the :>ame between ]iva and ]iV3.
Gh'en attraction between two Ji\'as, that \",hich
moves towards the other first is so far the inferior;
that which mo\-es the other towards itself first, is
in that space and time the superior. If the two
should move towards each other simultaneously,
then they are equal.
The same idea may be expressed in other words,
thus: Love is the desire for union with the object
loved, and, therefore, ever tends to bring subject
and object to one level in order that they may
unite andl become. one. The fact that one Jiva
The mean_
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possesses a quality which meets a want in another
Jiva lies at the root of their mutual attraction ; it
furnishes the common ground, the possibility of
unity, (If coming togetber, between them. Where
these wants and their corresponding supplies are
both about equally divided between two Jivas, so
that each has wants that the other supplies, we
may speak of them as equal; for each is inferior
to the other in his wants, superior to the other in
his corresponding supplies, and these deficiencies
and superfluities existing on both sides, their sums
balance each other. Exchange will go on till de·
ficiencies and snperfluities alike have disappeared.
\Vhere the wants of one ]iva are his distinguishing
characteristic in his relation to another Jiva, whose
distinguishing characteristic is his power to supply
those wants, we may speak of them as inferior
and superior. Here also the action of Love gradually leads to equalisation} as the superior fills up
the deficiencies of the inferior, thus lifting him to
his own level and making union possible.
Another and somewhat more metaphysical question may also be justly asked and dealt with here.
How is it ever possible for a superior to be attracted
towards an inferior, if what has been said above is
unreservedly correct? An inferior} of course, receives benefits and pleasures from a superior and
so feels attraction towards him; but what benefit
and pleasure can a superior derive from an inferior that \vill initiate such attraction in him?
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The answer to this question embraces two main
considerations which, however, are connected with
each other. (a) A pleasure is an empirical fact
and not deducible in the ordinary sense of the
word j one man finds hot pepper pleasant, another
sugar; there is no law governing these facts
except that persons are variously constituted; the
organism of one is more in assonance with one
kind of objects, that of another with another. As
to why one Jiva should have one kind of organism and another another, we can only fall back
upon the general metaphysical law that all Jivas, individually as well as collectively, must pass through
all possible experiences, individually in endless
time, collectively in simultaneity j for so only can
the Perfect Equilibrium of the Absolute be main~
tained. And, if pleasure aud pain are such empirical facts, then it may well be that some so-constituted persons find it a positive pleasure to see
the smile of happiness on an inferior's face
after he has been helped, and a positi,-e pain in
the opposite case. Of course, it may be said that
if this is so, the mother that wants and longs for
her baby to smile at her and stroke her face with
i~s tiny fingers is inferior to the baby. And, in a
sense, this is so, and rightly, for democracy in the
deepest and truest sense of the word is inherent in
the very Nature of the Absolute, and no Jiva is in
reality and essence superior to or inferior than
any other. But for the practical purposes of the
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relative and successive, we have differences of
superior and inferior also as indefeasible facts, and
as these exist with reference to the multiplicity of
tbe Not-Self, therefore material (and not the comparatively mental or psychical or spiritual) wants
and supplies are ordinarily made the basis of the
distinctions. He who can give more of material
things and of power over them, directly or indirectIY,is ordinarily called the superior. (b) ]ivas, as
will be further explained in chapter viii, are always
and inv<lriably belonging to either the one or the
other of t\V'o and only two classes, tile 9 a i va or
divine and the as u r a or demoniac, as they are
technically called in the Bhagavat.!.G'i!tl. 1 The
class in \vhich the One Self, the Pratyagatma, is
predominant, by their \'ery constitutiol1, helplessly,
find giving and helping to be pleascl.nt. It may be
noted in passing that the question will perhaps
become clearer when the Metaphysic of subtler
and grosser bodies is grasped. It may then appear
that, in the exercise of benevolence, though the
grosser outer sheath is diminished, the inner and
subtler, with \vhich the Self in the ]1va is for the
time identified, really expands, so that the self
grows not only metaphorically but actually. As
the banker's actual cash balance diminishes because
of loans advanced, his credit, his assets, grow. In
a certain sense it is true that absolutely disinterested benevolence there is never. In most cases, at
1 xvi. 6 ; and the whole chapter generally.
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the present stage of evolution, the desire for re,
turn, for reward of good actions, here or here-after, is obvious and unconcealed. But even
\vhen the donor himself can find no such desire
in the deepest depths down to which he can probe
his own consciousness, either to payoff a past
debt by his present beneficent action (which is as
much an interested motive as the other), or to receive an adequate repayment in the future, still,
even then, bec;'lIlse of the fact of his being a
separate individual, there is necessarily hidden in
him such a desire sub_consciously.1 Otherwise, the
beneficent adion would be motiveless, causeless,
and, in the realm of the Relative, there can never
be an e\'ent without a cause. As the current Samskr~ proverb says, ~lJfl~~""~ ~~lqq: 11 all this
world, i.e., all Jivas, are bound together in the
bonds of mutual debts , endlessly" -a fact which,
as said before, follows directly from the very
Nature of the Absolute and the ultimate identity
of all jivas, and without which the endless story of
the world-process were impossible. In practice,
the Jivas that are comparatively the most disinterestedly and truly benevolent will be the readiest
to acknowledge that they should not entertain the
pride, and inflict on the recipient of their charity
1 In such registration, by the inner sub- or super-conficiousness, of all debts and assets, consist the .power and
process of the law of Karma.
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the humiliation, of forbidding a grateful return,
parents nurturing their babes-what actions more
disinterested ?-yet thereby discharge their debts to
their own parents, and may also rightfully expect,
and do expect, service from their grown-up sons in
their old age. The Highest Gods, the Hierarchs,
the Masters, and mothers and fathers, expect a
certain amount of reciprocation-in the immediate
present also. The emanations, in subtler matter,
that are the accompaniments of the finer emotions
are the food of the Gods, and of the mental bodies
of others generally.l
These considerations may help to remove any
mysteriousness or m:ysticism that may seem to
hang about a mere statement that the self expands
with compassion j and to show that on the side of
Love, the predominance of the Common Self appears not only in the desire to help, known as
Benevolence (active) and Magnanimity (more passive), but also in the desire to repay and serve in
some way or other which is the essence of Gratitude (active) and Humility (more passive), which
accompany all Reverence and \Vorship, when
regarded as Emotions.
Repulsion, Dis1i1,e, Hate, may be analysed in
exactly the same manner as Attraction, and yields
the three principal sub-divisions of :
i· Anger-In the case of the equality of the
object of it.
1

Bllagava~Gr!iJ,

iii. 11.
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H· Fear-In the case of the superiority of the
object of it.
iii. Pride or Scorn-In the case of the inferiority
of the object of it.
The definitions, given before, of superiority,
equality and inferiority, in connection with the
emotion of Love, apply also,mutatis mutandis, to the
emotion of Hate. Briefly, as he who has more, is
the stronger, and is willing to gh'e voluntarily, is the
superior, and he who has less, is the weaker, and
is willing to receive if the gift is made voluntarily,
is the inferior, on the side of Love; so, he who is
the stronger and desirous of taking away by force
is superior, and he who is the weaker and liable to
be deprived and made to lose against his will is the
inferior, on the side of Hate. So, too, the exchange,
in the condition of equality, is involuntary here.
All mental moods whatever which are by
general consensus called Emotions-as also many
which are not so called but which are in truth
well deserving of being so·called-will, on close
analysis, be found «(I) either to fall under one or
other of these two triplets which cover the six
principal Emotions of humanity; or, (hi to be
compounds consisting of elements taken from
both. The mental moods which are not generally
recognised as Emotions fail to be so recognised
only because they are not so intense as the others.
and are accompanied with a less degree of
general excitement-expansion or contraction-of
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the system (speaking physiologically) and of the
self (speaking psychologically). In them the
desire-element which stamps a mental mood as
Emotion and induces urgently to action is weak,
sometimes so weak as to be imperceptible j while
the cognitional, the intellectual element is strong
and prominent. In the ordinary books all
Psychology they are either not treated of at all,
or are vaguely and loosely referred to the depart~
ment of the intellect exclusively. Examples of
them will appear later 011.
Summing up, now, the progressive definitions
Final defl.~ given above, from time to time, we may
nition of
say; Emotion is the desire of one Jiva
Emotion.
towards another Jiva in one of twomain forms, vi;:., either to associate with it,
knowing it to be able to give to, or exchange with,
or receive from itself, objects of sense or their
derivatives (in the broadest and most comprehensive
sense), under conditions of perfect voluntariness;
or, to dissociate from it, knowing it to be able to
take away, or exchange with, or lose to itself
similar objects of sense under conditions of
involuntariness. A convenient abbreviation of this
would, perhaps, be that: An Emotion is a desire
in one Jiva to associate with or dissociate from
another Jiva, plus an intellectual cognition of the
latter's superiority, equality, or inferiority, with
reference to possible voluntary or forcible
exchange of pleasures or pains between them.
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If, in any given case, the definition appears to
fail in any respect, it will probably be found, on
analysis, that the difficulty is due only to a deeper
intermixture in that case than usual of elements
belonging to both sides, of Love as well as of Hate,
and that when these are duly discriminated and
sorted out the difficulty vanishes. This inextricable mixture of opposites" in the world-process,
and consequent impossibility of absolute definition,
,the impossibility of any other than comparative
characterisation, is a fact which has always to be
borne in mind and is to be met with in interpreting any and every experience and any and every
object belonging to the realm of the Relative. \Vhy
this should be so is for 1\Ietaphysic to answer.
The above analysis and definition of Emotion
The Evolu- need not be confined to the emotions of
the human race, but may safely be
tI l!l ot
Emotion.
applied to those of other races of beings
also, be they higher or lower than the human in
1he scale of evolution. Even apart from the
metaphysical considerations which go to show
that consciousness is a partless and unbreakable
unity in essence, and uniform in manifestation
though varying endlessly in degrees of unfoldment
(parallel with the endless variations in the quantity,
qualitYl and activity, the density or subtlety, peculiarity, simple or complex organisation, etc., of the
vehicles of its manifestation, its sheaths or bodies)
throughout the world-process, the facts, established
<j
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by modern investigations into the evolution of
intelligence in the various kingdoms found on this
e:lrth, by themselves suffice to establish common
features of consciousness in minerals, vegetables,1
animals and men, and to show t;l:1t the differences
are differences mainly of degrees of complexity
and definiteness. Consciousness unfolds evenly
in all three departments, cognition, desire and
1 See J. C. Bose's RcsJ>imse i l l tile Lh'illg omlllle ],'011Lit1illg and Plall! Response. It is remarkable how while onc
series of investigations tends to show that what was heretofore regarded as inanimate is as much animate as man,
another series of experilllents tends towards the apparently
exactly opposite conclusion that the adivities that were so
long believed to be cxcJul;ively due to animate or conscious
life are really inanimate and mecJlanical in their nature:
(Sce, ,g., J. Locb's The Comparative PIl)'siology of lhe Brai"
anlt CUnlpara/ivc Psychology, and his explanation of animate
functions by geotropism, heliotropism, stereotropism,
galvanotropism, etc.). The reconciliation is to be found,
and the final why at the end of each series of experiments
satisfactorily tlllswered, only in the view, emphasised by the
Ve4an!a andthe Sankhya that even bu<:14hi and
m a n as, reason and intelligence, are j a 9- a, unconscious
and material, and that the only Conscious Fact is the One Self.
whose Consciousness mainlains all the world· process. To·
understand the full significance of this metaphysical doclrine,
we should study, e.g., the accounts of 'photographs,' elc., of
the invisible emanation~ from human beings during special
psychological conditions, taken by Dr. H. Baraduc of Paris,
and of 'voice-figures,' • mUSic-forms,' 'sollnd·colors,' etc.,
of which even professio:Jally scientific journals are full no\\',
to say nothing of theosophical literature.
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action, though, of course, onc is generally predominant and the other two subordinate, so that
there is also an appear:lnce of succession and consecutiveness in the development of the three;
and as the first grows more and more defined into
intellect and thought, so the other two also grow
similarly complicated and developed into the
most subtle emotions and the most wide-reaching
industries. The history of the evolution of any
one of these is also the history of the evolution of

the other two. l

t For various schemes of triplets, "g., (a) Desire, Emotion,
Passion, or (b) Desire, Craving, Will, etc" arising out of the

mutual reaction and reflexion of cognition, desire and action,

the reader may refer to the Pra!fava-va4a. For valuable
details as to the developments and translormations of emotions, '.g., of the sex-passion into parental love, see A Study
ill Consciollslless, by Annie Besant, Part IL, ch. iY., s. I.

CHAPTER V.
THE

SUB-DIVISIO~S

OF THE PRIXCiPAL EMOTIO:-:S.

Let us now try to follow out the complex
developments of these comparatively simple
Emotions with special reference to the desireaspect of them.
i. The attraction felt to an equal is the desire

for union with the attractive object by
.
t·lon. B y
0 f equaI reclproca
&!ld. 1!5 lIub- reciprocatioll, because an absolute union
diVISions.
is possible only by the dissolution of
the forms enshrining and making separate the
Jivas, of the forms through and in which only
Love (as well as Hate) between Jiva and Jiva
By tqual reciprocation,
becomes possible.
because the two termini of the nexus, the two
parties to the relation, being equal, neither has
any net surplus to give away to the other,
neither suffers from any net deficiency which
could be supplied from the stock of the other.
Only an exchange is possible. And the more
varied the things exchanged, the more constant
The
meanIng of
I.on means
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and rapid the intercourse, the more complete
and aB-sided the gratification of the requirements
of each by the other, the greater, the more
perfect the Love.
But always only the more
perfect-always only a greater and greater approximation to perfection; never the perfect, {or
that implies absolute identification wherewith Love
ceases. And hence the mysterious (because un~
analysed), never-gratified, ever-vague, ever more
inward-receding longings of Love, the sex-love
esp~ciaIly of early youth.
The degree of reciprocation, and the objects in
regard to which it takes piace~ are the sources of
the sub-division of this head of Emotion into many
minor heads.
Desire {or union, for harmony, by reciprocation
in merely social matters, between perPoliteness, sons superficially acquainted, and
FrlC!ndship, Loye mostly confined to the avoidance 011
propel', de either side of acts which would make
the other feel inferior and small, and
the performance of such as would promote and
strengthen the feeling of equality-such reciprocation corresponds to that mental mood which is
indicated by the \'\lord Politeness. Making way for
and salutation o{ each other are instances of the
physical manifestation o{ this mood.
A higher decree of reciprocation in matters
deeper than those involved in ordinary social
intercourse, underlies the Emotion of Friendship.

PRIXCIPAL

E~1OTIO:\'S.

A Samskrl \'erse sums up the features of Friend·
ship, rather prosaically no doubt, but in a way
which very aptly illustrates and confirms the truth
of the analysis which lies at the root of the present
classification :

itil;
~"qil"'q niir
'if\!; 51",n'ij
'" I
•
<
~q'1l afdl!~itl ~i<N ilI""l\l"l'l: 11
Cl Six-fold is the characteristic of the friend: he
gives and receives presents, confides and is entru~t~
cd with secrets, entertains and is entertained at
feasts."
The prominent physical manifestation is the
hand-shake and the arm-in-arm.
~ Theodesire for union by means of the highest
degree of reciprocation possible between human
beings, possible in perfection only between two
human beings of the opposite sexes at the present
stage of evolution, of reciprocation covering all the
departments of human life, is Love proper. The
physical manifestation is the embrace, the constant
association, and the living together of family-life.
11.
Attraction towards a superior where the
superiority is slight is Respect. Respect
Re5~ect,
with regard to some one quality or
E!\eem,
BevueDce, more, where the object of that Respect
Worship,
is inferior in other qualities, becomes
Esteem for the whole man. The
physical accompaniment is the pr a n a m a I the
bow.
4

....
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\Vhere the superiority is greater the Emotion
becomes Reverence, Veneration, finding expression in I kneeling for a blessing,' 'touching the
feet,' , bending. '
\Vhere it is complete, as that of one who is
regarded as the Creator, it becomes Worship,
Adoration, appearing in 'prostration before the
Lord. '
In the above three cases, the desire for unionwhich desire ultimately takes effect as imitation
leading to equalisation, absolute union being
impossible, as said before, without breaking up the
material forms or u p a eJ. h i s--is the desire for
equalisation by receivi1lg from the superior, as is
manifest in the upturned hand of prayer in the
case of worship, and is present, though not so
expressly, in the other forms also. Attention may
be drawn here again to what has been indicated
before, that Emotion, like any and every other
aspect or feature or element of individualised life,
can never exist in the entire absence of ultimate
reference to some material object, in the comprehen~
sive sense, some not-self, be it matter of the
physical earth or of the seventh heaven, the Satyaloka, which is capable of being given or taken by
the j1V3 who is the object of the emotion. Even
such conventions of honor or insult as I giving
precedence' or • the higher seat,' I taking the wall,'
I passing to the
right," saluting first,' I folding
palms,' I uncovering,' or the opposite, though not
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possessing now any significance of direct1material
benefit or otherwise,. had such significance in their
origin and imply it now.
The stages through which a worshipper passes
in his worship show the equalising
Equalising power of Love in a remarkable way.
power of
At first he is chiefly conscious of the
Worship.
immense superiority of the object of
his worship, and his longing for union finds ex·
pression in the wish to submit himself to guidance
to efface his difference: "Thy will be done, 0
Lord, not mine." The substitution of the will of
another for his own produces in him a likeness to
the object of worship, assimilating his own nature
to that of the higher one, until he reaches the point
where he is no longer conscious of the existence of
two wills, one of which is subordinated to the
other, and where the expression of his Emotion is:
Cl Thy will and mine, 0 Lord, are one."
This is
the cry of perfect Love, lin which worship is replaced by extasy, by a sense of union achieved.
A question may arise here. It is said that worship
is the expression of humility, the declaration of
one's need, the soliciting of help, the desire to
receive. l Is not this inconsistent with the fact of
1 This is so generally recognised as a fact in Samskrt
literature that there is no discussion of it at all. It is every_
where taken for granted. The majority of hymns end with
an enumeration of the benefits to be derived from the WNship of the deity concerned with that hymn. The PU,6!laS
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seJ£-surrender which generally accompanies worship and means giving rather
than receiving. The general answer
seems to be this: The impulse of self·
surrender which is found in the worshipper is an
incidental though usual accompaniment of, ;:lnd not
identical with, the feeling of worship, and, more·
o\'er, it is not due so much to any feeling on his
part that he has something to gIve wnlch can
supply a want in the object of worship, as rather
to the feeling that he should completely throwaway
everything which might stand in the way of the
free flowing in of the snperfluity of the superior,
so that by the reception of that superfluity he may
be raised to the level where union becomes possible
by equality, by pseudo-identity of nature.
The meanIng of selfsurrender.

If we wish to enter more fully into the matter,
we may note that worship is, in practice, actually
made with only one of two ends: (i) the one seeks
to secure and prays for some personal benefit, some
gain to the seJ£ of the worshipper as separate from
other selves j (ii) the other seeks the good of that
self only as united and in essence one with all other
selves. In the former case, whatever self'surrender
teem with declarations o! the power of worship of such and
such loos to bring such and such fruit. A Current verse says:
Let a man worship the Sun, if he wants health i Fire, if he
wants wealth; Shiva, if he wants wisdom; Vi~h~u, if he
wants deliverance. The b h a k t i, or 'devotion which is
without motive' is distinguishable from worship.
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happens to be present with worship, however
apparently complete and unreserved it may be,
is in reality conditioned and reserved by the primaryand ever-internally*present aim of the particular benefit desired. This is '''hat is known as
sa - k a m a - tap a. worship, or asceticism, or
sacrifice, in honor of some one deity, with some one
definite selfish object, with a desire for some personal gain of some particular object or power. It
means: H I serve you, I humble mysc1fbefore yOtl, in
all possible ways, I undergo all kinds of hardships
and sufferings(selLimposed, but as if) in the perfor·
mance of your commands, I yield up the whole of
myself to you, and you may do with me what you
like-bull do all this i1/ order fhat you may take
pity on me and give me back all my poor services
and presents and offerings with much enhancement,
give me of your own possessions and powers, as far
as may be, for me to use and exercise at will for
my personal pleasure and profit." In the other
case, where the worshipper's self is surrendered
for the !lelping of other selves, to the Ideal of sel£sacrifice, and only to Him and to those who are
His representatives in high offices of self-sacrifice,
the Hierarchs, ~~his, Prophets, Saints,-however
externally reserved and conditioned with reason
the sllrl'ender may be, yet it only is internally
complete, for that conditioning reason itself has in
it the seed of universality and atl-embracingness,
and is not a limited and limiting desire for the
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benefit of one separate person only, The \vorship
in this case me:lns: 11 In serving you I wish to serve
others, the world generally so far as may be, and
whatever of powers and possessions I desire to
receive from you, I desire only for the better help'
ing of others, and the surrender of myself and my
belongings that I make to you is governed by the
view that you will thereby be the better able to
utilise and equip me for the service of these others,"
Such surrender is the true and sincere devotion or
b h a k t i which is instanced in the case of J3.~his
whose ta pa 1.1 if; n i ~h- ka ma, without selfish
and with altruistic motive i whereas the other devo·
tion is only apparent and insincere, as shown in the
cases, mentioned in the PIl,.a~IaS, of the 9- a i t Ya s
and the as u r a s who performed sacrifice only till
they had obtained the boons of power that they
had craved all along, and then threw devotion and
penance to the winds.
Even after the above statement there may remain
behind in the mind an objection to the use of the
word' equality I in connection with worship. This
'vouid probably be due to the fact that I endeavor
to become equal,' has come to mean • endeavor
to rival/ amongst I separative' Jivas. But that is
not the meaning intended here, or among' unionseeking' Jivas. There is no rivalry here, in
worship of the second kind above described, but
only partnership. The son grows up to share in
and lighten his father's work and not to oppose
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him. <l Perfect love casteth out fear" as well as
pride. The infant clambers on to the top of its
m"Jther's head and shoulders. She does not resent
it as presumption. She knows that it is the pure and
perfect love that feels no trace of difference of mine
or thine. On the contrary, if the child showed fea r
aud kept studiously shrinking apart, she \vould
feel sad and hurt. The baby feels the perfection
of confidence that the mother is its o\vn private pro·
perty \vithout any reservation, all mine instead of
mine and thine. \; Ye must become as little chil.
dren if you are to enter the kingdom of heaven."
Briefly, to put the matter from another point of
view, the worship that thinks: 11 I want absolutely
nothing ill return" will, on analysis, be found to be
meaningless pride; and the worship that thinks:
<I I may
not want equality, even by \vay of the
humblest partnership" will l similarly, on examination, be found to be an unbecoming fear, the (ear
of offending an element of pride, which is thereby
unworthily ascribed to the object of worship.
From all the above it may appear that the
emotion underlying worship pure and simple is
the desire for equalisation by receiving, and that
Devotion is something different from this; it wi11
be treated of again later.
iii. Attraction towards an inferior is Kindness,
Kindness, having as physical manifestation the
Tendcr. approach
ness, Pity, sml'1e 0 f \~e 1come, ~ncouragmg
dc.
by assunng a kmdly response, and
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meaning, here, the sense of I superiority,' of
'moreness,' that is willing to give, is accompanied
by the desire to give,
(The various meanings of •smile' and I laughter'
wilt be discussed later. The smile referred to here
is of course not the same as the smile of self complacence or iron~'.)
Attraction in a greater degree towards all inferior
is Tenderness -wherein the physical manifestations
are more prominent, more intense, passing into
caress,
Lastly, it is Pity pro~)erl and Compassion,
whereof tears are the first physical expression,
tears that mean the overflow in gift of the surplus
of the greater, even e,lrlier than the outstretched
and do\vnward turning palm of giving,
In these three sub·divisions of Benevolence the
realisation of the desire for union, i.e.. for equalisation, is sought by the !'Ouperior by means of
giving: to the inferior from his own excess, and so
bringing him up to his own level. And the acceptance by the worshipped of the worshipper's first
humble sacrifice, by the mother of service from her
son, by the benefactor of a ma:-k of gratitude from
him to whom he has done good, is not a refutation
of the fact that Benevolence is ' giving,' It only
means the gracious accord of equality to him who
was erstwhile so helpless and so helped.
Notice here that the tendency on the side of
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Attraction is to culminate in the
equality-union of Love, though relations
·genee and
divergence might and very often do begin with
of forms of inferiority on the one side and superiloye and
ority on the other. The reverse is the
hate.
case on the other side of feeling, where
Repulsion is the motor-power. The ways of virtue
starting from two points, compassion and humility,
meet in Love. 1 The way of vice starting from
anger, the first form of Hate, diverges endlessly
into scorn and fear. Love is the coming together
of two equals, neither of whom in tile clld gains
anything from tile other: it is thus, in its perfection, the very climax and the end of virtue. So
Hate is the going ap~l't of two equals, neither of
whom at tile beginlling has taken anything-but 'Will
begin to try to take all-from the other: and it is
thus tile beginlling of vice.
'CODYCr-

As Love is the desire for union with the object
loved by equalisation, by reciprocation, so is Hate
the desire for separation from the object hated by
differentiation, by inequalisation. And as Love
between human being :lnd human being is not
1
In these considerations may be found, in part, the
reason why love passes into lust (when the Jiva has not yet
got over the tendencies of p r a v r t ~ i ), and lust into love
(when the n i v r t ! i tendencies become strong) ; such is the
-endless wheeling of life, the ear of corn out of the manure
and manure out f)f the corn ;J.gain, each having its indefeasible place in the world-process.
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compatible with complete identification of either
party with the other, so neither is Hate compatible with total suppression or annihilation of
either.
At first sight it might seem that complete separation is best secured only by such annihilation,
and it is true that in its pure nakedness the desire
constituting Hate \\"ould be the desire for complete
annihilation of the object hated; but this form of
the desire is inevitably changed by the necessity of
the conditions under which alone the mutual play
of the Self and the Not-Self is possible. The caseof Love is the same. The desire of Love is the
desire for complete identification j but the desire
can never be fulfilled, except by the disappearance
of Love with the disappearance of its object.
Each, if carried to exces~. to its metaphysical'
completion , loses its original character and abolishes
itself, becoming indistinguishable from its opposite.
Love uttermost becomes identity, reduces all the
Many to One; Hate extreme annihilates all Else ,
all Other, all Not-I, and remains it-Self alone.
Such absence of Love and of Hate, absence of
movement l absence of the one and the
Metaphymany,
absence of the abstract and the
sical
considerconcrete, absence of Pratyagatma and
ations.
Mnlaprakrti, belongs to the Absolute,
the Parabrahman, the Paramatma. But the discus·
sion of that question bebngs to Metaphysic, as.
also of the intimately connected question-which
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takes its rise directly from the problem stated in
the preceding paragraph-whether m 0 k ~ h a
having a commencement 'has an end also or not. It
would be unending if complete identification into
one of those which were two were possible.
Otherwise, however close the approximation, however long even the appe:uance of identification in
certain exalted states, there will be an end and
a redisruption at the beginning of another hlpa,'
The result of these considerations is that it
appears that Hate proper cries: "I wish mine
enemy had a hundred lives, so I might slay him·
over and over again" ; that Hate is as insatiable
as Love; for with annihilation of its object it
itself dies.
The sub.divisions of the primary emotion of
Repulsion, Hate, Dislike, are exactly
Hate and
analogous to the sub-divisions of the
Its; SUbdivisions.
opposite emotion.

i.

The

Repulsion causing separation by
inequ-1lisation between two parties that
Rudlmess,
are actually equal is, in the preliminary
Reserve,
Anger.
degree, Rudeness, Brusqueness, even
Wrath, etc.
Reserve and Chillness in a certain
sense. The physical manifestation is 'keeping
off, • , mutual distance,' 'turning the cold shoulder.'
See The SciCllCe vi Pellee, ch. xvi.
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At those stages of human evolution, in those
times and places, in those races l in which the
se}Jarative self and intelligence are strongly
developed, this mood of Reserve, of 'mind
your own business,' and 'keep your distance,'
this absence of ' gush,' and suppression of
, maudlinness' or' effusiveness' or I fussiness'
-as the opposite mood i~ described by a sometimes exaggerated contempt-is most marked.
Its real nature is so little und~rstood that it is
often regarded with some pride, as a manly
virtue in itself, apart from any special reasons
or circumstances.
In the next higher degree the desire for
separation becomes Anger proper, Enmity,
Hostility. The physical manifestation is 'pre~
paration to strike down the other,' 'exchange
of abuse, or blows,' amongst simple nnrefined
natures where the physique prevails over the
mind"; and amongst the so-called cultured and
refined and complex-minded, it becomes the
exch:mge of' cutting J sarcasm, and' crushing'
retort, and' piercing' taunt, etc.
The last stage is \Vrath, and Rage, and Hate
proper, and open \var and frantic endeavor to
suppress each other entirely, physically and
mentally, by whatever means and weapons come
to hand first. when even Bhi~hma and Arjuna,
the ideal warriors of the Maltiib1l11ra!a story,
forget the laws of chivalry, and senators in the
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legislative halls of modern nations use their fists
and fling ink-pots and blue-books at each other.
ii. Repulsion from a superior where the
Apprchcn. superiority is slight and not definitely
sIon, Fear, recognisable, the desire for inequalisaHorror,etc.
tion by making him inferinr, coupled
with the consciousness of inability to do so, and also
with the consciousness that that superior is capable
of making the inferior more inferior, is Apprehension. The physical manifestation is' shrinking.'
The next degree, where the superiority of the
object of dislike is greater, is Fe:lr and Terror
proper; the physical manifestation is I a\'oid:lnce'
and I running aW:ly.'
'
The third and culminating stage is that of
Horror, where the dislike as well as the superiority
of its object are at their greatest, and the physical
manifestation corresponding to the consciousness
of complete inferiority and powerlessness is, 'paralysis of the limbs,' I powerlessness even to stir
and run away,'
iii. Repulsion plus the consciousness of the in.
feriority of the object of Repulsion, the
Supcrcilidesire for further separation from it by
Oiliness,
Scorn,Dia. llleans of further in equalisation, and
daln, etc.
the consciousness of ability to bring_.
about such further inequalisation. is, when the
inferiority of the object of Repulsion is slight,
mere Superciliousness, the I subjective' aspect of
which, as it may be called, is Self-importance. The
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physical manifestation is I looking down upon,'
-( holding the head high,' , toss of the head.'
In the next degree it i,; Scorn, Contempt, the
physical manifestation of which is the 'sneer"
, the curled lip.'
The third stage is Disdain, manifested in the
'spurning away' of the object, the I relentless
crushing' of it, I the treading of it into the dust,'
• planting the heel on the neck,' I reducing to
slavery,' 'breaking the spirit.'
It may be noted here that in Samskrt literature
reference is being made constantly to
Old and
current
the six' waves,' $haQ-urmaya l
Sa.msk!~
the six 'internal enemies,' ant a r ana.mes.
ray a which have to be conquered
before the attainment of the Self and of Liberation
is possible. But these six ruling passions are
named k a m a, k t 0 ~l ha, lob ha) m 0 ha,
maQa and m a tsa ra) literally love or lust,anger,
greed, confusion, pride, and jealousy. It seems
difficult at first sight to identify these with the six
principal sub-divisions of Emotion adopted here.
But by bearing in mind that in Samskrt literature,
in the contexts in which they usually occur, the idea
is to transcend them all, both virtues and vices, for
both operate as bonds (when virtue is not trans. formed into duty), and that therefore even the good
emotions are named by names which rather hide
their goodness; and also by slightly stretching the
. significance of the doubtful ones so as to include
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allied emotions; we may succeed in reducing these
to oue six, thus: K a m a is obviously and admittedly Love i lob ha, greed, stands for Reverence
and \Vorship, by emphasising the prayer-element
therein i m 0 ha, confusion, stands for Compassion
which overrules one's self-interest and confuses
him as to personal consequences; k r 0 c) h a is
clearly Anger; so is m a ~l a Pride; and m a tsa ra, jealousy. represents Fear.

CHAPTER VI.
CERTAIN POSSIBLE OBJECTIOKS.

It seems desirable at this stage to consider
certain possible objections in detaiL
The fac~s of outright physical murder on the one

hand, and of uttermost se1f~sacrifice
of the physical life on the other, seem
to conflict with the theory of the nature
of Love and of Hate propounded here,
in so far as it says that absolute union or absolute
separation is impossible. But the reconciliation is
to be found in the consideration that even in these
casc3-when they arc true instances of Love and
Hate-there is ill the cOlISciollslless the perpetuation
of the relation of Love or of Hate, as the case may
be, that is to say, a perpetuation of both the
factors or Jivas in the relation of love or of hate,
and so an absence of utter union or separation.
This explanation will not appear very satis·
factory to those who have not yet seen
Solution
reason
to believe that the individual
by D3.ture
of consciself, the Jiva, has any life apart from
(lusness,
the present physical body. Yet the fact
of the COllSciOllSlless of a perpetual, unending relaObjection
based on
physical
dea.th.
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1 Pallcllat#aJlli, i. 7.
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future, what rises not, nor sets, is this One Selfluminous Consciousness alone."

(nO,;::r oq(l'l"l[lOl 'lr.r~~Tsr1(1 '!irl Rrq I
q~ (1!q[cq:!~'lta;;!<i
'l:!:!(1: " ,\'1 1" ill\?::

q'l 6rr~"l1 I
il1'l[q· ,qq'{ll

n Never has the cessation of consciousness been
witnessed; or if it has been, then the witness
thereof himself remains as the embodiment of
that same consciousness."
It has just been said that cases of murder and of
self.sacrifice of life-when they are true instances
of Love and Hate-are recon::ileable with the
theory put fonvard here. Other cases do not
need such reconciliation and they are no less
frequent.
Let us consider what would be true instances of
the relinquishment of one's own life
Instances
and the taking of another for pure
of death
for Love or Love and pure Hate, respectively. And
by Hate,
first the precise significance of Love
and precise
meaning of and Hate should be fixed in this rethese two
ference. \Vhich one or more of the three
in Buch
princip3l phases of each can be meant
cases.
here?
l}W'-.Bllifga\J(I~(I,

Ill. xxxii. 15, 16. The Vyifsa-BlIlIon Yoga_Sit/ra, H. 9, and the Vif~syiiY(lfJa-Bhiflhya on
NJJy(l-Si,~ra, Ill. i. 19, infe> previous experience of death,
and therefore previous lives, from the fear of death in this
life.
1
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On the side of Love, such absolute self~surrender,
involving complete self-extinction, would, at first
sight, appear to be possible in the case of all the
three phases. A greater might conceivably give
himself away wholly to a smaller to enlarge the
latter's life. So a smaller might also give himself
to the greater and be absorbed into his larger life?
But is this possible? Apparently not, from what
has been said before as to the nature of selfsurrender and Devotion. The superior cannot
take from the lesser, and so increase the latter's
inferiority. Such an absorption is not possible in
the case of equals either. It involves a reasoning in
a circle. Each cannot become absorbed in the
other, only one may in another. The result is that
only a greater tan give himself away to a lesser;
and the meaning of Love in this special connection
is therefore Benevolence.
\Vhat is the case on the side of Hate? Equals
as equals, and while continuing equals, cannot
harm each other. And the lesser can clearly not
'Suppress the greater. Thus in the case of Hate
too, only the greater can suppress and take the
life of the lesser i and so in this reference Hate
means Pride.
Unfortunately the word Pride does not express
all that is meant to be expressed. And there does
not appear to be another English word-scarcely
.even a Samskr! word, though m a (.1 a comes
very near to it- to express the exact opposite of
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Benevolence, to express Hate pills superiority in
strength plus active exercise of both. 1 Tyranny
approaches most nearly. Hate, Tyranny, and Pridewill therefore be used rather unpreciscly in the succeeding paragraphs as each seems fittest. It should
also be noted that the words' greater' and' lesser'
have be~n used above in a precise and limited signification, restricted to the ability to give or take life.
Passing on after this preliminary limitation of
Infreguen- the signification of Love and Hate in
ey of dea.th self-sacrifice and slaughter proceeding.
fc,r Loye,
f
and frerom them, we find that the cases where
queneyof
the death, and the death alone, of the
h by Hate. physical body of the benefactor is absolutely necessary for the purpose of the benefaction, and is consciously, deliberately! and fully
premeditated, are, fortunately for humanity! few.
The Bu<.l<.Iha, in a previous incarnation, giving up
his Brahmal.1a-body in invincible and joyous tender_
ness to feed the life of the famishing tigress and her
cubs; wives sucking the poisoned wounds of hus.
bands and dying; shipwrecked sailors tossed on
rafts for week after week, and casting lots to decide
whose body should first be sacrificed to feed his.
starving 'Comrades; healthy persons giving blood in
large quantities for transfusion into the veins of
the sick-are.very infrequent instances in tradition
l,. The {JIlJilna-biIl411 Upallij!l(l# indicates that k r p ~
or Compassion and him sa or slaughter, the wish to destroy.·
are at the opposite: ends of a certain line in the' heart.'
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:and history. In most other cases the self-sacrifice of
life is incidental and not premeditated, not even
strongly expected as probable, as in rescues from
fire or water or weapons. In such cases the giving
up of life is not necessary, very often the exact
opposite is necessary} to the achievement of the
object of the action.
In the case of Hate-Pride plus Tyrannyunfortunately for humankind, the action whereof
the suppression of another's life i3 the direct and
premeditated object is very frequent at this point
of small progress in human evolution.
The causes and beginnings of Hate arc, in
strict theory, not more numerous than
'Causes of
this.
those of Love amongst embodied Jivas.
But the instinct of Love is unity;
hence Benevolence begins by giving up one after
another the many things that make up embodied
life, in order to secure, in the receding" elld, the
unity of two selves. An utter self-sacrifice of life
is therefore seldom required" The instinct of Hate
on the other band "is separateness; and where it is
strong and rampant it would begill by at once taking
away-in imaginati9n only if it cannot in actuality
-the separate life and self of the other} as the
very root, in order wholly, eaSily, and effectually to
suppress all the rest that constitutes the existence
of that other. In lawless and savage races the
slaughter of human beings, on the slightest
occasions, is , in consequence, immense. But in
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ordered and well-governed societies-where the
\'ery fact of social organisation shows that the
elements of Love and harmony and union are
more or less prevalent oyer the elements of Hate
and discord and disorder-the Hate is less strong,
and would not, or is not allO\ved to, begin with
murder, but generally commences with inflicting
minor injuries and losses.
In the result, the fact remains that there is
much more murder caused by true Hate than selfsacrifice of life by Love.
Cases of murder for robbery and for sex-jealousy
-wherein the • separate self' seeks its own
comfort and preservation and propagation either
in and through its own physical body, or in and
through its progeny-are cases of rather indirect
Hate. There is the desire to gain something
which is likely to cause pleasure and enhance life,
But as this is a desire in and for the I separate
self, ' and not in and for the I united Self,' there
is a conflict over it between the two separate
selves concerned, instead of union; and this
conflict becomes the conflict of mallifest Hate. If
there were no such conflict, the underlying Hate
would not come to the surface, Cannibals,
tra\'ellers' accounts say, treat tbeir fllture victims
with great care and tenderness, and fatten them
up ; and there is no sign of Hate at all in their
relations. But let the victim resist his immolation,
and Wrath and Hate are at once aroused.
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This belongs to travellers' stories, which cannot
be verified by everybody's personal experience.
Let us take what is within the reach of everyone.
Poulterers l and beef, mutton l and pork-breeders
feed and tend their animals very carcfullY,-even
affectionately, shall we say?- and enhance their
life for the time being by fattening them UPl and
so do exactly what Love would do rather than
Hate in similar circumstances. But what would
be the case if one of these animals resisted
yielding up its flesh when it was required of him
by its master? The rage and roar of wild
animals tearing their prey are only due to the
resistance of the preYl to its endeavour to keep its
flesh for itself. This conflict of desires brings out
the hidden Hate. So far as the mere flesh is
concerned, the tiger loves not its mate more dearly
than it loves the antelope. The tiger, the
leopard, has been known to fondle and play
with the body of its prey after IdlIing it.
It rends not its mate as it rends the antelope,
because it finds in that mate possibilities of
repeated pleasures, which can be secured
by the fostering of that mate and would
be lost by the rending of it. It has no such
inducement to preserve rather than destroy in the
case of the deer. The infant that, afterwards,
for tap a 5 y a and self-denial, was; compelled by
Brahma to hold the office of the sixth Manu,
Chakt>hu~ha, langhed, remembering his former"
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births, while being fondled in his mother's lap
wi th many words of love. The frightened mother
asked the recently-born baby why it laughed. The
babe replied: Ll Thou lovest me, it is true i but so
does this wild cat that is waiting for an opportunity to eat me ; so also does this ogress of a subtler
plane, invisible to thee, but visible to me, also
waiting for the same! They love me too, though
in a somewhat different way! " 1
In other words, the emphasising of the I united
Self' with reference to a common object of desire
is Love; the emphasising of the • separate selves'
with reference to a common object of desire is
Hate,
In other cases the Hate is more direct. In
the case of insults and affronts, of reflections
against each other's superiority, of non-admission
of such, of the desire to 'cut down tall poppies,'
the desire to suppress each other, etc., has
no other distant and indirect motive and object.
Q'!irn: <iI," <IT 'lfrq~i q~i\ 'IT,q\l'l?llll qqr 11'
l< It is the
very nature of the proud that they
cannot endure the rise of others." These, it may
perhaps be said} are instances of true Hate causing
murder in a special sense.
~

1
2

MarktlJ1,dcj'a-PlIri'I!fG, chapter lxxiii.
KiriltilrjUllrya, H. 21. Another and perhaps better read·

ing is BS~fd'
~

0

rise:

'aggressiveness' or 'pride,' instead of
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The deaths in wars are, it may be noted. con·
nected with both Benevolence and
ilates of
Tyranny. In so far as the fighters fight
death for
mixedLoye for what they believe to be a righteous
and Hate.
cause, and risk their lives for the sake
of the general good of their country, they are
dominated by the one emotion; in so far as they
fight for mere robbery of land, or money, or
similar physical advantages of commerce, etc.however specious the names given to the causes of
the war-they are dominated by the other.
All these cases will, it seems, be covered by the
theory of a perpetuation of the relation in consci·
ousness-and so in subsequent lives, according
to the Indian doctrine on the subject.
Beginning with Anger, each party to a relation
of Repulsion endeavours to separate
Perpe.the other as much as possible from
tuation in
and by
himself. This he seeks to secure by
memory.
faki1lg away from that other all that
makes up his being, and so making him inferior to
and distant from himself. The other reciprocates,
and so I exchange of blows' goes on, till the
relation of Anger is changed into the relation of
Pride on the one hand and Fear on the other.
The former then exclaims: 11 I have broken this
.creature's spirit.t' The other bears away in his
heart the bitterness and ashes of despair, the
ever-burning fire of secret rage, and rankling
sense of mortification and malice, This is the
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commonest development of relations of Repulsion.
Sometimes, only too frequently, the relation
apparently ends in the death of one party
caused by the violence of the other. But so
long as the Hate continues in the heart of
the survivor, the other party is also present
in his mind and to his consciousness t and the
relation has not really ended; witness the boasting
over destroyed enemies, arches and monuments of
triumph, and periodical celebrations, etc., etc.
Even when the Hate dies. ~nd is succeeded
(through natural re-action coming sooner or later,
as it must, in the same life or in another) by
Remorse and other subsequent moods, then too.
the relation between the two continues, the two
are still together in consciousness j but the nature
of the relation has , of course l changed. In the
same way, so long as the memory of the perished
benefactor continues in the heart of the bene fitted,
both the parties to the relation of Love are present
in consciousness; here also memorial monumenls
serve as illustration. These psychological facts
have actual superphysical consequences in postmortem life according to the Pllrli~ws. 1
1 It would be interesting, in this connection, to fol10\v
outthe modllS opemndi of the Law of Karma. The commentary, lmo\vn as the P<lTamJr!fla·tmpi'f, on the Bhagavat!·Gi!if,
says that ::1.11 beings are bound toge~her by the (superphysical
but material) rays of the Hiranya-garbha,~whosecentre of
life is the heart of the Sun, a~d that each action of each
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And so all the component parts l all the Ji\'as,
of a world are and continue to be bound to each
other in relations of Lo\-e or Hate by the bonds. of
memory and consciousness, till the bonds are
loosened by knowledge l in the way that will
appear later on.
Two other possible objections should be noticed
here. Is it true that we feel no emoOther
objections: tions towards inanim<lte objects? \Ve
In. Emo- fear a cyclone, or loathe a filthy ce$Stionl
pool, or are annoyed by the excessive
towards
inanima.te sun or rain 01" fog or snow, the child is
objects_
angry with the stone which has hurt it
and even strikes it, we lo\"e the homestead, admire a mountain or forest scene, and
caress tenderly a gem or statuette or other work
of art. Are these not inanimate objects and do
they not yet caU forth emotion in the sense
accepted here? The answer is that the \\"ords
indicating emotions are used in such cases only
by metaphor; the objects of the emotions arc
being with reference 10 another IS notified to and rcg:istered
at the centre along the appurtenant rays, and brings its own
reaction along these same. The mutual adjustments between
the inner and outer bodies, as between ac:ing and re-acting
causes and effects, in consequence of sins and merits, seem
to M part of the ~ame material or superphysic.11 modlls ope·
randi. The spiritual or metaphysical explanation is the
thread-bond of the Common Self appearinJ;! as individualities
within indiVidualities. Vide Tile Science of Purcc, cb. xiii. and
The Advanced To:l-Bouk DJ Saniftal/(I T]lIarma, Part J. ch.
iV, and Ill. ii.
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it. In-

tellectual
sent!·
ments, ete.

1 Sce the remarks on Pleasurc and Pain, p. 27, supra,
and on the Emotions of the Sublime and a~ain of the Beauti-
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ful, ch, viii, iu/ra. The \'arious kinds of pseudo-Emotions
mentioned here are referred 10 by Bain, The Emetio/ls ami
the Will, and by Ribot, Tile Psychology 0/ the Emotiu/lS, and
others, under more or less different names. They are briefly
dealt with by WiIliam lames, The Pri,lciples of Psychology,
Ir., d], XX\'.; he calls them' the subtler emotions' and
distinguishes in them a 'primary element' and a' secondary • one; the' secondary' element is nothing else than
the ' coarser' emotions, as he calls them, the Emotions
proper, from our standpoint, from which the' primary •
element is not emotional al all. 11 is true that, by renexion
and re·rcfle}[ion or mutual combination and complication,
the three primary facto0.1 of the conscious life, cognition,
desire, and action, become evolved into thought, emotion,
and occupation, etc., and these may again be sub·divided into
triplets reproducing the feature of onc mainly and of lhe
other two subordinatel)'. But the following Ol1t of these
complications is beyond our present purpose; the broad
principles of how this complexity "'oh'es will be found
stated in The Sciwce 0/ Peace, cb. n'., and also indicated in
the tables appended to ch, viii. of this work.

CHAPTER VII.
EMOTIO~S A.ND CHARACTER, OR

\"IRTUES AND VICE".

From what has gone before it immediately
follows that the virtues and vices of
Deflnition
m::ml,:ind are only the Emotions
<of Virtue
and Vice.
become permanent and wide-reaching:
they are only permanent or habitual
moods of mind (in the aspect of desire), guiding
modes of action towards others generally. In
the case of virtues they are the Emotions on
the side of Love j in the case of vices, these on the
side of Hale. For example, the emotion of Love,
originally felt towards a small circle, for special
personal reasons, ties of blood, etc., becomes the
virtue of love (lovingness, friendliness, an :lffectionale nature, benevolence) when felt towards all
with whom the man comes into contact, recognised
(deliberately or instinctively) as a duty owed to
each and based on the root-idea of the Unity of
-the Self. The emotion of parental love, felt to the
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'Son, becomes the virtue of compassion, of tender·
ness, of protectiveness, wllen exercised towards
anyone who is inferior or helpless. Hence Manu
bids a man regard all aged women as his mothers,
all young folk as his children, widening the
personal Emotion into its corresponding virtue.
Hence, also, a Bu(Jghist description of the Arhat,
speaks of his love as infinite, all-embracing, regard.
ing all as a mother regards her first-born son.
Hence, again, a Christian scripture says that 'love
is the fulfilling of the law,' since all that duty can
lay down as virtue love pours out spontaneously in
fullest measure. So, on the other side, passing fits
of anger, or scorn, becoming habitual, make up the
vice of peevishness, or malevolence. Thus, then,
we see that if a man acts to everyone as to his
own under the sway of love, he will be a virtuous
man; if he behaves to others generally as he does
towards the special objects of his dislike, he will
be a vicious one. \Vc may rightly say then that
virtues are Emotions on the side of Love, vices
those on the side of Hate. Indeed, this is so much
the case that, even without the fact being clearly
recognised, the same word is often found denoting
a particular Emotion as well as the virtue or vice
corresponding to it i for instance, compassion and
pride. It requires ollly to name the corresponding
Emotions and the virtues and vices side by side
respectively to show at once the truth of the state~
ment made above.
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The permanent aspects of the principal Emotions·
named before, appearing in man as overruling and
predominant moods of feeling, affecting, coloring, and guiding his modes of action, may be·
grouped as below : On the side of Love:
'The Attraction between equals in the three
ascending stages before mentioned (pp..
Tentative 47-4~) gives rise to:
cla.ssiflca.tion of
Politeness-Good manners---Courteprlnclps.1
· d era t eness.
YlrtuQsand
sy- BI an d ness- C
onst
Vices.
Friendliness-Helpfulness-Sociability•.
Lovingness- An affectionate nature- Domesticity.
Attraction to a superior similarly produces:
Modesty- Unobtrusiveness - Mildness.
Reverence- Seriousness - Earnestness-Gravity.
-Sed ate ness - Stai dness - Non -fli ppan tn ess.
Meekness-Humility-Obedience-Gratitude.
Attraction to an inferior:
Kindliness - Appreciativeness-Goodwill- Urba-·
nity-Condescension- Suavity.
Gentleness- Sol tness-Sweetness-Kind- he:utedness.
Compassionateness- Pitifulness - Benevolence.
On the side of Hate, they are, similarly:
Towards equals:
Rudeness- Brusqueness- Churlishness.
Moroseness- Sullenness - Irascibility- Peevish.
ness.
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Cholericness-Bearishness-lll- tem per.
Towards superiors:
Timidity-Suspiciousness-Shyness.
Timorousness.
Cowardice- Vindictiveness - Hevengefulness.
Towards inferiors:
Superciliousness - Nil admi rari-SlightingnessSelf-complacence.
Self-importance - Aggressiveness- 0 btrusi \'eness.
S..::ornfulness -- Disdainfulness- Hautenr- Pride
-Malevolence.
The above general list is sufficient illustration
of the proposition stated at the beginning of this
chapter, and also of the complexity and subtlety of
shade which prevails among human Emotions at
the present stage of evolution, making indistinguishable the line at which Emotions pass into
permanent moods, and become mental facts which
are not allowed thc name of Emotions in ordinary
languagc, nor even of virtues or vices, sometimes.
This subject leads on immediately to the consideration of a number of mental phases which require
careful analysis in order that they may be brought
into line with the procession of thoughts followed
hitherto. The next chapter will be devoted to
them. \Ve may note here. as a means of use·
fuI exercise for the student, that the Emotion.
virtues and vices above-mentioned, and otbers,
may be sorted out (among other many possible
ways) according as they are more 'subjective,'
6
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or more 'objective' or midway between the
two. Thus, as hinted in passing, on a previous
occasion,Self-Importance may be regarded as more
• subjective,' Superciliousness as more I objective/
and Self-Satisfiedness as midway. Of course the
radical principle of all such triple sub-divisions is
that which is the basis of cognition, action and
desire.
The complete significance, in all their mental
associations, of the facts that are
Mctaphysi~
denoted by the words virtue and
cal qucsvice; why the one should be followed
tions.
and the other eschewed ; and many
related questions; these belong to the Metaphysic
of Ethics, the necess:lrY sequel to the Metaphysic
of the Emotions, as the Metap'tysic of the Self is
its necessary precursor. 1
The outlines thereof may have to be tOllched on
afterwards in connection with the question (which
belongs to a later stagel of the pra cticnl cultivation of virtues and the eradication of vices by
means of the regulation of the Emotions.

1 See illfra, chapter xii. (c) as to how the inmost
signific-..mce of Truth and Untruth, as the basis of ethical
schernc~ of virtues and vi::es, is nothing else than Love and
Hate, Unity and :\Iany-ness. Aho P,ut III of The Advallud
Text-Book of Sml6!alla ~narma.

CHAPTER VIlI.
COllfPLEX ElItoTlONS.

l\Iany Emotions, virtues, and "ices, which ~re
pre·eminently called by those names
Compound
Emotions.
now-a.-days, an cl are more prominent 1y
noticeable in human intercourse than
some of the others before mentioned, have, so far,
in this work, not even been named amongst those
others. The reason fOr this is that on analysis
they appear to be compound rather than simple,
made up of more than one of those described before, sometimes of Emotions on the same side, i.t:..
of Love only, or of Hate only, and sometimes of
elements taken from both sides. The last kind,
indeed, figure the most prominently in present

human life, for the reason that they- because of
their very nature-involve the greatest and completcst exercise and excitement of the whole
()£ human nature, of both sides of it, the
good and the bad. The battle between these is
sharpest at the turning point in the evolution
of human beings, just before
the one IS
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definitely worsted and begins to give way
steadily to the other. For this reason these
emotions fix the attention and impress the memory
in an overpowering degree.
Majesty, dignity. self-control, self-possession
awesomeness, awe, sublimity, grandeur,
Examples.
magnificence, magnanimity, admiration, wonder, pathos, laughter, heroism, devotion,
\"alor, courage, fortitude, endurance, prudence,
discretion, cautiousness, circumspection, confidence,
trust, faith, diffidence, shyness, distrust, jealousy t
em"y, ridicule, humor, malice, spitefulness, meanness, niggardliness, cavilling, fault-finding, slanderousness, insolence, crookedness, cruelty, tyranny,
impertinence, greed, lust, disgust, disgustingness,
loathing, abhorrence, etc., etc., these are instances
of complex emotions.
It would appear indeed at first sight that all
or almost all the irreducible Emotions, which had
remained behind as hopeless and impossible to
classify after the enumeration of those set forth in
order previously, had been thrown together pell
mell in this list. It is 110t so. Scrutiny will disclose
that the same basic principle of analysis and classification applies to these, and it would be an interesting and instructive lesson for a student to sort
out these and the many others not named, and
assign to each its proper place in a genealogical
scheme of the Emotions.
A brief and rapid analysis of the more important
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of these 'will accordingly be attempted ~here,
sufficient to indicate how out of the same
simple and homogeneous elements exceeding
heterogeneity grows forth.
Let us begin with Majesty, with which the
Majesty.
above list commences.
With reference to the fact that current language
scarcely tolerates the denomination of l\'1ajesty as
an Emotion, it may be re·stated here-it has
already been said before in different languagethat each Emotion has two aspects, a subjective and
an objective; they might almost be called, a passive
and an active. The former is the aspect of the
Emotion as felt by the person under its influence,
inwardly feeling it and possessed by it; the latter is
that presented to other persons. The Emotions in
which the former aspect predominates arc the
Emotions recognised by ordinary language. Those
in which the latter predominates are called merely
qualities. These qualities again, if their beneficent
or maleficent results to others are prominent, arc
called virtues and vices respectively. Thus the
distinction is only one of relative permanence, as
already stated in the chapter on virtues and vices.
It is matter of common observation that passing
feelings leave almost no trace behind. Great
Emotions, long continued, stamp themselves on the
features, passing from the predominantly subjective
to the predominantly objective phase.
In tbis sense, there is an Emotion of Majesty
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underlying and making possible the quality of
Majesty-that is, there are present in what is
known as Majesty both the subjective and the
objective 3spects. Such expressions as I majestic
gesture,' I majestic gait,' indicate this fact. And
that Emotion is an equal compound of Compassion
and Pride-Compassion for the weak, the poor, the
good and the deserving i and Pride and repressive
strength for the proud and strong and evil and
lawless. Such is the virtue that befits the Jivas
whose part in life is the part of kings and rulers.
And the instinct of man has devised as physical
emblem of this! the sceptre or sword of punishment
in the one hand of the king. and the globe or bowl
or n i 9 hi - P a <;1 m a 1 the treasure-lotus of gifts,
in the other.
Dignity is only a lesser degree of
Dignity.
M· t
Self-Control.
aJes y.
SeH-Control,Self- Possession,Self. Respect-these are the beginnings and the foundations
of Majesty and Dignity. They stand at the turning
point between the two opposite sets of Emotions.
They mean, in their true inner and fullest significance, the desire to unite rather than to separate! the
desire to avoid! Jj possible, the relations of Hate and
discord, and to preserve and promote those of harmony and Love. This is their inner, subjective
aspect. The outer and objective aspect is I unmovedness,' • inaccessibility to emotion,' , un·
emotionalness,' {uoemotiveness.' These words,
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taking account of only the outer condition of the
physique accompanying the inner mental mood, do
not describe the adual state of things quite
correctly. In fact they are even misleading.
They convey the impression that there is no
Emotion at all beneath Self-Control. The reverse
is the fact, especially in the case of Ji\'as just
beginning to acquire the - experience, the faculty,
the possibility of the emotion or mood of Self·
Control and Self-Posse~sion. In them the struggle
between the opposing desires, the one tending to
break out in a violent expression of one or
other Emotion on the side of vice l and the other
to prevent such an outbreak and cause rather an
expression of an Emotion on the side of virtuethis struggle is very strong. It is only gradually
that the one nature gains such complete mastery
over the other that the struggle l which does
continue to take place for long, becomes more and
more feeble and unfelt.
The result in the outer man is a deadlock all
through, a stillness, an unmovedness. Held back
by the strong reins of reason-of Love l which is
thE; highest reason, for it founds on and is the very
Truth of truths, the Unity of Jivas-the wild unbroken horses of the m~lIl's lower nature stand in
apparent motionlessness. But we should not look
at that outer motionlessnessl but rather at the
great strain within, if we would understand the
true Emotion-nature of Self-Control.
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The above analysis of Self·Control is supf.orted
by the ordinary usage of the world. When a
person is praised for his Sf'lf·Contro!, what is praised
in him is his ability to refrain from the expression
of one of those Emotions which have been classed
above on the side of vice. But sometimes Self~
Control is used to denote the power of restraining
an Emotion on the other side <11so. This use is
due, in the first place, to the confining of the
attention to the outer result of the Self-Control, in
which outer result there is the absence of
the appearance of all Emotion, and not only
of evil Emotion. In the second place, when
the word is used in this second sense, with a
laudatory implication, that is 'due to the special
constitution of the races of men amongst whom
such use occurs. In them the use is due to the
mental mood which has been referred to above,
in the analysis of Reserve and Chillness. in the
case of the majority. And in the case of the minority, who would express their better Emotions
unreservedly, as of Pity by tears, if placed in
different circumstances, Self-Control. in this sense,
occurs either deliberately and intentionally because
they see that the demonstration of their Emotion
would arouse an evil Emotion-of Scorn or Ridicule or the like-in others; or it occurs unconsciously by force of surroundings and conventions and
circumstances, though the real reason may be and
is the same.
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Heroism is only active Majesty: Majesty as appearing in the moment of action, when
Heroism.
the element of Compassion for and
helping of the weak\ and repression of the oppres·SOf, become manifest in actuality from having been
potential. The former element is, if possible, even
more prominent than the latter. The very essence of
Heroism is giving-the giving of one's property,
one's life, one's most cherished possessions, fOf
the succour of a weaker and a younger~ Compare
the
Samskrt
expressions,
l) a n a • vir a ,
<J a y a-v i ra, the hero of Charity, the hero of
Compassion. Public instinct too does not give the
epithet of hero to anyone, however great his deeds,
in whose deeds the fact or possibility of self-sacrince has not been present, who has not undergone
actual suffering or the risk of suffering. In the
Mahiibll(jrata, Bhi~hma, recounting the roll of heroes
to pury<X)hana, denies that title to I!rOl.la's son,
AshvaUhama, in every way equal to Arjuna himself as warrior, because I. AshvaUhama loves his
life, and fights not regardless of it"
Courage, Valor, Bravery, Fortitude, Endurance
-these are grades and kinds of HeroCourage. ism. kinds distinguished from each other
by the differing circumstances in which
the superiority which makes Compassion for the
weak and Repression of the strong possible, is
-displayed i and grades distinguished from each
other by the varying extent of that superiority.
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That Heroism and Courage, etc., should have
come to be associated almost exclusively with
wars and battles and martial prowess is due to the
I accident' that, in the present stage
of human
e\'o!ution, the essential characteristics of these
Emotion·virtues are called forth and appear
mainly on the occasions of such struggles. But
with different social and national circumstances the
Heroism and Courage of quiet, unostentatious, even
unknown, self-sacrifice in ordinary life, apart from
slaughter and massacre , will be recognised more
and more prominently, as they have always been
recognised, even if not prominently, in all true
literature.
Diffidence is the opposite of Shyness. As the
latter is incipient Fear, is Repulsion
Diffidence
pills the consciousness of flic possiblc,
but not certain, superiority of the object
Shyness.
of the Repulsion, so is Diffidence
incipient affection, Attraction pills the conscious.ness of the possible, but not certain, superiority of
the object thereof. The outward manifestation of
Diffidence is hesitation as to the manlier of approach, on terms of equality or of inferiority, boldly
or humbly anti respectfully. In the case of Shyness
the outward manifestation is hesitation as to
approaching at all. In terms of //Iam/cr, Shyness
may be described as hesitation as to the manner
of passing by or avoiding another, on terms of
equality or inferiority, going past with steady ~ait
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and turned head, or slinking and shuffling away
at a distance.
Because of the incipience of both the emotions
it often happens that the words respecti\·ely
denoting them are used indiscriminately. But compare the usage in such cases as these: I A horse
shies at an object that frightens him , ' and' Youth
and maiden approach each other diffidently.'
\\There the two are really indistinguishable the
proper explanation would probably be that the
Emotion is a compound of tlllccdaill desire and
uncertaill
consciousness. There is no clear
memory of a past contact and of resultant pleasure
or pain, and consequently no clear expectation;
hence no certain desire either for approach or
avoidance, but an oscillation backwards and
forwards. There is an uncertainty, for lack of
sufficient data in past experience, whether the
other will respond with affection or irritation;
and this uncertainty, at midpoint, wherein Diffidence and Shyness meet, expresses itself as
hesitation to move at all ; but when Hope
predominates, it becomes Diffidence, and when
Fear prevails! Shyness.
The converse of Diffidence is Confidence, as·
that of Shyness is Distrust, settled
Tl'Ust
Disbelief.
This is pl3in even in the
and
ordinary usage of words. Confidence in
Distrust.
another means Attraction plus the consciollsness of the certain BeneYolence, or Friend-
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liness, or Humility·-any one of the three-towards oneself, of the person liked} with reference
to some object of desire. This is an illustration
of a combination of a simple Emotion in one
person with a complex consciousness of an
Emotion·virtue in another to form a new Emotion.
A higher degree of Confidence is Trust. Illustrations of perfect Trust are the relations between
pasharatha and RIma. The king, bewailing his
helplessness, says: 11 Happy should I be} indeed,
if R5ma should, knowing my inner feeling, disobey
my outer order of banishment, but, alas! so
transparent is his mind, so full of trust in me, that
he will not suspect duplicity in me, never imagine
that I mean one thing and say another to him."
Also the relations between Rama and Bharata.
Rama says to Lak?hmaf}a, when the btter suspects
·that Bharata has come to the forest with an army
only in order to 51ay them and thus confirm his
hold on the kingdom: 11 I will say to Bharata, give
the kingdom unto Lalq;hmaJ;la, and Bharata will
say, yes, and nothing else." So between l)asharatha
and Bharata: I' Rama may, perhaps, stray from
the path of <;l h a r m a, but Bharata never. "1
Distrust is similarly Repulsionpltts consciousness
of the certain Scorn or Anger or Fear towards one·
self of the other who is the object of that Repulsion, with reference to some object of desire.
In another view, Confidence is the feeling} tbe
t

Vilmiki, RJma-yatzlJ, 11. xii, xcvii.
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consciousncss, the certainty of one's own equality
to the task, to the occasion, pills the desire to
approach it and take it up. Lay the stress here on
equality and not en task or occasion. Confidence
is the feeling-and the feeling may be one either
of Attraction or Repulsion-pIlls the consciousness
of ability to carry out into action the particular
specialised form of that desire, whether onc of
Attraction or Repulsion. The feeling mostly takes
shape as a general excitement or elation, that
being the appearance of superiority or ability
desirous of, or on the point oft as~erting and
proving itself. The mere intellectual cognition of
onc's own power \\"ould be only knowledge, and
110t the clIlofioll orfcclillg(as it is commonly called)
of Confidence, which always hides a desire inter·
nally. howcver calm and unmoved the exterior
may be. To find, in this kind of Confidence, Confi·
dence in one-self, the (otherwise somewhat
hidden) strictly emotional quality, which always
involves) by our definition) a reference to other
JT,'as, we have to remember that the lllood,
directly or indirectly, includes the wish to prove to
others one's capacity for a task, and in order that
some of these at le:lst lllay appreciate him as
equal to or better than others.
The analysis of Distrust under this other view
is exactly similar.
Faith, Belief, and Reliance in or on others,
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Doubt, Suspicion, and Misgiving of or about
Faith and others, are respectively allied to and
Suspicion,
degrees of Confidence and Distrust, and
etc.
are even sometimes only synonyms
of these Emotions. Doubt and Suspicion might
be distinguished from Distrust by substituting
, uncertain' for 'certain' where that word occurs
in the delinition of the latter. In other words,
as DilTldence is to Confidence, so these are to
Distrust.
It may be noted that as the word Confidence has
a usage} viz., Confidence in one-self, wherein the
emotional characteristic is not very patent, so the
words Faith and Belief, Doubt and Disbelief are
used also often with an almost purely cognitional
signili.cance. If we would discover their emotional
aspect in such cases, we should look at the bearing
of them on the life, the practice, which necesS<"lrily
involves relations with others, of the person
entertaining them. l"aith in God is the realisation
, I am He,' for, basically, religious faith is the
certainty of the existence of the Self, and hence of
the triumph of the Permanent, the Conscious, the
Blissful, over all that is other than these, however
strong for the time the 'other' may be. Such
faith is sometimes said to be r belief without
proof,' bullhis is only because the Self is its own
proof, incapable of being strengthened or weakened i other' beliefs without proof I are but reflex·
ions and copies, and therefore generally weak
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and defective, of this primal faith. Again, faith in
Self-existence is the sure internal witness and
supporter of faith in immortality. lo'aith in other
worlds is the refusal of the Self to submit to the
narrow bonds of one set of material limitations.
So, faith in a man is the recognition that the same
Sell is in him as in oneself, and that, in consequence, he will act as one-self would act.
Similarly, corresponding Disbelicfs imply the
presence in one's consciousness in an overpowering
degree, of the pseudo-existence of the Not-Self, of
its unccrtainties, its pains, its limitatio"s and its
accompanying ills generally. The emotional aspect
-of these faiths and disbe1iefs appears in the
powerful influence they exercise on the temperament (of "'hich, in a certain sense, they are
counterparts. dde foot-note at page 28, supra,) and
on the conduct in life, and toward!' others, of the
holder of them. Emotionally, Faith belongs to
the side of Love and Unity, Doubt to the opposite.
Belief is the ready acceptance of a person as what
he appears to be_ A settled habit of Trust assumes
a good motive whatever the external appearance,
and acts thereon fearlessly, sometimes recklessly.
So Suspicion regards the outer appearance as being
a cloak for some mischievous purpose, and, often
falsely, sees an evil motive lurking behind a harmlesse:xterior. Against a settled habit of Suspicion no
goodness is safe j the most innocent action may be
supplied with a motive which transforms it into guilt.
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Devotion has already been alluded to as distinct
from 'Worship. At first sight-inasmuch
Devotion. as it generally and prominently makes
a ti~ between an inferior and a superior
-it may indeed appear to be a simple, and not a
complex, Emotion of the nature of \Vorship. But
it is in reality somewhat complex. Devotion is a
self-surrender, a self·sacrifice, a gi\'ing of all one
has to another. Such gh1illg necessarily implies
superiority in the giver. The inferior receives.
But surely if, as already s'lid, the feeling of Devotion
is the feeling of an inferior towards a superior,
and at the same time Devotion implies giving, and
giving implies the superiority of the giver-is there
not here an insuperable contradiction in terms?
Let us look closer. It is only generally, and not
invariably, according to even current language,
that Devotion is the feeling of an inferior to a
superior. A husband is devoted to his wife, a
mother to her in£:lnt, a beneYolent physician to his
patients in a hospital, Is the word' devoted'
here misused and misapplied? Or are the mother,
the husband, the physician, inferior to the objects
of their Devotion? Neither is evidently the case.
But a servant is also devoted to his master; a
soldier in the ranks to his officer ; a disciple to
his teachcr ; a worshippcr, a creature, to his Deity
and Creator. Here the inferiority is obviously on
the side of the devoted person, and the word
devoted is equally correctly used.
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Is the word then used in two different senses in
the two connections? It would appear so. The
significance of the word is service and help in
both places. What then is the difference? It is
this. In the first case tbe service and help are
truly service and help directly to the object itself
of the De\'otion; and the Devotion here is in
reality only Tenderness. That the Tenderness should
receive the name of Devotion in this reference is
due to the fact that attention has been excessively
fixed on the large element oC self-sacrifice in
the Tenderness, and on the aspect of persistence
which the Tenderness has put on, and which selfsacrifice and persistence it has in common with
the mood which is more appropriately indicated
by the word under discussion.
In the second case the persistent service that is
implied is mostly co-sern·cc with the object of devotional attachment to another object altogether. A
Deity, a Teacher, a ruler or officer, as such, does not
require any sacrifice for himself Crom his votary, or
disciple, or subordinate. He requires it for others
whom he himself is I serving,' i.e., helping-a world,
a race, a government, and their constituent parts.
To these, (whole and part respectively) both the
object{Deity, etc.), and the subject (votary, etc.,) of
Devotion are superior, though in vastly different
degrees. So Car as the Deity, or teacher, and other
superiors accept a service to themselves from the
inferior, they do so either by giving permission to
7
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the inferior to make repayment, in his small way,
.ef kindness done to him formerly, and thereby to
that extent lift him from inferiority to equality, as
before said; or they graciously and voluntarily
contract a new debt, an obligation to that inferior,
to be necessarily repaid in the future, and thereby
voluntarily put themselves in the position of the
debtor, an inferior to that extent and in that
reference; they would probably do so for the
educing in the devotee of higher qualities, possible
only in connection with a sense of power and
confidence. To sum up, Devotion in the sense of
Devotion to an ideal, a teacher, a Deity, is Reverence, wherein a partnership in serving others is
sought; and, however generally inferior the
devotee may be, the very fact of p.lrtnership
gives a limited equality. Defined in terms of
desire, Devotion is the desire for equalisation
with the Ideal, who is the object of that
Devotion, not by direct receipt of gift through
prayer, as is the case in pure 'Worship, but by
means of obedience to the behests of and guidance
received from that Ideal.
The significance of Devotion has been considered before also, in connection with the analysis
of \Vorship.l The difference between the two is
naturally rather difficult to state precisely, because
the two are always more or less intermixed in
practice, as said before; and because, in their
1 P. 52, supra.
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higher, or unselfish, aspect, they, and Love, have the
same ultimate end and purpose, namely, mergence,
union, identification to the fullest extent possible.
The common use of language indicates this overlapping of the significance of the three: A mother
'loves,' or I worships,' or is 'devoted to' her child.
Similar unavoidable synonymisation of more or
less distinguishable words is observable in the
works on Blwkti, in Samskrt. Thus: 11 \Ve will
now explain b h a k ~ i (Love or Devotion). Its
nature is extreme Love or Devotion ( p rem a ) to
some one. Vya-sa says it is addiction (a n u r a- g a)
to worship ( p i1 j a ). Garga says it is predilection
for hearing (persistent listening to conversation Or
teaching about Atma, the Self). Shandilya says it
is the continuous realisation of the Universal Self
in the object of devotion and in one's own self.
NaraeJa says it is the surrendering of alt actions to
God, and the feeling of the greatest misery in
the forsaking of or by Him. Love ( b h a k t i ) is
its own end. The sons of Brahma, NaraeJ<L and
Sanatkumara say that Love is its own reward. Inexpressible is the essential nature of Love (p rem a ),
etc." 1 But we will easily see what is meant
in these passages, and be able to make in
the mind the distinction that is not very easy

-

_..

1 Nifra4a-Su!m: 1,2,16, 17, 18, 19, 2(;, 30,51, etc.
So too ShiflJdilya-Su!ra, 1 (bh ak t i) ,2 (a n u r a kt i) ,

(; (ra.l:aj, oH (sammana, prtti, etc., as varieties
of it).
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to express in words, if we remember that the'
Self only is its own end, that Love is our
feeling of Its Unity, that realisation of this Unity, to
whatever extent possible, is its own reward, is
m 0 k s h a or deliverance from the sorrows of separateness, is n i s - s h r e y a s I the highest good,
SlllIlIJlttlll bonulIl.
To express the distinction in
words, we may reiterate that in \Vorship, merely as
such, self-surrender is 110t an element, but that its
essentials are an acknowledgment of inferiority and
a prayer for help. In Devotion proper, on the other
hand, self-surrender is an essential element, offer
of service of any kind that may be needed, generally for the helping of others, and there is also
present a touch, lighter or stronger, of the sense of
equality-identity already achieved, a feeling of
belonging to the same household, of partnership in
the same concern, esprit de corps. That offerings
and sacrifices are made generally in \Vorship also
is only to prove actively the acknowledgment of
inferiority; the real significance of such is this:
11 Behold, I am truly humble before
thee, and
cling to, and depend on, and ask of, and
expect from, none else than Thee, and in proof of
this I offer up to Thee all that I have and hold
nearest and dearest-only to show that they are
not nearer and dearer to me than Thou." Because
this significance underlies acts of worship, does it
come about, when the worshipping )iva is of the
very selfish or 'demoniac' type, mentioned in the·
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Bhagavatj-Gl!ii, that his evil selfishness transforms
what should be the pure offerings of devotion into
foul uncleanliness and slaughter and orgy, and
turns God-worship into Devil-worship, the RightHand Path into the Le:ft-Hand Path, White Magic
into Black. True Devotion is characteristic of
the Jivas on the 11 i v r t t i ~ m a r g a • the Path
of Renunciation; pseudo-Devotion is fonnd on the
'Other Path; Worship on both.

Q,~ 6i(~ :!il~ llr'il;~.qf'!'nr~"Jf I
~o(';;qr qfGiS"fr~h~ ~~~o+{q lift~ III
11 Knowing Had (the Universal Self, from the
metaphysical or transcendental standpoint, and
.the larger individuality of the Logos or Ruler
of our cosmic system 1 from the empirical stand.
point) to be all beings (of the whole wOrld-process,
or of our system), the wise should extend b h a k 1i ,
love, devotion, to all beings llndeviatingly:'
To have to use the words inferior and superior
.and equal in such connections looks awkward, no
doubt, because of the long-established emotional
associations of these words. But it is hoped that
in the present psychological analysis of Emotions,
only the strictly and rigorously scientific signi·
.ficance of the words will be looked at, and all other
;Qrdinary associations discarded for the time being.
Without such temporary balancing of the mind a
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useful.' discussion of the subject will remain impossible, Thus, the statement that only the greater
can give to the lesser 1 may appear objectionable
to minds full of the purest devotion, that are
ever ready to give all for the service of the object
of their devotion, and yet are also ever full of
the sense of their own littleness and inferiority,
\vhere the object of devotion is a Master or a God..
But what has been said before in analysis of
Devotion may help to bring out the true significance of this. To that may be added here: the
words 'greater' and 'smaller,' I superior' and
'inferior,' 'higher' and 'lower,' I older' and
t younger,' etc., which should always be interpreted
in a comparative sense within restricted limits, as
, in this particular respect only,' I so far only.' \Vhat
is yery inferior altogether, may equally undoubtedly be distinctly greater in some one little respect.
Because smaller 011 tlte whole, is no reason why it
should not be clearly superior in one particular
matter. Because man is superior to the elephant, it
does not follow that he is superior to it in physical
strength also, There is no breach of reverence
involved in the recognition of a truth, Consider
the cases of genuine self-sacrifice of life by one for
the I sake, of another. In the moment of such
sac;ificc, the maker of it invari:lbly rises above the
object for the protection or saving or helping of
whom the sacrifice is made. The words llsed
I

p:{i'6, supra,
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themselves indicate this. In the PurlI~ras we have
instances of how} by acts of sacrifice, the younger
becomes truly the elder of his elders. 1 And this
is but in accordance with the metaphysical law
which requires that none shall be really and
essentially greater or smaller than any other} but
that (the whole of time and space and motion being
considered) all shall be equal, for indeed they are
01le i and we see the reflexion of this inner metaphysical f:lct and law in and on outer practical
human life in the incontrovertible fact that the
greatest are absolutely dependent in some vital
respects on the so-called meanest (e.g" the municipalities of the greatest capitals of the earth on their
scavenging staff), and vice vena, of course. All are
inter-related and none can do without others.
Loyalty and Fidelity arc grades of Devotion.
The element of desire, the desire of coLoyalty.
operation, co-service} is less active, less
Puru, the son, gives his )'outh to Yayati, the father, and
wins greater fame and honor. Su~eva, the soldier-servant of
AmbarT~ha, who was a t)'pical de\·otee of the Lord, ri5C,; to
higher worlds than his master b«ause he has sacrificed his
body in battle-service. In modem literature, Fouquct, in a
burst of pitying tenderness, rightly caUs the King whose
servant he is, .. My son, .. when he has saved him from the
imminent danger of lifelong immurement in a dungeon, at
great risk and loss to himself (Dumas' Le ."/romit de
Br(lgelolUlej. The ex-convict and robber, Jean Valjean, " rises
above" th~ good Bishop, in the opening scenes of Victor
Hugo's Lt! Miserabl(s.
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urgent, here j it 'waits for an occasion instead of
seeking one, or even seeking to create one, as
Devotion in its excess of zeal sometimes does.
Awesomeness is that aspect of Majesty which
deals with the repression of evil, taken
Awe.
by itself; as Benignity is the converse.
Awe is the emotion in the beholder corresponding
to the virtue or quality of Awesomeness in the
object of that emotion. The root of the emotion
<lE Awe seem to be on the side of Repulsion. It is
akin to the emotion of Fear. A person struck
with Awe is a person who realises for the time
being the possibility of the existence in himself of
deficiencies which would call forth the repressive
powers of the object of Awe and, therefore, often
feels uncomfortable and endeavours instinctively
to move away therefrom. He that has no dross in
him feels not Awe in the presence of the Highest,
but only Worship, Devotion, Love. He that is the
Highest purifies not dross by chastisement, but
transmutes it by His own overpowering Love into
the purity of Love and Devotion, in all who happen
to stand in His Presence j He has transcended
Majesty and rests in Benignity.! EnBenignity. couragement corresponds to Benignity!
as Awe to Awesomeness.
Compare the descriptions, in Paur'fu:1ika and BU99hist
and other similar religious literatures, of the' contagious'
and' infectious' effects, even upon animals, of the perfected
virtues or R~his. Yogis and Saints. For explanation in terms
of matter: we have to consider the 'subtler 'bodies,
snk~hma sharira, etc.
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is the emotion-virtue which is
next higher in order after Self-Control.
MagnaniPain caused by another, wrong done
-mity.
by another, no longer arouse struggle;
ihey are simply passed over, absorbed, overlooked.
Large-heartedness, Forgivingness, Generosity, are
practically other names for the same thing. But
they have not yet reached the height of perfect
Compassion, constant Benevolence. Patience,
'Equability of temper, is a milder and more general
form of Forgivingness; it is the habitual Forgiving
1)f constant small annoyances, as Forgivingness is
Patience under greater wrongs.
Unforgivingness, Rancorousness, Vindictiveness, are the counterparts of these on
Rancor.
the side of Repulsion. Impatience,
Fretfulness, Peevishness, Fault-finding,
Querulousness, Asperity, etc., are also all more or
less direct variations. Fretfulness, Fault·finding,
Peevishness, deserve a word to themselves. The
attitude of mind in the case of these seems to be
that of a more or less implicit hostility to and
repulsion from another, or others generally, with
an uncertain consciousness of the superiority or
equality of the other or others; as when a person
suggests a certain course to another, which he, for
'Want of sufficient confidence and knowledge, is
unable definitely to improve upon and therefore
follows, though unwillingly, for lack of trust in the
counsellor, but which, if anything should go wrong,
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he criticises later on with many exclamations of
I though t so, I • I said so,' I Did I not say so/
t I knew it,' I It should not
have been done" etc.
H is a common failing and should be deliberately
combated by means of Fellow-feeling and the
good rule that we should not violently abuse what
we cannot mend.
Strictness, Justice, Implacability, Rigorousness,
Justice,
would be the mean between these two.
Prudence.
.
.
Honour, Upnghtness, Prudence, DIscretion, Cautiousness, Circumspection, are all
related emotion-virtues. They all belong to the
region of Self-Control. In the first the attention
is more taken up with I giving others their due' ;
in the last with I not losing and giving away to
others what is not their due'; in all, there is present
the desire to prevent further inequalisation by·
undue lessening either of oneself or of another.
Jealousy is a peculiar and most powerfulemotion. It seems to be Repulsion
Plus the consciousness of a possible or
Jealousy.
even probable special kind of superiority in the object thereof, which superiority will'
enable that person to exclusively gain and appro·
priate for himself something which is loved,
coveted, desired by both. It implies Love of a
certain object, and Hate of another person who
prevents the acquisition of that object. The
intensity of the emotion is in direct ratio to the
amollnt of exclusiveness of the possession that is.1
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desired to be held by oneself or is feared to be
held by another. \Vhere wholly exclusive posses·
sion is not desired for oneself but is feared to be
desired and securable by another, the jealousy
takes on the form of doubts as to the return of
one's love by the object thereof, a feeling of
insecurity as regards the retention of the treasured affection of the heloved person. To the extent
that it is secure in its own abiding-place, Love is
not sllsceptible of Jealousy, but welcomes the'
affection bestowed by others on its object, as an
enriching of the common field of love; and even
if others should seek to oust it, it will smile serenely
in the confidence (and only in exact proportion to
the confidence) of the futility of their efforts. In.
the intenser forms of Jealousy, connected with
sex-love, wherein exclusive possession is essential to
the completeness and integrity of the relation, at
least among human beings, the emotion is inevit·
able, unless perfect mutual confidence exist) and
Love and Hate simultaneously arise in their fiercest
forms. Hence Jealousy is an emotion which may
be said to disturb the mind of the human being,
sway it, tear it in two, more powerfully than any
other emotion. It excites the whole of his dual
nature simultaneously in a manner that almost no·
other emotion does.
The Love implied in Jealousy is of course a
selfish Love. In Love, as such) there is no selfish·
ness or unselfishness. It seeks union, which
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means the equality of both the factors to be united.
""SO long then as the desire for union exists in both
the factors of the relation, Love proper is neither
selfish nor unselfish-as betwee1l those two. When,
however, the desire {or union is only on one side,
not on the other, then the desire for union
becomes a desire for acquisition, a selfish desire.
In Jealousy the Love, the desire for union, has
implicitly become a desire for acquisition, for if,
-indeed, there were clear Love on both sides, there
would be no chance for intervention by a third
party, and Jealousy would not exist in the mind of
him that loves and is loved. Also, in whom there"
is no Exclusiveness, no Reserve. whose gaze of
Love is turned not out towards material separateness, but in towards spiritual unity, in him there is
"'IlO Jealousy.
This leads on to the connected emotion of Lust.
The kind of Love that is mostly
Lust.
responsible for the feeling of Jealousy
is that which is best denominated Lust. To
refined natures it would probably at first sight look
impermissible and improper to call Lust a kind of
Love at all. Yet there is something in common
-between them. Later and evil associations, and
natural and inevitable consequences, have made
the present connotation of Lust a truly evil
one. That it was not so always is apparent in
the use of the expression' lusty Youth,' where
·only physical vigour and capacity for physical
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Love are meant without any depreciatory signifi~
cance.
As Love generally is desire for union by ex~
change and equalisation, so Lust is desire for
union by exchange and equalisation in the phy.
sical self or body pre~eminently.
As marriage-unions based on Lust only lead
invariably to exhaustion and satiety of the physical nature in a more or less short time, and, the
higher mental and other superphysical selves or
bodies not having been cultivated I the higher
.forms of Love lasting through vast eons of time
remain impossible, unhappiness is the logical conse~
quence of such marriage unions , and far more of
unions which are not sanctified by even the formalities of marriage-formalities which have at least
a shadow of rt:ligion and spirituality about them.
It then appears that the evil consequences of
Lust, its resultant satiety, exhaustion, weariness.
dreariness, and unhappiness) make it evil i other~
wise, it were not evil; otherwise, its consanguinity
to Love proper were undisputed. It is the same
with other moods of mind to which the word
Love is even less hesitatingly applied by mankind.
We read that Roman and other epicures 'loved'
the cooked tongues and brains of nightingales and
other delicate birds. The present constitution of
the majority of the human race is such that it
gladly sanctions the use of the \'lord Love in this
connection, and entirely fails to see the horror of
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the wholesale murder involved. In the strict and
abstract sense of the word, however, even this use
is perfectly correct I : it is only the ' consequences' involved that throw this gloom over the
word in this reference. As BhI~hm'l said:

"I~ ~r\i iiOj'~ <lilll''rql'>'[liq Ollqa I
~"I ,,~ Cliil ~iil Cli~Ji;rq!9 'li;lQj 11'
" Flesh groweth not on grasses, nor on trees,
nor on stones; it is obtained only by killing a
living creature; hence only the sin of eating it. "
It may be noted here that the more Love is
confined to the physical self, the more it is Lust;
and the· more Lust approximates to a mere
I appetite,' a pure sense-craving, the less it has of
the character of Emotion proper.
The s:l-called mystery of physical Love may not
inappropriately be considered here.
Th.
The
question, of COurse, belongs, as
mystery ol
physical
usual, to Metaphysic, the l\letaphysic of
love.
the JIva in the procreative aspect. But
Cl brief statement may throw light on the question
more immediately dealt with here.
Amongst the primary so-called lowest organisms, procreation, seU·multiplication, is asexual.
A cell absorbs nourishment and grows j it expands
itself at the expense of; something else, another
self (in the general sense). Its own oneness
a ch. vi, p. 71.

1

See
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Mah<Jbh<Jrala, Anu5hasana Parva, cxv. 26.
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grows. But the mass of maller that makes up its
'oneness" its 'individuality,' carries within itself
the principle of manyness inherently. It therefore
necessarily, inevitably, faUs apart into two! sooner
or later. But in falling apart, the new, the second,
mass, reL.1.ins the nature of • livingness' it has
.acquired during the period of oneness; and so it
becomes the centre of the new life of an individual
similarly constituted j another Jiva, of the same
<:Iass, at once comes in and occupies the readymade, specially-prepared, home. Trace the pro.cess up from U Q b h i j j a, born by fission,
separation, or sprouting; through s v e <,1 a j a ,
sweat-born, by exudation i and and a j a, eggborn; into pin d a i a, viviparous sexual humanity,
step by step. The kind! the essential nature, of t:1e
process is exactly the same in essence, but the
manner has changed completely. The' expansion'
-of one embodied Jiva, which was in the first instance
caused by direct actual and real nourishment,
comparatively speaking, is nOw caused by an excitement of the multiple senses and organs of that
Jiva by an appropriation of another embodied
)iva, which appropriation is only the simulation
and the substitute of the process of the absorption
of nourishment.
In the simulation and substitution is the apparent
mystery. EachJiva-u p a Q h i attracts the other in
order to absorb it into itself and so enlarge its own
life; and at the same time each repulses the other
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sufficiently to avoid being wholly absorbed into it~
This is mutual. Attraction prevailing largely over'
Repulsion-the latter becoming reduced to a mereconsciousness of separate individual existence in
some of the highestformsof Love or mu kp-there·
is mutual approach and embrace, a simllla[iOlZ of
absorption and nourishment, but not complete and
real absorption and nourishment. And here appe.
tite and desire pass into the form of Emotion.
The separation into sexes, at a certain stage, the
middle one, in Evolution, is Nature'$"
Sex.
master-device for bringing easily withiA
the reach of each Jiva a compendium
of all experiences-though it is, as compared witb
the originals of the experiences, viz., the experiences resulting from the contact of the senses witb
the aspects of nature, Prakr!i at large, only a
copy, however overpowering for the time being.
And the separation of sexes seems to be brought
about by the easy means-though requiring ages
and eons to mature-of a separation of functions
(partial and by predominance and not radical
and exclusive) of procreating and setting apart, and
of nourishing and guarding, the paternal and the
maternal, both brooded over by the Love which
here is the retention of : oneness' even after the
I falling
apart,' and is the foundation of the
Family, the Tribe, the Nation, and the Race. This
division into sex is ilself a copy of that primal and
essential division into Self and Not-Self j and
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as that division is the necessary condition of all
experience, so is sex-division nature's simplest,
easiest, and most successful way of giving to·
everyone of her JIvas experience of the noblest
and the vilest, the intensest and the dullest
Sensations and Emotions. Truly are man and
woman the whole of the world unto each other
while this sex-separation lasts. l
I Sex-feeling occupies such an important place in human
life at the present stage of evolution that a little dwelling
upon it here may not be out of place. It seems thal all the
main problems connected with it are capable of ~olution, if
the metaph)'sical fads referred to in the text are borne in
wind and applied carefully to concrete fads.
Because we have the Self and the Not-Self, ....'e have mall
and woman. The charaderistics uf the Self belong to theman: uniftcation, s)'stcmatisation, height of standpoint,
breadth of view, knowledge, reason. Those of the Not_Self
to the woman: multiplication and division, limila:ion and
confinement within bounds, separating off of man from man
and soul from wul and rarnil)· from family, intensity, motive
power, desire, emo1i0n. The inner seH is the lOan and the
outer hody is the woman (Cr. I'iih~u PUla~(J, I. viii.) It
must alwa)'s be remembered that all this is only comparative j for, in every individual organism, both factors are and
must be always present, though also always, one must be
prominent and lhe other in abeyance. It is only because, at
the present day, tbe characteristics of the Self predominate in
one kind of organic constitution and those of the Not-Self in
another, thatlbe distinctive class_names are used of man and
woman. It is repealedly said in the scriptural books of India
that the JIva has no sex j only the enveloping sheaths, which
it puts on from time to time, have it j it is also indicated that
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iwo classes, good and e\;l, of ]i\'as, become pleasurable by being accompanied with a sense of
power and superiority, as will appear l:lter.
bi.sexual, then different·se,.'ted, then 3g3in bi·scxual and
finally a.sexual "gain before p r a I a ). a. And we find this
recapitulated, in accordance with the !:lws of ontogeny, etc.,
or, in simpler 13Dgu3ge, the law of univers:ll analogy, I as
above so below', ' as the small so the large', in the life of the
individual to-day, though, of course,only in a gcnernl manner,
more psychical or ps)'chological than physical, through tbe
stages of the chill.!, the adolescent, the adult, the aging, and
the aged, It may be noted here, 3~3in, that alllhcse words,
asexual,differenl.sexed, etc., are only ccmparative, as modern
anatomy also tends to show, for there never i~ a con'plete loss
by any organism, showing onc sex; of the gcrms and
elements, however atrophil:d or undeveloped, of the other
sex also; and ihis for the plain metaphysical reason that I
and :-lot-I can never be wholly separated. The sex excitements
and perversions that often occur before and after adolescence
and prime in the individual, as also a race (for history shows
th:tt widespread intemlarriage and sex-corruption have been
the almost im'ariable precursors, respecth'ely, of the birth
and the disintegration of national organisms), seem also to
correspon'llo elements in this same general 'scheme' of
e\'olution. Whal would probably be normal and healthy
method!l of propagation in that vasl plan, in the proper times
and places and with tbe necessary f uJlness of appurtenances,
in the IsI, 2nd, 6th &; 7th Races, become uuhealthy, danger.
OU5 and fruitless abuses and aberrations when they appear,
out of :tnd away from that proper setting, in the 3rd, 4th
.and 5th.
In order to explain the why of this scheme of evolulion,
we have t<> refer to TI,e Science of Peau. In that Successive
.manifestation of the Logion, I.This.Not, which makes up lhe
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Conquest, and again of Fear, which-by a particular perversion that will be treated later on in
more detail under the subject of the Philosophy
of Poetry and Literature-becomes, in a certain
ings of love', which are generally regarded as part of the
mystery of sex-love, are due to the plain fact that two living
and separate organisms, such as are needed to a relation of
sex-Iovc, cannot beconle absolutely identified with each
other without that relation itself being destroyed and its
very purpose defeated in consequence. Yet there are ever
nearer approachcs to such complete mutual absorption,
even in the physical, and much more so in the superphysical
states {by comparison with the physical)-at least one of
the current conception:! of m u k t i being that of such a
complete absorption.
\Vth reference to the Sl;x-mistakes above al1uded 10, to
effectively guard against the friltering away of the forces
which help on normal human evolution and minimise the
distortions of the ideal type in contact with mattcr, to make
the progress of human biography and history smoother,
generally, there seems to be really but one all-round satisfactory course open to men to follow, viz., the g h a r m a of
va rl,l a and as h r a m a laid down by the First Manu of
the Human Race, out of the stores of wisdom gathered by him
from the vast experience of whole past world-cycles. The
struggles, the problems, the difficulties, individual, psychophysical, domestic, social, economical, political, that are convalsing :md embittering life to-day, would cease to trouble if
the world could be induced to go back again to the main outlines of that practical utopia which there is much reason to
believe was once actually working in India. If it be impossible to follow e"en the principal lines of that all_compre_
hending polity, then indeed there seems no hope, and
humanity must go down deeper and ever deeper into the
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aspect, a pleasurable, from being originally a pain-'
full sentiment. Sometimes the motives are exactly
the opposite; the miseries of an unhappy marriage
may drive the spouses apart from each other and'
into the companionship of others who can better"
satisfy their natural human craving for the affec·
tion of some fellow-being; in such cases the
adultery would be more technical and not so mnch
the lustful one referred to before. \Vhat probab·
I)' more frequently happens is that people become'
surfeited with the quieter joys of the family-life
and, beginning to find them stale, plunge into thewild ways that bring more I sensation'; and vice
versl1 also, in the everlasting swing of the soul
between the' pairs of opposites' which make up
the world-process.
The real ::'!nd full significance of the statement
in the Bltagnvl1tJ-Gi!a, 1 f:J!flrU o;I,~;q;;r,
" Adul.
"alley of bitterness. But it is not so, There is hope. The utopia
has worked bdore. And it will work again, Indeed it is
Ollly because the Race became tired and surfeited with the
, tameness' of health and peace that it has entered on a
course of the • excitements' of license and disease and
pain; and when it has had enough of these, it will gladly gl>
back again to health and peace. I The difficulties of modern
life,' turning mainly on the selfishness and the excitements involved in different·sexed life, were needed by the
Race to supply, by contrast, the forgotten commentary on
Manu and restore to His very simple and superficial-seeming
rules the depth and fulne:>s of significance that there really
Is in them.
I i.42.
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tery leadeth unto hell," is to be found in this very
fact that it has its root in the evil Emotions, and
so shaH have branches and fruits in them too. If
the springs of the stream are lloisoned, all its
subsequent length will show the taint. Let the
Emotion, the whole mood of the parents} be pure,
peaceful, happy, and loving, in the moment they
produce and' set apart' from their own u p a <1 his
a new u p a c;l hi, and then this nucleus, partaking as
itmustof the pure nature of its parent upac;lh is,
shall become fit abode for a pure Jiva. Otherwise
it will be evil and attract an evil Jiva only into
itself. Herein is to be found the true use and
significance of a formal and public celebration and
consecration of marriage, whereby all false and
evil emotions of Shame and Fear and Jealousy
of other claimants are removed, and only pure
and peaceful and recognised and undisturbed
affection is given the best opportunity of growing
between the married pair, to the benefit of the
progeny.
The converse of Jealousy-viz., Attraction Pllts
the consciousness of a possible superiority in
another which will help one to secure
Hopefulthe
ob)' ed of one.'s wish-has apparently
ness.
no distinctive name in the English
language. Confidence, Trust, Faith, Reliance are
the nearest terms. Perhaps the idea is better
expressed by Hopefulness; the emotil')ll in the
parent corresponding to the Promisingness of his
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child the emotion which is indicated in the
Samskrt saying:
q<l'l ;;;qqf"l'~'l -'l"f1~'~il qU;;;qq: I
\l Let a man wish to excel all others, but let him
\v13h that his son should excel him."
Envy is Jealousy wherein the superiority of the
object thereof is more pronounced, the
Envy.
Repulsion as great, and the active
endea\'or to make the em'ied person inferior to
oneself is weaker, because less hopeful. Jealousy
and Envy cease as !';oon as the disputed object
is definitely secured by one of the rivals: the
emotion that is left behind in the mind of the
loser is then neither Envy nor Jealousy, but Hatethe Hate of Malice. But sometimes the word
Envy is used in a comparatively good sense,
that of Emulousness, in the spirit of the Samsk rt
advice, "t<fTojrti~~cn{?) I "Be envious of the causes,
not of the results," i,e., be envious and emulous of
the merits which secure prosperity, and strive to
develope them in your self; be not envious and
jealous of the resultant prosperity in any given
case.
Malice is Hate plus Fear. Its converse is
Tyranny, CrueltY1 Oppression. Slyness
Malice.
is a milder form of it. It does not strike
openly, but seeks to injure by an underhand blow,
by insinuation, or by some crooked method, so that
1 Charaka.Samhi!iI, Sutrasthana, viii.
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-the assailant may not appear as such, and so may
escape the return blow which he fears and wishes
to avoid by keeping in the background. It sometimes appears in one who is on the whole stronger,
towards one who is on the whole weaker. It then
takes the form of a desire to inflict pain and feel
power over another in a way which does not admit
-of any immediate show of resentment Oll the other
side; it watches for the opportunity to stab when
retort would place the victim in an even worse
position than silent endurance. Here, the fear is
fear of others, the fear of losing reputation with
them and being treated by them accordingly. In
the inferior towards the sur~rior, it is often the
effort to revenge Tyranny. tIany that call others
malicious and mean are worse themselves, for they
are oppressors and misappropriators, have themselves by their own wrong. doing created 1dalice and
Meanness in their victims, and are angry that they
-should be resisted by tflOse victims in the ways
that apppear malicious and mean. Spitefulness
is allied to, perhaps the same as, Malice.
Meanness is Strictness where Benevolence or
Magnanimity is expected and proper.
Meanness.
Niggardliness is an allied emoLion.
Usage confines the latter word to money-matters.
Extravagance l Carelessness, Recldessness, False
ExtraYa.
Magnificence l are the com'erse moods•
.iance.
They are Benevolence, or mere SelfDisplay, where strictness is desirable.
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Insolence, Impertinence, Stiff-neckednessl Stiff-,
backedness, Brag, Bullying, Presump.
Insolence.
tllousness l etc" are the opposite of H umility, the converse of Malice, the kin of Tyranny•..
They are the assumption in oneself of equality or
superiodty, where the fact is inferiority, to the'
object of the mood. The desire here is the desire
of Repulsion, though it is not very prominent in·
the beginning. An I insult' is the pointed expression o( one's consciousness of the inferiority of the'.
object of the insult.
Crool.:edness and Craftiness are the more acli\'e'
forms of Spitefulness and Malice j but
OraftineS'3. the element of dislike is more hidden.
Admiration too appears to be a complex.
emotion, Of course, in order to say
Admira·
that an emotion which is described by
UOD.
a special name is simple Or complex, we
must be guided by current usage in deciding what
emotion is really denoted' by that word. This·
reflection comes up at once in connection with a
word like Admiration, which is used-like so
many others, on account of the paucity of
languages, resulting from the absence, on the
part of the races using those languages l of
the feeling of any need for more minute
and elaborate expression-to indicate many
distinguishable though related phases of the
same mood. For our present purpose we have to·
take the sense in \vhich the word is used most
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often. Taking that sense, i.e., scmtinising the
majority of the particular instances in which the
word is used, it appears that it is employed mostly
where there is a consciousness of the superiority of
the object of it, but the feeling of Attraction
accompanying it is neutralised or diminished by
col1ateral circumstances.
'Ve admire the skill of a juggler. \Ve recognise the superiority of skill and are pleased with
and like the results, but not very much. They
appear trivial to us, or perhaps even' wasteful of
time and energy. So also we admire the skill of a
general in the successful conduct of a war. But,
if we are neutral to the parties warring, while
recognising the superiority of skill in manip111ating
armies, we are perhaps full of sadness and regret
at the fearful results in slaughter and rapine. If
we are not neutral but interested, then there is no·
. Admiration; the successful fighter becomes an
object of apotheosis or satanisation ; his name
becomes a name to worship or a name to fear,
according as we have gained or suffered by his skill.
Again, we admire the beauty of a person j we
admit the superiority in that respect, but there is·
something, some drawback, which prevents the
Attraction from ripening into Reverence or Love,
and the feeling remains one of Admiration only.
Thus Admiration is Attraction PillS consciousness
of superiority in the object in some respects, pillS
consciousness of its' inferiority in some other res-
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pects. It comes very near to Esteem. In Esteem
the element of Attraction is stronger perhaps, and
the objects of it, the attributes liked, are different;
they ::lre qualities of a work-a-day usefulness,
indirectly pleasurable. In the case of Admiration
they are more directly pleasurable. Such seems to
be the distinction between them; but it refers, of
course, to only one special sense and use of each
term.
'Wonder is distinct from Admiration j yet it has
something in common with it too, It is
Wonder.
consciousness of the superiority of the
object, plus attraction, the desire to approach, Plus
uncertainty of one's own ability to do so; the whole
being overshadowed by the unexpectedness of the
object, it being something out of the ordinary
course of experience. It is this extraordinariness,
indeed, which is the immediate cause of the uncertainty as to ability to approach, The physical
manifestation is a general expansion of the features
-open eyes, open mouth,' wide-eyed wonder ' consequent on the feeling of pleasure, accompanied
by the arrest of motion- 'standing stock-still, I
I struck dumb '-which
corresponds naturally to
the uncertainty above-mentioned.
The emotion stands close to Admiration on the
one hand, and Awe and Diffidence on the other:
yet there is a subtle distinction between them.
The Mystical, the MysteriOUS, the Curious-the
emotions of these are allied to the emotion of the
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Wonderful. There do not seem to be exact names
expressing those emotions, as \Vonder describes
the emotion produced by the wonderful. The
special, constitutional characters of the objects of
the emotions, and their greater or less extraordinariness and importance, make the difference
between them.
Curiosity is. in one sense, only the desire for
'the curious.' for knowledge of the
CUl'ioslty.
little-known, the out-of-the-way; it is a
wish to sec the unseen, to feel the ul1felt, a seeking
to understand unintellegible contacts, as in children
and savages, ~lOd, in a wider sense, the men of
science, in whom thcre is a standing want to
al.:quire knowledgc of the details of the world
around, full of inexplil.:ablc puzzlcs. But, in this
sense, Curiosity is not yet an emotion, in the sense
of that term as defined here. It is rather a direct
appetite, being to the inner or mental man what
hunger and thirst are to the outcr or physical man.
For as the parents nourish the phssic1.1 body of
the child, giving rise to the Pi!r-rl}a, the debt to
the' Fathers'; so the Elders of the race feed and
foster the mental body of the jiV3, creating thereby
the ~~hi-fI.1a ; the Gods of the elements providing
the means for the accomplishment of both the
processes, and themseh'es becoming, in consequence, the creditors of the third or !?eva-H1:J.·
The purpose. of Curiosity, in this scnse, is practically the same as that of all primary desire, the
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desire to live more and more fully I to feel or realise
one-self more and more strongly I to exercise
greater and greater power anel control o\-er all
around and make them subject to or part of oneself. Only the intellechL.1 or cognitional element
is more prominent in Curiosity than in primal
desire. Thus wc know generally, as said:1t the
outset of chapter iii, that cognition is followed by
desire and that by action j action is followed by
fuller kllowledge and thought which leads to
more complex desire and emotion and greater
power of action; and all that again bears fruit in
more complicated work and industry; and so on, in
endless rot.,tion_ The desire for fuller and fuller
knowledge as a means to larger and larger life is
Curiosity in this first sense.
1n lhe other sense in which the word is often
used, that of a minor vice, it conforms more to
the definition here adopted of Emotion, :l desire
for information regarding the personal affairs in
particular of other human beings, which information will either (d) give some sort of hold or
power over them, or will (b) give a sort of petty
satisfaction, by means of gossip and scandal, the
same in kind (though differing in degree and
quality) as is derived from the witnessing of acted plays or the reading of stories whereby we
live very various lives and pass through very different kinds of experiences, vicariously, as it were.
1n this second sense, too, we find that Curiosity is
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.an emotion wbich unfortunately afllicts many
human beings disproportionately and inappropriately, and "ery often to the great inconvenience
of others. But, again, like all things else, it has
its good as well as its bad side. The existence of
such a feeling in fellow-beings is an inducement to
all who have weak points to ende:lVor to streng.
then them, to endeavour to live so thnt they shall
nO longer fear being brought into lilt: light of day,
no longer fear being made the subject of their
neighbour's conversation.
In sense (b) abo\·ementioned, Curiosity appears
as a desire for a desire; for the wish to see act~
ed plays or read stories is largely a wish to feel
emotions, the emotions felt by the char:lcters. This
will be dealt with at greater length, later on 1;
but it may be noted here that, in strict analysis, a
desire for a desire is an impossibility; and the
expression, which has gained currency because it
provides a cOIl\'enient way of stating some rather
common moods of mind , really meam. a desire
for a certain condition of oneself, in which condition it will be possible to enjoy certain pleasurable
objects; and thus, ultimately, it only means
a desire for those pleasurable objects, complicat·
ed with a strong memory of them} and with a
consciousness of present inability to enjoy them.
When a sick man l who has lost all appetite,
desires appetite, i.e., desires desire for food, what
... See ill/ra, chapter x (c) and (d).
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does he really want? He really wants all thepleasant foods and drinks that he enjoyed
in his previous healthy condition, but is now
prevented
from enjoying by ill·health. And
instead of stating the fact at such length, he shortly·
says he wants his appetite back again. 1
Surprise! Astonishment, the feeling of ' the"
Curious' as when a person exclaims,
Surprise.
• This is something very curious, unusual,.
remarkable,' etc., are degrees, modifications and
varieties of the emotion of \Vonder. The words
are sometimes used to express corresponding
moods on the side of Repulsion ...lso by analogy and
for convenience.
The emotion of the Sublime is also akin to
\Vonder. \Vhere the unexpectedness
Sublimity. and extraordinariness are at their lowest
and the superiority at its highest} the emotion of
I There is also a subtler sense in which a JIva may desire
desires. For that sense we may refer to chapter xv, pp. 203,
et seq. of Tile Sciellee of Peace. Each inner subller body,
while from the standpoint of the outer and grosser it is
only ps)"chical or psychological and (pseudo-) immaterial, is,
in turn, from the standpoint of a still more inner and subtler
body, m aterial, and so an object; and thus the psychical and
apparently immaterial cognitions, desires, actio1l3, etc., of it
are, in turn, material objects to the cognitions, desires,
actions, etc", of the further inner, an inner which is ever
receding inwards more:an(more, an! a ran t a !J , as the
rriplf4-.Vibllll!i-!l1aJu"i-Narlf)'a!'a Ufanifllal says. See alsoj"fra, chap. xii (e).
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the Sublime is present. Awe is closely related
also. The difference is, as is apparent from the
foregone analysis of that emotion, that whereas in
that there is a faint degree of Fear, here there is
only Attraction.
I The
Wonderful,' l the Sublime,' and ; the
Awful' cluster more frequently, er at least as often,
round l inanimate' natural scenes-mountains,
Summits of snow, gorges, canons, b.kes, forests,
tropical or montane vegetations, waterfalls, rivers,
oceans- than, or as, round human beingswielders of mystic powers, teachers, doers of great
deeds, benefactors of manldnd, great writers or
great speakers. These scenes and objects of
nature me said to arouse those emotions only by a
metaphor, only as invested with human attributes
in imagination, which, of course, may be so strong
as to simulate reality. Grandeur and I\'lagnificence
are allied to, sometimes synonymous \vith, Sublimity.
Disgust is Fear in some respects Pllls Scorn in
Disgust.
others.
Loathing, Abhorrence, are allied Emotions and
express phases of Hate. As to what is
LoathIng
the exact phase expressed by eachand
Abhorthis is a matter apparently not very easy
rence.
to determine, as the use of the words
does not seem to be very precise or specific. They
express Repulsion from an inferior, the cause of
the Repulsion being its ugliness pllls uncleanliness,
9
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and imply a desire {or physical distance due to a
fear of pollution. This latter element is predominant in Loathing, which may even cause the
physical manifestation of vomiting, the effort of the
body to throw out that which infects or injures it.
In Abhorrence the mental element predominates i
it is more aggressive than Loathing, and may be
said to push away the abhorred object, whereas
Loathing shrinks away from it.
These have an underlying basis of emotion,
because they are not passive but active qualities,
and manifest themselves in action, even though it
be not always very prominent.
Greed is obviously excess of desire with reference
to any particular object. It is thus not
<il'eed.
a complex emotion.
Tantalisation is a mixture of I the desire to give,
to impart,' and 'the desire to hold
Tantallback.' The reason may be mere Love
I3.tion.
or Vanity, and Fear of consequences or
even Dislike, respectively.
The consideration of the emotion of the Beauti·
The
ful has been left over to so late a stage,
Bea.utiful. because a peculiar mysteriousness is
attached to it by humanity at large , though in
reality there appears to be no mystery about it,
and though it even appears to be a simple rather
than a complex emotion.
The emotion of the Beautiful seems to be Love
pure and simple j and this is why mysteriousness
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attaches to it, for it does to Love al!>o. Whatever
gives us pleasure, whatever is fit to be united with
and added to us, whatever enhances our self, our
life, is, so far, Beautiful to us. The instinct of
common usage and language indicates and
embodies this truth. The Beautiful is the pleasant,
the agreeable, the attractive I the charming, the
fascinating, the lovely, the lovable. In Samskrtsun <) a r a m (s u "t r i y ate - that which is
respected I loved; or s u una t t i-that which
attracts); r u chi r a m (r 0 Cha! e-that which
shines, or pleases); c h a r u (c h a r a ! i
m a n a s i-that which dwells :md moves in the
mind); su~hamam (su and samameven, unobstructing) j s a <) h u (s a 9- h no! i fulfils desires) i s h 0 b h a n a m (shining);
k ant a m (is loved, desired) j m a nor a m a m
or m a n 0 * h a r a m (pleases or steals and attracts
the mind) ; r u c h yam or r a m yam (is pleasing); m ana j fl a m (knows or fills the mind);
m a Il j u (is reputed, well·known, or has a sweet
and pleasant sound) i m a fl j u I a m (the same as
the last).1
There is no other standard mark of Beauty; for
it varies, so far as its outer embodiment goes, with
varying tastes in different men, ::md different races,
and different times; but it never varies so far as its
1 Amara-Ko$ha, Hi, 52; and thc commentary on it, the
RiJllliJshrami, by Bhanu DIk~hi!a.
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inner characteristic of pleasantness is concerned.
That is most beautiful to anyone individual which
is best calculated to supplement, to duplicate, to
doubly enhance his self, his life. The instincth'e,
and not the definite, perception of the possibilities
of such enhancement makes the mYitery of the
emotion. It may be that in later and more
advanced races, with clearer vision and wider
knowledge of all the phases of human life in each
individual, the mystery will disappear and only
the emotion remain.
But the metaphysical
view of the pseudo-inf1l1ity of the limited
rather forbids the entertainment of such a
possibility. In this connection may be noted
the theory of cell-physiology, viz" that the vital
process going on in each cell has an optimnm 1
a point of fullest life, with a minimum on the one
side and a maximum on the other, the crossing of
either of which re<;ults in the death of the cell ;
that is to say, it the degree of the vital process
(....ibration, assimilation of ncw and rejection of old
material! or alimelltation, or transformation of some
kind or other, whatever its nature may ultimately
be decided to be) falls below the minimum or rises
abo\'e the maximum, then the cell dies, equally in
both cases. Even so, a living individual dies, both
of over-starvation or of over-repletion; a sound fails
to be heard, i.e., fails to become a sound to the
human ear, if its vibrations are too few or too
many. Taldng one instance of the effect of the
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Beautiful, as between two human beings-where it
is more frequently observable, though the generalisations apply to the so-called inanimate objects
of nature also, in their effects upon human beingswe may note that the secret of what is called love_
madness appears to be but this, that the nerves
have been stimulated nearly beyond the maximum
above-mentioned. Such over-stimulation, with
natural and normal vent in corresponding action
suppressed, often results in abnormal disease,
hysteria, etc. In a milder degree it appears as the
over-sensitiveness and restlessness of youth. In a
higher degree, as the resistless yet aimless, overpowering yet unintelligible, passion that is accountable for many a waltdujl1hr, eccentricity or
errantry. Where elements of sat! v a and goodness are present, this attraction of the Beautiful in
its super-physical forms,
The love of the moth for the Star,
Of the night for the morrow,
The devotion to something afar
From the sphere of our sorrow,

1

is the cause of manifestations of genius, or of
, religious conversions, ' which also occur largely in
the critical period of youth. 2. In its metaphysical
form-of the One which confers infinite expansion of
• SheIJey.
J

Starbuck, The Psychology of ReUgioll.
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life upon Its VOL1.ry by becoming identical with him
-the overpowering attraction of this, the Supreme·
ly Beautiful, plunges the Jiva that is ready for it into
endless v air a g y a and lifts it out therefrom into
v i v e k a and the Life Eternal. The classical
Pura'olic story, of the marvellous enthusiasm and
love, indeed love-madness, aroused in men and
women by the superhuma beauty of Kr~h9a's physical form and the divine music of his flute, is an
illustration of the effect that is produced by sensations, which are the staple of the life of a higher and
more complex organism, on organisms less developed, but not so dull and low in the scale of evolution as to be unable to respond at all. In this sense,
the A vat a r a may be said perhaps to have,
amongst many other high purposes, one of setting up
an ideal of physical form and nerve_organisation
also, to be gradually grown into and realised by the
race by means of the strain and striving of love and
desire. At present, our human possibilities of enjoyment are confined to the five senses of knowledge
and the five organs of action, in their direct exercise or as the basis of all the endless permutations
and combinations of the thoughts, emotions and
actions which arise out of and refer back to such
exercise.! Each nerve may well have its own
1 As to I Sensations' bein£ such basis. see among others,
Blavalsky, Th, Stud Doctriut,1. 31 i Hegel, Philosophy of
Mind, translated by \Vallace, p. 21 i Mill, Examina!ioll of
Hamilton .. Va!syayana, Nylfya Bhlflllya, 1. i. 3.
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1 The
descriptions in the Brahma PuroY!la, for instance.
of the various \ r r t has or holy places, and of the consequences of puclising penance in them, carry indications of
being (very) veiled descriptions of the several nerves or
nen'e-centres of the body, and of the re~ults ensuing from
the yo.l::ic stimu1:ltion or manipulation of each.
lIFor a vague indiC:ltlon of this, see the story of ~~habha.
4eva in the VilJu.lII·BhoYgavala Pura!la, V. v. The active functions assigned 10 the organs (excepting the vocal apparatus)
in the current book_, seem to be somewhat of the nature of
• blinds,' for they are shared in by other organs also and arenot entirely specialised, though pramineJlt, in these organs.
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is different· sexed, so long,. naturally, for the
reasons mentioned before, 1 the opposite sexes
stimulate all the senses and organs and enhance
the whole life and being of each other in greater
degree than any other object, and, consequently,
the emotion of Love and of the Beautiful is aroused
most powerfully as between them.
One point may be noted here. Theories as to
the Beautiful, in current text-books of psychology,
have generally something to say as to lines and
curves of beauty. Some even go so far as to
exclusively identify beauty with a certain line or
curve. The underlying truth of all these is that as
the fulfilment of desire, the enhancement of life,
the expansion of the self, in the limited individual,
is in and through the senses of cognition and the
organs of action, the stimulation that most enhances
the being of any particular Jiva, in view of its
special constitution, in the department of cognition
or of action, and doubly so if of both, is the
standard of beauty to it j the totality of such
special constitutions, i.e., of all possible constitutions,
is the totality of the S v a· b h 11 v a, the Nature, of
the Absolute; and a line or curve of beauty implies
a line of movement, a course of action, which is
most pleasant and congenial to the Jiva that
regards it as such a line or curve of beauty. A
constitution that particularly appreciates such a
line or curve implies, in the first place, a special
1 Pp. 111

lIS, supra.
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-sensitiveness and delicacy of the sense of vision i
and this, secondly, in respect of figures as distin·
gllished from coIors i and yet again, thirdly, in
greater degree the actional sllb·aspect of visual
,cognition, as implied in the movement of the eye
along the line or curve. Other special standards
of beauty may be similarly analysed with reference
to the corresponding special constitutions of the
:Jivas holding those standards.
One definition of Beauty, put forward by some
Samskrt poets, may be noted.
,,~'1 ",q Hl"llQilrQr: 1\lO't 1\l0! Q;wri l'l'l'il 11'
, Beauty or pleasantness or enjoyability, r a m a1). i Ya t a -the essential quality of this is that it
appears as ever new, from moment to moment.'
Something has been said before about Novelty at
the end of chapter vi. ; more will be said later on
in connection with the deadening effect of fami.liarity or repetition.- The element of truth underlying this view is that change is essential to the
individual life, change of experience against a background of unchanging self. This, metaphysically, is
the very meaning of individual life. Hence arise the
many laws in all departments of cognition, desire
action, etc., the Law of the Relativity of all knowledge, of intensity of feeling or sensation by contrast,
·of determination by negation, and all the conditions
1 MiIgha, iv. 17 ; see also Naijha41fa, xix-34.
11 See paragraph on Jrreverance, p. HI, infra.
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of staleness, surfeiting, ennui, restlessness, etc. But~
in this sense. beauty as novelty, or also as the special
lines or curves referred to in the preceding paragraph, is not so much emotional as purely sensuous..
From what has preceded, it will be obviou~ that
primarily this test of Beauty, i.e., its enhancement of
another's life, applies to the physical embodiment i
and secondarily, and more or less metaphorically,
at a later stage of evolution, when the inner natures·
or bodies have grown, to the emotional and
intellectual constitutions.
Vanity, according to the ordinary use of the
word, is something reprehensible. Yet
Vanity.
examination shows it to be on the side of
Attraction alld so of virtue. Popular usage recognises one form at least as I innocent or childlike
vanity.' Like Curiosity it seems to be a double
desire, the desire of the desire for union, the desire
of Love, the desire to love and be loved, to like and
be liked, to praise and be praised, to please and be·
pleased. The physical consequence is self-adornment j otherwise, too, the laying out of oneself to
please, in endless ways. That it has COllle to·
acquire an evil association is due to two causes.
Even in the above good sense, Vanity would be an
object of contempt to Jivas in whose constitution
Unlovingness, Hardness, Reserve, and I separate_
ness' generally, were strong. Again, the word is
used in a different sense altogether, as the nominal
derivative of the adjective '"ain'; then it means.
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Self-Complacence, Self-Satisfaction, and becomes
only a modification of Pride, which is a very
different Emotion altogether.
Perhaps the reason why the two' so different
senses have come to be combined in one and the
same word is that aUention has b~en exaggeratedly confined to this aspect of the true Emotion,
viz_, the consciousness of lhe ability to please (and
so far. of a certain power, a superiority), which is
always present in Vanity together with the desire
to please, though the consciousness may be of an
ability varying from the lowest to the highest
grades· This consciousness of ability is present in
Self-Complacence also; but there it is not an ability
to please others at all, there being no desire to
please; and this makes all the difference.
Sha.me.
Vanity Pills consciousness of something
which takes away from the feeling of ability is
Shame.
Self· Complacence and Self-Satisfaction are SelfImportance and Superciliousness, in which the
consciousness of the inferiority of another has
become vague and general, and attention is mostly
confined to the consciousness of one's own superiority generally. One somewhat peculiar phase
of Self-Complacence seems to deserve special
attention because of its insidious subtleness.
It generally attacks Jivas at the junction-point
between the two paths, of pursuit and renunciation, and may be described as the resultant
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of a violent combination of contempt and
cynicism on the one hand and budding benevolence on the other. In combination with other
emotional elements in the constitutions of different
indi\--iduals it m:l.nifests itself in different expressions. One such is the face of deliberately-assumed
and conscious melancholy, embodying a sad self~'lwareness of the wearer's invincibly helpless superiorit)' to his surroundings, which sllperiority per_
sists despite all the wearer's best efforts to suppress
it ! The explanation is this: At such junction-point,
the a h a m k a ra, the self-consciousness or egoism.
of the Jiva comes to a point, a focus, preliminary to
disappearing into the universal space of AlI-SelfConsciousness. The v air a g y a, detachment, intended for' the limited,' the ani t)' a, as a whole,
appears as positive contempt and cynicism with
reference to particul:us ; and, 110t infrequently,
it appears only when the individual expressing it
is well-feel. well-clothed, and otherwise set in luxurious surroundings, for so ani)' it finds the needed
background to throw it into relief; at this weak
infant stage it would perish if set in the actual
asceticism that it aspires to. And the s h a m a I
peacefulneS$, which is the instinctive result of touch
with the Nit Ya I the Eternal, appears as budding
benevolence also towards individuals. Hence an
appearance of (often impertinent) hauteur plus
condescension. The nasal tone of remonstrance,
conveying apologetic abuse, often accompanies
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this O1ood-' I should turn my back upon you,
were it not that pity prevents'-a combination
of the I snorting sneer' of pride and the' soft tone'
of pity.
Irreverence, Profanity, Flippancy, are incipient
Fear pIlls the desire to belittle, so as to
Irreverremoye the element that causes the fear,
ence.
in conversation \vith others; and also
thereby to gain for oneself the consciousness of
increase, in contrast with the belittlement of the
other. They arc distinguishable from that goodhumoured and eas), talk which is due simply to
the fact that the speaker is more familiar with the
subject than others, and therefore moves therein
or thereabout with greater ease. A loyal subject
may speak of the sovereign whom he has ne\'cr
seen and reveres from a distance as 'His l\'lajcsty,'
and never in any more familiar fashion. A minister
who is less removed from him, speaks of him as
, the king,' or even by name. In both, the emotion is on the right side. But neither may speck
of a genuine king as 'the figure-head of the state.'
There, the emotion would be on the wrong side,
and so a case of flippancy, assuming, of course, that
the king did not really deserve such a title. In the
first case we have the familiarity of affection; in
the second, of contempt. The so-called deadening
of any emotion, with reference to any object, by
repetition of contact with that object, wherever it
really occurs, is due to the fact that other
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subsidiary emotions, such as that of surprise, etc..
which are peculiar to every new experience. do not
arise in the repetition of it and therefore the total
general stimulation or excitement is less. The7.
matter might be put thus in other words:
It is not so much that <l the emotions blunt
themselves by repetition "2, as that exactly the
same circumstances do not arouse the same
amount oE emotion a second time j but that if there
is a cumulation of new pleasures or pains, additional
soH caresses or petty annoyances, then we have a
corresponding cumulative effect in the resultant
emction, that 11 desires grow with what they fee d
upon, as fire with fuel" and d love groweth out
-of association," etc.
Laughter} as has been generally recognised by
psychologists, is the physical manifesLa.ughter. tation of a sudden and excessive recognition of one's own superiority. S Where this
1 See, on this point, Goethe's view, quoted in that generally
very useful work, by Hoffding, Out/illcs of Psychology. p. 282;
" ..• the soul beco:nes greater with gut knowing it and is no
"longer capable of that first sensation. Man thinks he has lost,
but he has gained; what he loses in pleasure, he gains in
inner growth ... "; but this seems still to require further
explanation, as in the text above.
I
lames, Principles of Psychology, H. 475.
s Bain, Mental (lIId Mora~ Sciellce, pp. 257,315 ; see also
Herbert Spencer's Essays, Vol. I. ( The physiology of Laugh
ter' ; and Harald Hoffding, OuWlles of Psychology, pp. 291.29-1..
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consciousness is accompanied by Repulsion, the
laugh becomes' the laugh of ridicule' ; where
the ridicule is light·headed, not serious, only
chaff and b.,nter, where it is moreo\Oer openly and
unmistakably pretended and make-believe, t the
laugh of jest and joke,' of r fun :lOd good humor
and good company' results.
But we very seldom find the loud laugh combined with genuine, deep-seated, real, earnest
Benevolence. The smile is the nearest approach
to laughter there.
Smiles and tears require careful e:-.:amination.
Jivas smile for joy and smile sadly; they
Smile.
and Tea.rs. weep in gladness and they weep in pain.
\Vhat is the meaning of this?
The' smile of joy' has already been incidentally
and very briefly explained in connection with
Kindness. The essential, psychological meaning
of I the expansion of the features in a smile' is a
consciousness of I morcness,' of I superiority.'
The receiver of a gift smiles after the receipt. The
giver smiles before the gift. In the first case the
recipient becomes I more' than he was before.
The giver feels that he is more than the object of
his charity and kindness. This last smile, the
tender smile of Benevolence, is very nearly allied
to and always ready to pass into the tears of pity.
The I smile of sadness' also expresses the sense of
superiority of him who smiles to the cause of his
sadness, but without Repulsion, rather with pati-
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eocc, with resignation, with hope of future Love.
The' cynical smile, I I the smile of bitten~ess,' is,.
of course, a near relative of the I laugh of scorn.'
i The
tears of joy,' like the' tears of pity," may
mean either only ao overflow of the superfluous,
possessions of the self-but without a definite object
as in the other case, and only as a general expression of goodwill to all and readiness to give to any
that need; or they may really be, as they often are,
tears of pity for one's own past self, weak and
worthy of pity before the cause of joy made it large
and strong.
I The tears of pain' are in reality only' tears of
pity' where the object of pity is oneself.
Self-pity. The self here divides itself into two, the"
onc pitying, thc other suffering and pitied. Tears
of pain arc thus tears of Self-Pity. Tears generally
do not come until the pain becomes mixed with a
cognitional, considering, thinking, self.conscious
element. This may be observed in children as well
as in grown-up persons. A child generally accompanies his crying with exclamations of ' I am
hurt,' or ' I have fallen down,' or I So and so has
struck me: In adults too, there are seldom tears
during the actual intensity of a pain. Teonyson's
beautiful lyric illustrates the fact.
Home they brought her warrior dcad
She nor wept nor uttered cry ....
Rose a nurse of ninety )"cars,
Placed his child \lpon her knee,
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Like summer showers canle her tears:
" Sweet, my child, I'll live for thee." 1

This also gives us a clue to the reason why
tears and Self-Pity, while allowed in the weak
and the young, are considered reprehensible and
unmanly in the grown-up and the strong. The
ability to weep, as such, implies a lowering, an
abatement, a diminution} a cessation of real acute
pain; and to make a parade of pain then appears
improper, in the first place j and, in the second
place} such Self-Pity implies a demand for help by
display of one's needs, and this in certain temperaments arouses Scorn, and calls forth the epithets of
I whining' and' moaning,' etc.
Self-Scorn, Remorse, are similar to Self-Pity in
respect of the dual character. So, too,
Remorse.
Self. Praise.
The subject leads on directly to Pathos and I the
Pathetic.' The I luxury of grief' has
Grief.
puzzled psychologists all the world over.
The Samskrt': authors on Siihi!)'(I, tOO, give no
adequate explanation. Sometimes they even
content themselves with saying that the enjoyment
of the Emotion requires a special and cultivated
sense-which is scarcely true} as the Emotion is
appreciated by young and old, cultured and uncultured alike. Herbert Spencer says he finds himJ

10

TIl' Princess, \'i.
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self baffled 1 ; yet he makes a good attempt and
brings out some of the real factors of the explan ation. It is enough here to s<1.y that the essential
constituent of the Emotion of the Pathetic is Pity,
in some phase or other. As to how it becomes a
source of enjoyment, etc., will be treated of in
detail, later on, in connection with the Philosop hy
of Poetry.
Persistent pleasure and pain, transformed into
joy and sorrow, persistent gladness and
Worry and
sadness, exaltation and rejoicing, misery
Cheerful·
ness.
and grief, may, in deference to the
common view, but scarcely in strictness,
for they are only degrees of pleasure and pain, be
said to take on the character of Emotion. They
seem to be double desires, like Curiosity and Vanity.
Persistent sadness seems to be a dissatisfaction, a
constant desire that certain things were otherwise
than as they are, so that then pleasure and Love
would result naturally in place of the present pain
and effort and greater or less Repulsion. Gladness
is the reverse, a satisfaction, a desire to prolong
present conditions.
The active aspects of sadness and gladness are
Worry and Cbeerfulness. As \Vorry is an emotion
which is the source of a great deal of trouble to
humanity, it might be useful to understand it a
little more fully. The following factors of Worry
~ Principles of Psychology, If. § 678. See also, James,
P,illciples of PSyCl1010gy, IT., pp. "11 and 683.

COMPLEX EMOTIONS.

are immediately recognisable-Ca) A going wrong
of something, an obstruction to desire, a source of
pain; Cb) endeavor to set matters right and want
of success therein, a failure; (c) a non-recognition
of the impossibility of setting things right and so
avoiding the pain; on the contrary, a persistent
consciousness that it is possible; Cd) consequent
repeated endeavor and repeated failure; and
lastly, (e) continued anger and annoyance with the
cause of the failure, and the mental repetition, over
and over again persistently, of the cause of the
trouble and the failure to get rid of it. It
is this last which gives its peculiar characteristic
to Worry; the irritation is worst, naturally, when
the cause of the failure to set things right is the
unamenability of some human being on whose
co-operation the setting right of things depends.
If this element of Anger is tal'en away, then the
element of the peculiar painfulness of 'Vorry
disappears. All that remains is rightful and
justifiable repetition of endeavor to set things right.
H is time to bring this chapter to a close. The
list of Emotions might be prolonged indefinitely.
The bulk of every language of an intellectually
advanced race, excluding technical names and
words relating to cognitions and actions, will be
found to consist of words dealing with and expres~
sing some phase or other of an Emotion,l It is
1See, for example, Rogct's TIUS(lllrUS of English Words
and Phrases,
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impossible to deal with all of them in one place.
Illustration of the general principles expounded
earlier was the purpose of this chapter. It is
hoped that this has been achieved by the examples
given. The student should find sufficient reason
herein to believe that all Emotions are capable of
being reduced inlo terms of Love and Hate, permuted and combined with grades and kinds of
superiority, equality, and inferiority. And he
should try to find justification or refutation of his
belie.f in practical exercises with new phases of
Emotion.
A few tables are appended, tentatively casting
the emotions and moods of more frequent occurrance into groups. The nature of the primal
trinity of the Self, the Not·Self, and the relation of
Ne~ation between them, which governs and guides
the grouping, may be studied in detail in The Science
of Peace. But to a't'oid misunderstanding, it may
be noted here that the subordinate triplet, of chi ~
or j Cl a n a, sat or k r i y a, and a n a n <;1 a or
i c h c h ha, i.e., cognition, action and desire, may
be regarded as arising in the Self by the reHexion
in it, respectively, of the Self (itself), the Not-Self
and the Negation-so that these words, in the
tables, indicate this reHexion rather than their
literal connotations.

TABLE 1. (LIFE).
SelL

Kot·Self.

I

Cousciousnes(or Chi
(Mentality).

ReI:llion of KegaLion.

Deing or S:I t
(Character).

t

___.1

Dlissor AllanrJ.a
I
(Tone).

8i\·ftli, Pralnti, A1uVfHi, pk;a5ure

~

t;;

>

~
Ir

Cognition
0'
J f\ 5. n 3..

v·
I

lIIu~oll.

Synthetic or
generalising.
An&lytic or
__
oh"
I differemiiting.
c ,I r::\ Uistributi\,c ,or
rCfollciling.

Thought

I

~

I

l

I

I

Pain
Peace
Renuntl;L- Pursuit, or Re\'olution,
or
or
or
tion, or Taking. the Wheel of Life, Cheerful· Melal'lCholy. Equabilit),.
Gil'in .
or Adjusting.
lIesS.
Truth. - - - i\I;UOll
Action (waking).
J)c,irc [ Attraction.
Error.
or
Reaction (sleepinK).
Rcpuliiioll.
0'
Recognised - - K:r i)'
Dal:mcing (noul'ishing).
lchchha
IIlt;TtIlC$.:!.

Ia.

t

Industry,
__
Conduct or
[ArtistiC.
Dehaviour I
Producti,'c.
\' y a v :L h it r a Organising.

or Achara.

Science or
~MathemalicS'
Occupation,
Systematised
Con~relc; - - or I'rufcs:.ion,
knowledge or
scIences.
or Office, or
Shastril..'
Mctaphysic.
4-harma or
1\9 hika ra.

I

Emotion,
Vikara,
Ormi,
Kshobha
orDha\'llo.

( Love
I or likc,
~ Hale or
I di5IiL;e.
llndiffere'.lc~.

r

AltruIstic or
1 virtuous.
Character,
I Egoistic or
}. - S\' .. hhJva~
vicious.
. Y,.
l
0 ch':'lurglh',OT
or Pra k r\i. Omnislic or
1
[crare len.
duteous.

rW~;J~'1
L'

1

. -]dl .

l

TA13LF. 11.

~elf.

(F.MOTIO~).

Relation 01
:\'egation.

Xot-Self.

Indifference
11 ate or Antipathy: the feeUllg of the (jmruth of
or Apathy.
the reparateness of relves in consequence of the
,I m !'i y:i I falsehood, or illusory fan of the separnteness 0'
I
bodies; whence disintegratIon, anarchy and disorder.
I
Unconcern
I
as to conserowards [uperiors. Towards I Equals. Toward) I n{eriors.
{
lE')"
quencei.
TowardsSuperiors. Towards q\lals. Towards InferIOrs.
I
I
I
R
tRespect. Aff (Good will. K' d ~Tenderness.
IApprehenIS
" '1ou~I'
"'
e\'er· Veneration .ec- ~ Friendship. In - Pity.
t ho er.
upercI
ence. Worship.
lIon. t P:l.sslon.
ness. Comp:l.:don. F
'510n.
Anger. Rage. Se
'nes~.
'
e:J.r. Terror.
\Vr:t.th. om. Contempt.
LO"e or Sympnthr j the (ulillg of the Truth of the
linity, in the Self, of all relve! i whence all
order and organisation.

r

r

i

t 1l01T':1I'.

Esteem,
Admiration,
\Yonder,
Diffidence,
Trust, etf.

'c ,

r

i

l Di'l<b,in.

CO"'IPLF.X EMOTJOSS (ronghly rb~silied hy predominant dlarartcristk).
Cheel'!nes<,
:\Iagnanimily,
Dejection,
~ittel':,ess,.
Ilum.ili:1I19n,
. ,\lercy,
Desp:lir,
\ e)[atl<:,n, nls- i\lorulicat1~n!
Heartmes.;.
Coment,
Ruth,
DI~may,
appomtmem, Reserve, RidIcule,
I For?e:l;rance,
F'orgiveness,
Shame,
Annoyance,
Insolence, ImperCunoslty, elr.
Confidcnre,
I\Iisgidn"",
Care, Fret,
tinence, Lust.
Surprise, etc.
Shyness,O
Worry,
Disgust, elc.
An)[iety,
Distrust,
Jealousy, Em'}',
Discontent,
Disgust, Loath- Chagrin, Fury,
ing, Abhor·
Acrimony, etc.
rence,
rolalice, etc,

I

·
I

J,rl.UL..L:,

"',

~ .... n/'\""""""'l'\.J'

Selt.
Virlue.

I

. \hrll;~m.

,
T owar cl s S(
upcnou.

'f

1

k \

1

\

I

I
~POlitenen.
l

I

Self.respect,
Self-contrOl,
Self.confidence,
Cour:tRe,
V:tnity,
Tolemnre,
Contentmenl,

Sllbmis~i,·ene,.s
rrllstrulnes~,

'J'ruthrulneso, ett.

1

r

!

cl (

,

ITO\\:\r I SUpCI10U.

I

1iPrif::htne~~,

\

l

1

()m"i_lTI •

1

'1
'r<lIItH cl 5 Eqll ua' \s.
Towards Il1fcrion.
I

r Rude-

Holiness,
Majesty,
Heroism.

M.ag~allimit)"

Olltnny,
Urbanity,
Cond~S\'ension,
Seremty,
Sense of hOllor,
Charity.

'I

I

I

L ness

l ness

Sen'i1ity,
D«eptl,·enul.

Unkindness,
De:uishness,

I Harshness,

ExaClinRncss,
Ex\ortio"lltcn('n,
~utlennes~,
Prudery,
:\Icanneu,
hlly,
lIypocris}'.
Sulkiness,
Resene,
S:tnrtimony,
Sl}:nus,
Ui.stottion . \illl Ferocity,
Spllefllll1es~,' Interpretatlon R:tshness,
"imlicth'enen,
of others).
Truculenre,
I· l;ntruthrulneu, ~Iisunderst:tnd· Tllrhulenre.
(in I ew.
ing (or othersl, ImpelIlQO;il),
of
e,f.
'Tehemen«,
Harsh Judgment,
~blirnity, etr.
Treacherousnes.,
RebelliO\l$flC'u,

~Iorosene.s.

I

I

I'I

i,l

( Self.import·
ness Pride. ~ :mre,
1
Irasd·
, Al"l'O~;ll1'~.
b'\'
lln~lcll(e.
111),.
Peel"'
ish-

QL'ALITlES (roughly c1usified according la prominent fellture).

Gentlenes.,
HOllesty,
.\f("llrtu:~y (of uti C~:tritablene~<;
mlerprel;l.tlon
lnatioll or others)
Prudem'e, etC,
others),
Foresight, etr.

I

Duty and
J)1!,'o!lon.

SU:l.\"ilJ.
(TimidiCounes)'
I Kind.
IY·
Affection· Benc,'O- J heaned- C
.,
PU'll1a· \ .
'I
O\\:lTU'l'
Illlta- 1
Jtcness.
en.. .e I ness.
Ire n~mll)··lb.lit ' . '
Genera• Co) I
sit}'.
\\·ardli·
I
~fIXEO

Obedience,
Fidelity,
Fortitude,
Loyalty,

,'jce.
F.j:l:o;sm.

Oll'ar J s .qua s. T O\\:lf cl S Infenol's.

H" [Modesty.
e ;e f· Meekness. Friend·
ll.
lIumilit)" linen.

Relation of!'ie,atlon.
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I

TABLI' IV. (BEH,\"IOII),

(-'fo)watds

Supcrior~.

I

Self,

1\'ot-5(IL

Hdation of
Negation,

I [elping,

lfarming,

Justice anu
Public Ser\ke,

-: F.qual~.

T 01'.',11 us

f

fPrabe.;
r;A' Obeis:J.nce. ex}er. Gnliluue. c11ango:.
p

Submissiveness.
Ilom.gc,
Th,:mksgh·inj.!,
Rejoicing,
i\doration,
Glorific:'ltion,
\\"orshil'.
P~'Y,

Faith,
Aspiratioll,
Penitence,
Repentance, etc.

I

I

r Appre..ia.

~

.

'1'011

1

I

lion.
'f
,\pprOl"al.l Cl l.
Return.

:lru~ lnferi()rs.
'

rS}lrender.
'Sharing.
Renullcial tion.

~

I

r

"1

I

TOl1ard,SupcTlon. Towards.t:.:quah. TOII:'lrdlluferiors,

I,
SUSPI-

I

(D I

Ddi-~

,

I

el~reCI;l.

e~l1l'

cion.
1IOIl. D .
Insult.
Flrghl. Evasion.
eundem_ .
{InjUry.
A\'oiance'l nation, ulIon. Robbery.
,
l
11
dance,
Baltle.
CO~ll'l.lOX llEIJAVtOIl, (dassilied according 10 prevailing chamclcristkJ.
; Blushing,
Revenge,
I Bla('kmailing,
COlwiliatiun,
Benediction,
RC\l:uding,
Ingratilude,
Compbiniug,
Tp'an">,,
Atonement,
Smiling,
Impiel)',
I Grumbling,
Intimidalion,
FUll,
frolic,
The laugh of good IrrCI'erence,
C:lrping,
Bigotr}',
humor,
Slander,
Cavilling,
Scuffing,
Remullcmlion,
Exaltation
Whining,
The long f;u:c, lIar~hlle~5,
Pininf;,
Repining, el('.
j Remorse, '
~ Tears of self'flit)', Scal~dal-moni:"_ Sneering,
Inspiration
ttt.
enng, etc,
The laugh 'of ridicule,
Teart of pi:}', etc.
Exultalion", ttc,
"

I

l

I

I

CHAPTER IX.
THJI CORRESPONDENCE OF EMOTIOXS.

Before passing on to the Philosophy of Poetry
:.'lnd the other Arts wherein Emotions are dealt
with in an aspect somewhat different from that
treated of hitherto, a word may be said as to the
correspondence of these mental phenomena with
each other, anel how the presence of one calls
another into existence.
The general law governing their reciprocation
and mutual manifestation may be
The Gene.
ral Law.
summed up shortly: EmollOllS leltd to
create their own likelless, even as fire
<loes. But in the actual workings of life, the
results of the law undergo modifications by the
special circumstances of the cases. These modifi,cations may be generalised under two rules. (a)
Amongst ordinary Jivas, inclined strong.
~I~~ ~~.;,. ly neither to the side of Love nor to
the side of Hate, Emotions produce
-their own likeness or counterpart. (b) Amongst
]Ivas belonging definitely to the one class rather
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than the other, the Emotions of others, whether
those Emotions belong to the side of Love or of
Hate, create the corresponding Emotions of that
class only to which the )ivas belong.
Thus, amongst ordinary people, midway, so to
say, between pr a Vf t t i and n i v rBi,
illustraLove will produce Love, and Anger
tions.
Anger, assuming equality. Pride and
Scorn and Oppressiveness wilt inspire Fear and
l\Ialice and Vindictiveness in the really inferior;
equal or greater Pride and Scorn and Oppressiveness in the really superior and stronger i or merely
Anger and Annoyance in the reaUy equal. Again
Fear and Distrust will inspire Pride and Scorn in
the superior; and equal or greater Fear and
Distrust in the really inferior; or mere Anger and
Annoyance in the really equal. So Benevolence will
inspire Humility or Love or Benevolence. And
again, Humility will evoke Benevolence or Love or
Humility.
But in a Jiva belonging, say, to the class of Jivas
in whom the (united Self I is strong, belonging,
that is, to the side of virtue and Love and unselfish
n i v r t t i-whether this be the case by deliberate
cultivation, such as will be treated of in the final
chapter, or otherwise, by birth, karma, etc.-the
sight of Fear will not arouse Scorn but Benevolence, equally with the sight of Humility, or
Friendliness, or greater Humility, according as the
person towards whom Fear is expressed, feels
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himself to be stronger, equal, or weaker; that
of Anger, Sullenness, and Moroseness will not
inspire real Annoyance and Reserve and withdrawal, but, on the contrary, Love and Affection
and effort to break down the other's crust-wall of
evil mood, eqo.'l.Uy with the sight of Love and
Affection,or it will inspire Bene"olence,or Humility,
as the case may be, with reference to the equality,
superiority, or inferiority, of the person inspired;
that of Pride will not evoke Fear, but true Humility,
and the feeling that the other is really better than
himself, even as will the sight of Benevolence, or it
may prodUCt: Friendliness, or Benevolence and Pity,
as the case may be. And, conversely, in a Jiva
belonging definitely-by voluntary, premeditated
development in that direction, or otherwise-to the
dark side, the side of Hate and vice and selfis',
pr a v r t t i, the sight of Humility or Fear, will
equally provoke Disdain and Scorn and Contempt,
or Anger, or suspicious Fear; that of Love or
Anger, Sullenness and Anger, or Scorn, or Fear;
and that of Benevolence or Pride, Fear and
Distrust. or Anger, or Pride.
The correspondence may be worked out and
observed through all grades and kinds of Emotion.
The details are numberless as individual beings,
and the PUT6!,QS and Itjhosas, and all good histories
and observant stories of men, and accuI""dtely
written accounts of the behavior of even animals.
to each other, abound with illustrations.
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As to why one Emotion should arouse dnother
Emotion at all, as to why reaction should follow
action-this belongs to the province of Metaphysic,
and final solutions must be looked for there. 1 But
it may perhaps help to make the matter less
mysterious-looking, if the laws gathered above are
put in other words.
\Vhy does a display of Fear arouse Scorn, etc. ?
To show Fear of another person is to imply, to
indicate, to say, that that person is not worthy
of Trust, that Ihere is a relation of Dislike and Hate
between him and the timid pt:rson. This again is
10 imply, and to give cause to the other person to
believe, that he should expect resistance, and harm,
.and' attempt at making him less' at the hands of
the person who so displays Fear, for the Dislike
present in Fear involves consciousness of pain and
loss experienced in the past, and imagination of
more to be experienced in the future, and con5e.quell! possibility of 011 etldeavor to retaliate. The
natural consequence is, that he, taking up the relation at this last stage, assumes the corresponding
vicious attitude, and calls up Scorn, or Anger and
Annoyance, etc., to his help, these being the
ordinary ]iva's resources for supplying its deficien·
des and losses. The other, the fearing, takes the
1 See Ths Scimce ofPeace, ch. xv, p. 268, as to how and
why everyone, thing or thoilght, material or mental, by imi_
tation of The One, is pseudo-infinite, and endeavors to realise
this pseudo-infinity by endless multiplication and radiation.
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-situation up anew at this stage. And so, by action
.and reaction, the evil goes on perpetuating itself
.and becoming ever stronger, instead of abating.
So Malice is created by Oppression and Insolence,
and by reaction creates greater Contempt and
,Oppression, till the whole situation ends in disaster
-witness the mutual relations of Bhima and
:Quryo9hana in the Makabhara!a,. witness, in our
own day, the mutual relations of so many conquer~
lng and conquered races. Such oppressed persons
nurse their grievances, anel the Emotion, gathering
strength with imprisonment and restraint, often
explodes suddenly and, to those who do not follow
up its gradual growth, in a manner entirely
unaccountable and unintelligibly disproportionate
to the occasion, These explosions may range from
harmless and ludicrous outbursts up to crimes;
from cases where a man really weak, but wishing
to appear strong, puts too much loudness and
bravado into his first speech to the disliked person
.and then fails and collapses altogether, to cases
where the disliked person is assassinated for
imagined wrongs. \Vherever there appears capri.ciousness, or disproportion, or suddenness of action,
there imagination has been at \vork silently
strengthening the Emotion which has burst forth
:into the action.
The explanation in the other cases relating to
-ordinary Jivas is exactly similar.
In the case of extraordinary Jivas this new fact
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comes into play, viz., that they each look only at
the actual superiority, or inferiority, or equality
underlying the Emotion of another, and mostly
ignore that particular aspect of desire which,
together with the superiority, etc., makes it the
Emotion that it is ; and so looking, they impose
on it the Emotion corresponding to their own
nature and dictated by their reason (consciously or
sub-consciously) as the one proper to assume and
act upon for practical purposes. At the same time
it should be borne in mind, almost as a third law,
that extraordinary Jivas, of either class, within
the limits of their own class, tend to behave towards
each other like ordinary Jivas, for the obvious
reason that they are not extraordinary to each
other, as illustrated by the facts of 'honor among
thieves' and I war in heaven.' In this fact may
be found the explanation of the half-truth that
there is in the saying that I no man is a hero to his
valet.' \Ve see in ordinary life that it is easier for
people, who are somewhat distant, to behave to
each other nicely, than for those who are constantly
thrown together and so tax each other much more
frequently. Only a Ji\m that is very much more·
•advanced' or I extraordinary', by comparison, than
his immediate surroundings, can show in private
and domestic life the perfection of character and
beha\'ior that he shows in public life. Witness the
complaints of Kr~h~a to Nara4a regarding his.
domestic difficulties. The Gods and the ~~his..
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amongst themselves, behave like ordinary mortalsthe inevitable logical consequence of the fact that
they wear I bodies/ and bodies are superior to some,
inferior to some, and equal to some other bodies in·
every sense, i.e' l as regards stage of development
of the inner s ii k ~ h m a or subtle bodies also.
Note :-The metaphysical WilY of these Jaws has been
referred to in a preceding foot-note at p. 152. The how of
them, in terms of matter, i.e., superphysieal or subtle matter,
in the words of vecpntic and theosophical literature may, as
has been explained by Mrs. Annie Besant in some of her
lectures, (see also her Thought-Power) be put somewhat like
this, generally. E\'ery emotion produces in the s i1 k ~ h m a
or subtler body of the person excited, a characteristic
vibratioll. This vibration tends to set up similar vibrations
in the aura and s i1 k ~ h m a body of every other person in
the vicinity and, thereafter, and thereby, the corresponding
emotion in his mind in accordance with the ,general law that
changes of body are followed by corresponding changes of
mind as much as changes of mind by ..:hanges of body.
(See p. 13, supra.) Rut if the latter penon has a peculiar
individuality of his own, then, instead of allowing himself to
be 'governed' by the conditions set up lly the other, he
will meet them with others, and strong:er ones, created by
himself, and so change the former's mood, instead of being
changed by it ; that is to say, for example, if the vibrations of
anger from another's aura touch his, he will call up the mood
of friendliness, initiate corresponding vibrations in his own
aura, impose them strongly on the other's, and produce the'
mood of friendliness in the other's mind in place oi anger.
It would be possible to put this haw in terms of physical
matter also, if there were more knowledge extant on the
subject. But the experiments now being made with reference'
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to the ptomaines, toxins, antitoxines, Iysines, antilexlnes,
perspirations, etc., or secretions generally, produced in the
human body under va.rious conditions and emotions-these
experiments seem likely to show, lateron,that the poisonous
t J. m a s a secretions, for instance, which cause a headache
after a fit of anger s1>ppressed by {ear, etc... are counteracted
and neutralised by the antitoxic sat t v i k a secretions
produced by the generous and beneficent emotions called up
by reading a. book of high and holy thoughts and deeds.
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It may be us~£ul to put the generalisations made
above in the form of tables:-
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CHAPTER X.
E;\lOTION IN ART,

(a) POETRY AND LITERATURE.

SO far we have dealt with Emotions as desires;
and desire is their true and essential
Euentlal
nature. In order to understand the
nature of
Literature. Philosophy of Poetry and Literature
we have to refer back to that view of
Emotion wherein it is regarded as a pleasurable
or painful state sui generis. The paragraphs on
the pleasurable and painful nature of the Emotions
at pp. 25-27, might here be read over again.
I The Desire-Emotion specialised by the immediately surrounding circumstances of the particular
situation is one thing, and the pleasure or pain
specialised by its correspondence with such DesireEmotion is another thing.' The latter, the specialised pleasure! iS I it would appear, the true signifi·
cance of the Samskrt word r a sa. in Siihi!ya,
I enjoyment,
in company,' the Science of Poetry,
etc. And it is in this sense that what Bain I
1011
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tentath-cly says is true: 11 To Emotion we must
come at last in any prccise definition of poetry."
The last word on the subject was said when it wasdeclared that eri<fqi;{ umqCfii;{ CfifOQ'{,
, Speech ensouled by r a s a is Poetry,'
by Shau~l;lho(lanj, Vamana, Vish\:an1itha,
and a host of others, all following the lead of
Bharata, the sage who first expounded the Science
and Art of Poetry and Drama in India. This
word remains final, notwithstanding attempts made
here and there, notably by Mammat::l. in his KtIv)'a
Praktisho, to invent other del1nitiol1s, These
attempts are failures by the gcncral ,-crdiet, and
cven the authors of them find themseh'es eompelled to resort to the ordinary view again and
again.
The most important word of this definition is
clearly the word r a sa_ Many ha\'e
R a I a ' been I' t
"
s "ll1terprctahons
an cl many I"ts
translations. Its ordinary non-technical meaning
gives thc clue to its true special meaning in the
Science of Poetry-as declared by Bhara!a himself.
That meaning is • juice, sap/ and also • taste.
relish.' \Vhen an Emotion·desire appears in the
mind, and is not allowcd to rush out in its usual
course into action, but is checked, held iu, and
circumscribed by the cogniti,-e consciousness, and
the pleasurable picture of the fulfilment of the desire
is deliberately dwelt upon and leisurely enjoyed in
the mind, even as a delicious morsel of food may
Definition

of Poetry.
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be detained and slO\vl)" and fully ta:,~~d in the
mouth- then comes into existence this peculiar
modification of consciousness \vhich is called r a sa.
Ra s a is the pleasurable consciousness, the feeling.
of specialised pleasure, accompanying the presence
in the imagination of thc picture of the fulfilment
of a desire. Compare the use of the word, in
some of the works on the mclhods of Yoga. in the
expression r a sas v a 9 a, used to indicate one of
the activities of the mind, viz., tasting the sweets of
imagination, ' building castles in the air, ' which is
pne of the obstacles in the way of gaining
s a m a 9- h i·-fixity in the higher consciousness.
In r a s a there is an intimate interblending of the
cognitive and feeling elements of consciAn interblcndingof ousness, with the result that each gains
cognltlvc, in surface and expanse, but loses in
emotional,
a.nd pica- compactness and depth. It is as if two
lure-tone
heaps of two different l;:inds of grain
elements.
were shal,en into each other. The
whole new heajJ wOllld acquire a new color
different from that of either, and would be also
larger in size than either. But the color would
probably be vaguer, dimmer, less distinct and
defined, than that Ol either. The resultant, in
other words, gains something and loses something.
The same result is noticeable in the case taken
above from the gustatory consciousnesE.
Take ;;mother simile-a stream of water rushing
onwards. If such a stream were led into a circular

n
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basin whence there was no outlet, the stream
would turn upon itself and revolve round and
round and become a whirlpool, growing ever
stronger in its circular rush} and ever deeper, if
the inOow continued; or stiller and more equable
and steady of depth if it were cut off. In either
case a certain depth would be gained greater than
that of the flowing stream} and a certain spread of
surface would be lost.
The characteristic of Poetry is such r a sa. Its
business is to call up an Emotion and then hold it
in, so that its correspondent feeling of pleasure is
I tasted' at leisure.
The limiting, the circumscription, is I)rO\·ided by·
the patent fact that the story, the
The eledescription} the occasion, is only an
ment of
unreality imaginary and not a real and personal
therein.
one for the reader. He is reading the
experiences in a book, and not passing through
them in actual life. Later on, when the man is
able to put himself in the position of the student
and reader of life} and can regard his own and all
other actual life as one great book merely, realising
more and more the full significance of this endless
drama and pastime of the world-process, including
both the equal halves of all its tragedy and all its
comedy} then he can treat this in exactly the same
way as the reader of the book of ink and paper treats
the story written therein j and then the emotions
aroused by and in such actual life will have no
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greater power over him than those aroused by a
book of poetry. But it must always be remembered that, from the standpoint and for the practical
purposes of the limited and individual human
Jiva, the study and reading of life is not its
own end. It is a means to the improvement
of life as end. And, unless this aim is held
constantly before the mind, great error will rt:sult.
\Ve meet with people here and there, and indeed
more and more frequently in modern times, who
have attained to that degree of self-consciousness
that all their life has become deliberate l acting' ;
but inasmuch as the self, to the consciousness
of which they have attained, is not the 'united
Self,' the Supreme Self, the Pra\yagatma, their
acting is aimless, purposeless, and in the ene:
becomes very dreary and desolate, and remains
such till they learn better.
\Vhere the emotion aroused by the plain
narrative is not sufficiently strong in
Ornaments
itself,
Or the pleasure corresponding to
or figures
of speech. it is of such kind that the author or
reader wants it lengthened and continued, the device of l ornaments of speech' is resorted
to. The sole busiaess of an ornament, of all
ornaments, is to put a circle, a limit, round a special
feature , to put a marker on it j to thus direct
attention to it and intensify the consciousness
thereof; and thereby to define and intensify the
special beauty of that feature-for enhancement

16·~
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of beauty here is literally nothing else than
enhancement of the consciousness of that beauty.
Such lornaments of speech, I I figures of
speech,' in literature supply the place of the
constant 'inflow' referred to above in the illustration taken from flowing water, and they give the
further supply that is necessary to make the
'wbirlpool' deeper and stronger and more lasting.
The absence of the supply causes the r a s a to
lose its force and subside into placidity shortly.
From the above considerations it appears that
the main and direct object of Poetry is,
~:~:c~{.~~t as Mammata says' correctly in this
par a - n i r v r t i-great
instance,
and peculiar pleasllre. The other objects he
enumerates, viz., instruction in the ways of the
world, knowledge of old customs, counsel as to
proper action in special situations, etc.-these are
secondary and more in accordance with the views
of the school of Piirva-Mimiimsii as to the purpose
of bnguag egenerally, than with the views of poets.
(b) fHE NATURE OF PLEO\SURE AND

P,\I~

WITH

REFEREl\"CE TO VARIOUS CLASSES OF ]iVAS.
'nlt~

Object and nature of Poetry have been
thus generally outlined. The nature of r a sa,
however, cannot be fully uncerstood unless we
enter into some little detail as to the nature of
pleasure and pain from the standpoint of 1'!etat KiI'IIya-PrnklJslta, 1., H. (KArik5).
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physic. \Ve have tried to avoid doing so thus far,
in order, if not altogether to preclude controversy
-for it is not possible to obtain universal consent
and unanimity on even a single proposition, however plain, unmistakable, and simple it may appear
-still to avoid dubitable and debatable points as
much as possible. But longer to shirk this is to
leave the subject in hand disjointed and the
conclusions thereon unsupported.
The Self has been stated to be the first and
most indispensable factor of life. It
Pleasure,
has
also been stated that, in the conthe feeling of the scious individual condition, the self is
expansion
of the self. always in a state either of Pleasure or
of Pain. By careful examination it
appears that Pleasure is the feeling of an expansion, an increase of the self. I The very essence of
Pleasure is an enhancement of the self, its growth,
its intensification, its superiority over others or
over its own past states, its JIIoreuess in short1 This has been found to be true psycho.physically. Thus
Titchener, An Outliut oj Ps)'cTlOlogy, (l!)Q2), ch. V., p. 112,
says:" We find that pleasantness is attended (l) by increase
of bodily volume, due to the expansion of arteries running
just beneath the skin; (2) by deepened breathing; (3) by
heightened pulse; and (4) by increase of muscular power.
Unpleasantness is accolllpanied by the reverse phenomena."
But, it should be borne in mind, these are only general
statements, Which, as usual. ha\'c exceptions,' which prove
the rule,' and come under other rules.
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moreness than before and as compared with others.
These 1\\'0 comparisons, on analysis, come to mean
the same thing, for the size, the measure, of a self, at
any particular moment, must be a matter of comparison with others i so that, when we say' supe- .
riority over or moreness as compared with its own
previous condition,' we still implicitly compare it
with others at least in the time of the previolls
condition in order to fix the size of that previous
condition.
So Pain is the {eel jng of contraction, narrowing,
Patn,of
inferiority, less1U:ss of the self than
a coo~raction.
before and than others.
This seems to be as near an approach to a
universally correct definition of Pleasure and Pain
as is available.
But if Pleasure and Pain are capable of such
uniform characterisation, how is it that in the
concrete, in actual life. what gives pleasure to one
JIva gives positive pain to another, and vice versa?
Do these facts contradict the definition or are they
reconcileable with it? They are, of course, reconcileable with it i indeed it is out of all these facts
that the definition has been generalised. The
explanation is this.
H has been said before that a ]iva is a compound of the Pra!yaga!ma, the abstract Self, the
One, and a portion of the concrete Not-Self, the
Miilaprakr!i, the Many. Not till such a combination takes place is the multitudinous process of
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s a m s a r a possible. Self as such, the abstract
Self, is incapable of being added to or subtracted
from; It has no quantity; It is a bare, all·comprehending and nll-other-denying unity. The Not·
Self ns such, the pseudo-abstract or concrete Many,
is also incapable of being added to or subtracted
from; it is only the implicit total, the whole, or
all (particulars) and has no manifest and explicit
quality. In order that there may be any definition,
manifestation, v yak t i, any definites, any parti_
culars, individuals, v yak t ;< s, the two A v yak ~
ta s, the Un manifest Infinite and In·de·finite,
Self and Not-Self, must be seen in Relation, in
mutual transfusion and mutual superimposition,
a \1 h Ya sa. This superimposition brings out
attributes in each) and, at the same time, imposes.
those of each upon the other, so that we have
quantities, qualities, and mm'ements, in the sub~
jective, psychical or mental as well as the objective,
physical Or bodily, half of the individual ]iva. 1
Now, when the Self has become identified with an
I We might round out here the line of thought a portion
of which was sketched in the foot-note at p. 28,supra. Details
as to the how and the why of all this, and of the Relation of
Negation between the Self and the Not-Self will be found in
The Sci",ce of Peace, as also indications of the endless triplets
arising or existing within this primal Trinity (ch. x.v.). One
of the more prominent of these is the triplet of 9 r a v y a •
g u I) a and k a r m a ,or substance, quality and movement
(ch. xl. Substance, from one standpoint, appears a! quantity.
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u p a Q hi, a portion of the Not-Self, when a Jiva
proper, a conglomerate of self and not-self, the
whole behaving and regarding itself as an individual, a par~icLllar self, a personality 'with a I quan·
tity,' has been formed, then contraction and
expansioll, pain and pleasure, become possible.
And according as the nature of the particular,
limited, individual, personal, self I is, so will be its
causes of pleasure and pain. \Vhatever helps to
expand that particular nature will be pleasurable,
I,Iorbl:l
the opposite painfuL Herein lies the
pleasures
explanation of so-enlied morbid pleaa:ld pa.ins. sures and pains. \Vhen the self happens
to have become identified with what, from the
Now, ty mutual superimposition of attributes, the ~elf
becomes an inner core-body or subtler ~heath (ch. xiiL) and
then shows out the' properties' of quantily, etc. In psychical
or subiective terms, quantity appears as tone, temperament,
'larte-hearted, balanced, or lIlIrrow-minded,' 'cheerful,
cqualJ!e or l~loomy " ' sanguine, phlegmatic or melancholy,'
etc. j quality appears as mentality, ' keen or dull.' etc. j and
mobility as character, 'p r a v r t ~ a or n i v r t! a ' ,
selfish or unselfish,' , worldly or unworldly," pursuant
or renunciant,' etc., with a medium third, or' just,' between
each pair. It must bc remembered that this is only onc of
endless ways of looking at one of thc endless aspects of the
primal Trinity.
1 In the earlier d3.~·s of theosophical literature, a
distinction was drawn behveen 'individuality' and' personality.' Later developments show that what was meant
was only the distinction between the relatively more perma·
nent subtler bodies and the more transient grosser bodies.
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standpoint of the majority, is called a diseased
condition of the not-self} then appears the
mysterious-looking phenomenon of pleasurepositive pleasure for the time being} however false
and illusory otberwise-being caused by what
actually promotes and pcrpetu.,tes the disease and
the feeling of the disease. I
In view of the above remnrks} for the purposes
of the subject in h:l.Od, )ivas may 1>e divided into
two broad classes. 11 According to the general Law
of Evolution in the world-process, during the first
half of a cycle, whether large or small, the
tendency is for the self to identify itself more and
marc completely with the not-self, to fall more nnd
more deeply into matter, as it is sometimes
described, to become more and more separate, exclusive, <,met individualistic, by means of immersion
in more and more concrete and mutually-resistant
forms. The reverse is the case during the second
l For examples see \V. James, PrilldpflS Q/Ps)'t1u>!ogy, H,
pp. 653-054. His explanations are differentof course,
ho\\,e\'er, from the one suggested above. To us, the worms
that thrive in mire and the gods that are nourished on nectar
and ambrosia are such only because the self is identified with
what is ca lied by human beings mire in the one case and
nectar :and ambrosia in the other, respec~h·cly. Jn the cases
mentioned by James, the identification is \'ery temporary_
The ke)·.note of the Samskn system of :nedical treatment is
'5 a ~ m y a, • con·natural-less or identity with the self,'
agreeing. '
t See the BlIagavat}Gilif. ni.
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half, when the self dissociates itself more and more
from the not-self, and tends more and more to·
revert towards its abstract unity. During the
former period, accordingly, the period of the
p l' a v r t t i . m a r g a, the path of pursuit of
things worldly, of engagement in the world, the
causes of pleasure and pain are respectively those'
that expand or contract the material, the more
concrete, the separated self, the lower self, or rather
the not-self that has assumed the mask of the self.
During the latter period, the causes are those that
enhance or narrow the spiritual, the more abstract,
the uniting self, the higher self, the self that has·
assumed the mask of the not-self.
It should be remembered here that this is all a
matter of grades and degrees, of rela·
Relativity
tivity,
of more and more, and less and,
of all
stateless only; there is no complete, absolute,
ments.
loss of the instinctive feeling of unity
(which is the result of the presence of the Self) on
the first haU of the cycle; as there is no complete,
absolute, loss of the instinctive feeling of separateness (due to the presence of the Not-Self) on the
second half to its very end in pr a I a y a and Peace.
The complete absence from manifestation of the one
means the similar complete absence of the other,
and the consequent collapse of the world· process'
into p r a 1 a y a for the time being; and thus it is
that, during manifestation, Love and Hate ~lte to be
always found touching each other, from the very
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beginning unto the very end, though, of course,
their power and prevalence vary in the two stages,
even as the height of the hvo ends of a see-s.;,).w
might vary.
The result of all this is that during the first half
of every cycle, large or small, represent4
SWing
ing the life of one human being or of a
bel;ween
selfishness nation, a race, or all humanity, a globe
and
or a kosmos, the separative emotions on
unselfishnell, and
the side of Hate and vice prevail. The
balance of
greed for gain, for self-assertion, for
justice or
constant
individualism, for adding to one's own
adjustup it \1 h i at the expense of others, the
ment.
asuri·prakrti in short, is strong
then, and Jivas predominantly belong to the class
which is best described by the word' selfish.' Later
on, during the other half, when the power of the not·
self decreases, and the Self is recognised as distinct
from the Not-Self and as Qlle in and with all selves,.
all ]ivas, then the emotions that make for union,
those on the side of Lo\-e and virtue and the (.1 a i v I·
pr a k r t i I gather strength, and Jivas belong to the
class I unselfish.' The pleasure-seeking youth be·
comes the self-sacrificing parent i a conquering.
nation or race becomes the civiliser and uplifter of
subject-races rather than their exterminator; an orb
or kosmic system gives away its own life and con
stituent material to a younger orb or system instead
of s\vallowing up its compeers and brothers as·
Martanda, the Sun, did in his younger days.
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This law, it should be noted, is true only as a
general law, in the case of the typical cyclical life.
In the actual practice of the wOrld-process there is
such an infinite commingling of larger and smaller
cycles, each being at a different stage, and the
cases of special protection and guidance of and
consequent absence of evil amongst early races,
and of violent distortion from the ordinary path, of
disease and premature death, amongst individuals
as well as nations during certain other periods of
the life of humanity, are so common in consequence
of other minor 13.\vs, that it may well appear to the
casual observer that there is no such general law
governing the world-process. The Samskrt saying
is useful to bear in mind in this connection:

<'I' '

~f11 ~.il'ir
...
" ...

~,"lll:;;:
q\ ~ff:1
'"
.... ,
ll'8q'lff Illl,ql'Fffl,ffl iil'l: 11
'1 He that is the dullest of the dull, or he that has
attained to That which is beyond the b u 9 ~1 h i these hvo only are the happy in the world; the
midway Jivas are the unhappy." All these three
stages are present everywhere and always, but,
of Course, also, only one is predominant and the
others in abeyance at anyone time and place, in
the life of anyone individual, race, system, etc.
Selfish ]i"vas, as just said, find pleasure in whatever increases their material self, their physical
possessions and belongings; hence with them
• taking' is the watchword of action. With
~

~

~,

;;:r19~r

~
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unselfish Ji\'as, on the other hand, I giving' is the
guiding principle. Because, in the one case, the
Jiva feels that the more he solidifies his lll:1.terial
up it (.1 h i the more he strengthens, perpetuates, and
expands his self; while, in the other, he feels that
the more he gives away of his up a (.\ hi, the more
he attenuates and thins it, the more the possibility of
his self uniting with other !;clves, the more its expansion and increase and assimilation to the One Self.
In consequence of subtle modifications, howeYer,
which take place incvitably, a 'taking' comes
sometimes to be a taldng in LO\'e j it is accompanied with the desire to "el;ay by grateful service, and
hence has still the element of I giving' in it, and
therefore belongs to the side of unselfishness and
unity (vide analysis of I Devotion' sllprn~ On the
other hand, very often is I giving' a giving in
unwillingness j it is then a I loss' and is accompanied by the wish to lake back at the earliest
opportunHy. Such giving belongs to' the side of
selfishness and separation.
Bearing in mind the possibility of endless such
modifications-all of which will be
The two
found
capable of reduction by the
classes of
emotions
general principles stated ahove-we
predomimay see that to one class of Jins the
nantly
dlyldcd
circumstances arou3ing the one class of
between
emotions will be exclusively pleasurable
the two
classes of and the opposite painful, whereas
Jlyas.
amongst the other exactly the reverse
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·will be the case. That it is so happens by the
invincible necessity of conditions. In every scene
of actuallife, wherever there is occasion for the
exercise of an emotion of the one class, there is
present also, either as cause or as effect of the
,first-mentioned occasion} all occasion for an
emotion of the opposite class. This will be treated
of later, in dealing with illustrations of the character of literature.
It should be noted, meanwhile, that the desire
of the Jiva is always towards 'moreness' and
away from • lessness.' It loves that which makes
it more; it hates that which makes it less. But
the it which is to be made more or less is very
different in different cases. Desire itself, as such,
may well be said to be neither pleasurable nor
painful. That which is desired to be gained, and
lhe cOIUUtioll of the self when it has been gained,
are both caned pleasurable. That which is desired to
be avoided, and the conditioll of the self when it is
not avoided are called painful.
(cl

THE

ESSENTIAL OBJECT AND
OF LITERATURE.

CHARACTER

Every desire is always accompanied by two
more or less clear pictures in the imagiDual
nation, one pleasant, of its fulfilment,
mental
and
the other painful} of its defeat. The
pictures
accom·
provision of pleasurable pie t u re s,
pa.nylng
representations of the settings of pleasur·
desire,
able emotion-feelings or r a sas, is the
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main business of one class of Poetry and Literature i
but, of course} what may be r a s a to one person
may be k u - r a s a (evil r a sa) to another
differently constituted; and this is unavoidable.
The form of the poetry is allowed scant importance in the Indian science, though, in
The form
of Poetry. the \Vest, metre, and to a less extent
rhyme, have been held to be essential.
Bain} and J. S. Mill before him, apparently
approximate to the Indian view} which allows of
such famous prose-poems as Kli4ambar'i, Vlisava·
4aJttl etc., and, of course, includes the drama under
poetry at large, as one of its species. WaIt \Vhitman and his imitators also recognise in practice
the accuracy of this view. It may be, however}
that this view is correct only in principle and as a
theory. In practice, the powerful additions made
to the pleasures of poetry by metre and rhyme
have considerably checked the growth of prosepoems and have thrown into the shade all but the
very best. For similar reasons, just as the metrical
poem is an advance upon the prose-poem, so
recited poetry and the drama constitute an
advance upon the metrical poem. To the musical
effects of metre and rhyme, which enlist the
services of the ear in furthering the pleasures of
poetry, the drama adds the scenic effects which
engage the eye also. The mental picture of the
desired denoltel1lwl (referred to before) is, in the
drama, made the vividest that is possible without
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actually passing into the real. And hence Ule
dictulll etllo'qg ;rrG~ ~B- l< Amongst poems, the
drama is the highest." For similar reasons, too, it
is that dance and song of man and woman in
company represent the culmination point of esthetic
enjoyment, of pleasure, of I moreness,' that is
known to present humanity.
I Style' is ob\'iously only a I ruling passion' guiding
the verbal expression. The very adjec·
Style.
.
tires, I dignified,' I powerful," pompous,'
emotional,' 'sarcastic,' , chaste, ' etc., show this.
To cultivate a style successfully is to cultivate
the appropriate 'mood' so effectively that it
becomes part of one's character and therefore
automatically governs and shapes the utterance.
Form being thus discounted, it remains true
that the primary business of literature
The
as a whole, of all poetry, fiction, drama,
easelltial
and in a certain sense of biography,
lignlficancc of
history, and narrativcs of travels also, is
litera.representation of Emotion·feelings (as
ture ;
distinguished from Emotion-desires) in
their infinite combinations and permutations, as
actually or potentially present in multifarious human
life. A nation's literature is in truth that nation's
instinctive effort to provide for each of its
members vicarious experience of the Emotionfeelings of all its members in all its manifold
variety of life-even as a WOrld-system is nothing
more nor less than a vast endeavor to provide for
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its constituent Jivas direct experience of all possible pleasures and pains (corresponding
and. of th 0
to and being the actuals of Emotion.
worldproccss, In feelings), of all kinds of pleasures and
terms of
pains possible within the spatial and
Emotion.
durational limits of that particular
world·system.
This also helps to explain how those writers
come to be regarded as the greatest, and those
works become the most permanent and the most
prominent, that have seized and embodied the
most permanent and prominent Emotion-feelings
of humanity in the most remarkable manner.
So true is this that if the mental constitution of a
race, a nation, be changed, all its literary idols and
ideals would be replaced also. This truth is in fact
embodied in all the trite expressions about change
of fashion, change of taste, ete. Such expressions
indeed appear trite only because applied to small
and common matters. They are none the less true,
and, in their full significance, important. \Vhat is
true of the small is also true of the great. The
histories of nations, the histories of raceS, the vast
story of humanity as a whole -all arc illustrations
of changes of taste and changes of fashion. The
inner life of the Self seeks ever new forms and ways
of expressioll, expression of Emotion-desire and
realisation of Emotion-feeling; and it is possible
aod instructive to read the stories of the different
nations as the stories of the workings of single
12
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ruling Passions and Emotions. 1 But the basic
Emotions - Love and Hate, Benevolence and Pride
of heart, Humility and Fear-these persistthroughout, however great the changes of taste as to the
subtler combinations of them. They are understood always, at all times, in all places, and the
great epics of the nations shall be always read and
always honored because they comprehensively
grasp and powerfully depict these basic Emotions.
The subtler shades and combinations of them, on
the other hand, elude the grasp of the general
public, excite a temporary and evanescent interest,
and remain confined to the few that by courtesy
are called I the poets of poets' of each time. a
1 Thus: Indian story embodics Dharm3, Greek, Beauty;
Roman, Law; Persian, Dignity, ~nd so on. See Annie
Besant's Dharma.
:I As frequcntly noted elscwhere, at thc prcsent stage of
humanity, the emotions cluster larg-ely round the sexual
emotion, ....r passion, 3S it is called when more intense and
more physical. The lattcr appears largely in the class of
literature to which the Katflll.saril.sagara, many Greek and
Latin' classics,' TJu A rabjall Nights, Bor.:<:accio's DecamerQu, Margaret's Heplamcron, Gil Bias, many of Shakespeare's
plays and poems (e.g. TIle Merry Wives of Windsor), and
suchlike • tales and stories' belong. In them all, the course
and currenl of the human life is wound around the more or
less obviously' physical' aspect of love. Side by side with
such works go the others, in which the physical side is more
in the background, and the subller and the more' refined' and
imaginative sidc is more prominently depicted. The two
classes of works have thus gone togeth er for thousands of
years now, because both the sub.classes of JIvas, the 'younger'
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nine
principal
, interests,' • unc~
tlons', of
Poetry.

'Th~

with the physical aSpCct predominant, and the somewhat older
with de"eJoping • mental' bodies, have been evolving side by
side. The' passionate' :.tory suits the 'younger' Jiva, and
the great cravings and blind devotions, the cunning, the
devices and the frequent physical adventures, which go with
it, ;agree with his dawning intellect; whereas the 'emotional'
story appeals more to the other kInd of Jiva with a more
• inner,' a less demonstrative, flow of feeling. Of course,
these remarks apply to only two of the more typical classes,
Qut of endless shades and mixtures.
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representation and embodiment of this Emotion.
has been largely confined to India it appears.
The perusal of the above list at once gives rise to
the question why poetry and literature
An objection.
allow a place to r a sas like the Furious,
the Fearful, the Disgusting, and even
the Pathetic. 1 \Vhy is it true, in the words of the
ancient Indian poet, \6~ q:;~olr ~6: le The highest
of the r a sas is Pathos" ; and in those of the
modern English singer,
Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest thought. ~

\Vhy should there be such amazing outbreaks of
the Horrible, the Disgusting, and the Cruel, in the
literatures of the nations? Men desire only the
pleasurable Emotion-feelings. And are not these
painful ones? and if so, wl1y are they culti\'alcd ?
The answer is to be found in all that has gone
before, mainly in \vhat has been said
Th.
reglrding
morbid pleasures and pains.
answer.
in the fact that these ontbreaks in
literature correspond with outbreaks in actual life.
The so-called r painful Emotion-feelings' are
(1) either not painful at all, but positively pleasurable, to the class of Jivas that seek them for their
own sake; or (2) the scenes corresponding to them
are necessary backgrounds for the play of the
opposite emotions.
1 Sce p. 145, supra.
t ShelIey, The Sk}·lark.
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It h:ls been said just now that with every Emo·
tion-desire goes an Emotion-feeling, and that every
Emotion-feeling is accompanied by two pictures in
the imagination 1 one of the fulfilment of the desire
and the other of its defeat. The former is pleasur·
able, and the latter only painful. And if this is so,
-it is easy to see how every Emotion-feeling that
does not precede actual realisation in life may
remain pleasurable·
Emotion-desires may loosely, and not accurately, be called pleasurable or painful in this
sense, that the one set takes its rise in pleasure
and the other in pain. In actual life the Emotionfeelings corresponding to the latter Emotion-desires
are also painfnl. The painful picture is the most
prominent in them; it is no longer imaginary; it is
expected; the imagination has passed there into
the more dense form of inference and expectation.
The Fearj/tl.-An unarmed and defenceless man
in the presence of a tiger feels the
The
FearEmotion-desire of Fear-the desire to
ful.
run away, to escape, to put distance and
separation between himself and the animal. The
Emotion-feeling here is purely painful 1 because
the picture of the fulfilment of the desire is very
weak indeed, while the other picture, matter of
expectation, as just said, and not of imagination, is
overpoweringly strong.
But let the incident occur not in real life but in
a tale that we are reading. Now two kinds of
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selves' generally appreciate a story of danger
and adventure: the actively timid spirit on the
one hand, and the actively proud and strong spirit
on the other. It looks like a contradiction in terms
to say so, but he who has followed and seen reason
to agree in the classification which ranges Pride
and Fear in the same line, will easily see the truth
of this also. The timid spirit contemplates the
danger, the cause of Fear, and finds congenial
occupation! interest! excitement! and expansion in
devising plans to run away from the danger and
avoid it. The pleasurable Emotion-feeling to it
consists in the picture of successfully running
away from the danger. This is the explanation of
the fondness of children for blood-curdling stories!
stories of ghosts and goblins and monsters an~
wild beasts! which make them shiver in ecstasies
of fright. But in all these cases the enjoyment
of the story and the eagerness for more of it would
vanish at once if and as soon as it ,\vas realised by,
really brought home to! the reader or listener, that
there was actual danger present and no possibility
of escape. In the other case, the proud and strong
spirit also contemplates the danger! the cause of
Fear! and finds congenial occupation, interest r
excitement, and expansion, in devising plans to
avoid the danger; but his plans are to avoid thedanger not by running away from it but by sup·
pressing it. The pleasurable Emotion-feeling to
him consists in the picture of successfully coping
I
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with and overpo\vering the danger in his own
person in a similar situation.
Such seems to be the explanation of the existence
of the literature of the Fearful.
The Gruel alld the Disgusting. - The explanation
of the literature of the Cruel and the
Tbe Cruel
Disgusting is similar. Those that are
and the
Disgustin sympathy with the corresponding
ing.
Emotions enjoy such literature, and
gloat over the destruction of the defeated victim
or enemy in full sympathy with the author of the
cruel act, the murderer it may be, or the successful
schemer and intriguer, or the adulterer, etc. 1
The Pal/u:lic.-The opposite emotions also arise
from the background of the above.
Th.
Pa.thetic. Thus' Pathos/ • the Pathetic/ is the
counterpart of 'the Terrible,' I the
Cruel,' 'the Disgusting,' etc. The ( sufferer' natu·
rally goes along with the author Clf suffering. In a
scene thus involving the presence of both, are
therefore present materials for the sympathy of
both natures, the virtuous and the vicious. The
former, sympathising with the sufferer, experience
the r a s a of k a r u (l a, Pathos, Pity. 'I'heir
Benevolence is strongly aroused l and the picture
1 ?lax Nordau's book, on Degllllralioll, givcs some apt
instances of the outbreak of such evil emotion!; in life and in
so-callt:d realistic literature, even in times of peace. That
they are very common in times of war is, of course, known
to everybody, See also lames, Principles Dj Psychology,
JI, p. US.
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of the fulfilment of their desire to help is the
source of their enjoyment of a tragedy.
Let us see what happens in such a case. In an
-emotion of Benevolence, by pseudo.identification
of the one, the superior, Jiva with the other, the
inferior, Jiva, the former feels the pain of the latter.
The desire arises in him to avoid that which is
causing the p:1in, which is mal.ing the latter
inferior, small, less. He forthwith tries to remove that which is causing the inferiority. The
Self-wherein lies unity--being predominant in
this relation\ and the unity of the two being felt,
there results inevitably the feeling of moreness and
of pleasure, so far, to the superior; and the pain
which is caused by the giving of a portion of the
up a c) h i (not-self) to the other. to relieve his
inferiority-though painful nO doubt-is lost in the
predominant pleasure. And, therefore, is ' the
quality of mercy doubly blessed.' The superior
feels the joy of identification of the two selves;
and the inferior also partly that, and largely that
of the gain to his u p a c) h i and relief of positive
pain. But let there be no doubt that to the
material body, the not·self portion of the superior,
the act of giving is a painful one. The mere fact
of an unnoticed degree in small cases should not be
allowed to hide the underlying truth which is
recognised confessedly in all the associations of
the word I sacrifice.' That an act of self· sacrifice
is pleasurable is true only so far as the Self-portion
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-of the Jiva is concerned j not as regards the NotSelf-portion. And in this last fact lurks the danger
~f much exercise of the emotion of the Pathetic
out of actual life, which danger will be shortly
referred to.
To return: while the action of adjusting the
inequality is in progress, in fact as soon as the
desire to associate \vith the inferior and lift him up
arises in the mind of the superior, there also arises
in his mind the picture of the end he seeks to
secure and of what he seeks to avoid, The former,
being a picture of the completed • association,'
and therefore of gained • moreness' is pleasur_
able. The other i3 painful. The former picture
is sought to be realised in outer life. in action, in
reality. The other is similarly avoided; so much
so that even benevolent people turn away from
suffering they cannot help; it gives them pain only,
without any possibility of the pleasure of relieving
it, and they cannot bear to see misery that is
hopeless. This in actual1ife. But in imagination,
in literature, whatever the end of the story, whether
a completed tragedy or not, the im:lgination always
contemplates the possibility of relieving the
distress and so can find enjoyment.
"Vhen such an Emotion is called up in poetry, by
delineating the appropriate occasion and cirCllm _
stances, the reading Jiva naturally, if he be so
constituted as to be in sympathy with the subj eet
{that is to saYI if Benevolence be an Emotion
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congenial to his self), pictures predominantly th~
pleasurable denouement which he himself would
create if he had the opportunity, and revolves
it constantly in mind} exercising his benevolent propensities in all ways possible under
the circumstances; and so he derives pleasure from
the poetry.
His' benevolent self' is, so to say,
intensified, made more, in the pictured denol/eme1lt.
But if he were not in sympathy with the subject}
the poetry could have no charm, no interest for him;
and if his Jiva belonged distinctly to the opposite
class, then any expressions in the work calculated
to evoke Benevolence or appearing to demand Pity
would be positively painful to him} and he would
only side with and enjoy the description of the
deeds of the author of the suffering l in the work
Therefore a great danger underlies the enjoy·
ment of such scenes of pathos by even the benevolent and the full of pity.
There have been human beings who l originally
virtuously inclined and taking pleasure
Danger of in deeds of charity and help and service
over-Indul.
to others, have begun to tak!;: pleasure.
gence In
imaginary in mere tales or dramatic represenbenevotations of such, and so have gradually
lencc.
sunk into being contented with purely
imaginary exercise of their Benevolence. And
they have fallen further, if their worldly position
has given them the requisite power! into that awful
condition of the apparently unintelligible human,
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monster who, not content with imaginary scenes for
his imaginary Pity, devises actual real scenes of
cruelty and torture to human and other beings in
order to excite and expand his 'pitying self."
Lest this seem too far-fetched, consider the case of
singing-birds separated from their mates and
confined in different cages in order to make them
sing more passionately aud sweetly. The very
commonness of the practice hides the subtle and
refined cruelty underlying it, which is sometimes
not even redeemed, as it partially, and only partially, is and can be, by the' petting' of the animals;
and it is no more noticed than the true significance
referred to before of the fattening of animals for
the slaughter- yard. \Vho knows but that the
refined and cultured men that sat on the throne of
decadent Rome, Ca ligula and Nero and their kinwho have been prominent in all nations in the days
of their disruption, even as foul worms in a putrefying corpse; who were common in the medi<e\'al
ages of Europe as well as of Asia-who kno\vs but
that they have been really such I aberrations of
nature,' und not only wild savages, with merely the
instincts of Hate predominant in them. These
phenomenal Jivas seem to appear largely only at
those stages in human history when a turning-point
is reached, when the Self and the Not-Self elements of the Jiva are both almost equally strong,
\\ hen the struggle between them is the severest,
when Pity is necessary to indulge in, and yet the,
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pain of the sacrifice of the Not-Self, alluded to
before, is so great as to prevent a real and true
indulgence of it.
Of course} it may be that in anyone or all of the
particular instances referred to above} the Jivas
were only purely vicious natures} in whom the
element of Not-Self, and consequently the forces
of separation, were overpoweringly predominant,
and who therefore took a pleasure in the cruel
sights of the arena only to gratify their Emotiondesires of Hatred and Pride. But the other view
is not altogether useless. It supplies a possible
explanation in certain cases which are otherwise
inexplicable_
And in that explanation, perhaps} may be found
a reason why the science of the Indian
Comdrama tacitly d,iscourages tragedy-writparatiYe
absence of ing; why tragedies, songs I Of old}
Tragedy
unhappy} far-off things, and battles long
'rom
Samlkrt
ago,' I Sweetest songs that tell of sadimaginadest thought," Songs of the separation
tive
litera.ture, of lovers,' belong not to the strongest
and most vigorous stage in the story of
a nation} but perhaps to the period of its weakness.
The Indian view is so strong on this point that the
author of the UHara-Riima-,har;!a--than which it
is not easy to conceive a finer study of Pathos in
any language or literature-has gh!en a happy
ending to his work} directly contradicting even the
traditional history of the sage Valmiki.
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It is desirable in many ways that the valuable
emotion of Pity should not be wasted on air.
The literature and the scenic representation of
the Pathetic should be only sparingly allowed,
and used principally for the cultivation and
development of the finer feelings, when such
is deemed expedient and possible, in view of
the ever-present danger of arousing sympathy
in a vicious nature with the edl characters
of the drama. In the words of Rama to his
lifelong servant and ceaseless de,rotee HanGman:
l\ I do
not wish at all to pay thee back the
kindness thou hast done to me; to wish this
were to wish that thou shouldst be in pain and
need my help; and such wish is the wish of
the false friend and not the true." To be always
seeking ill imaginatioll, i.e., in imagined scenes of
suffering, which is very different from prayer for
the well-being of the world-for the gratification
of one's bene'-olent propensities, is to be always
desiring that others should be in misfortune. For
similar reasons too, public instinct has always, in
all times and places, looked more or less aslGlIlce
at the profession of ' acting' j for though, in a sense,
the very quintessence of all the arts combined, the
very perfection of them all together, yet it is also
inseparable from putting on,' , pretence,' 'masquerading,' 'make·believe· and 'insincerity.' So
closely do good and edl elbow each other in
C
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human life and so difficult is it to distinguish
between them always. 1
It is clear that (1) The Beautiful and Erotic, (3)
the Pathetic, and (8) the Sublime and \Vonderful
belong to the side of Love and A ttraction, while
(5) the Furious and Cruel! (6) the Fearful, and (7)
the Disgusting, belong to the side of Hate and
Repulsion. The interest of (2) the Comic, and (4)
the Heroic is mixed.
The Comic consists of
Ridicule and Good-humor; while the Heroic is
similarly made up of Pride and Self-Sacrifice.
(c) THE OTHER ARTS.

'Vhat is true of poetry and literature, in that they
are representations of the Emotions, is
also true of painting, sculpture, music,
sensuous
'Element
architecture, and the other Fine Arts of
predomithe past and the future! with this
nant in
Other
difference; that in all these, in some
Arts.
more than in others) but still in alII the
purely sensuous clement! as distinguished from the
emotional, is greater than in poetry and literature.
From what has been said above as to the nature
of Emotion and as to the factors involved in it (ch.
iv., vi.! and x.) it will have appeared that Emotion,
as distinguished from merely physical and sensuous
craving, appears only between Jiva and Jiva.
There is no Emotion between feeder and food,

T',

1 These remarks might be regarded as illustrating one
possible interpretati)n of BhaglJva4 Cif", iv. 16, 17, 18.
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, It may ire obser\'ed here that' art for art's sake,' and
'science for science's sake,' ha\'e been looked upon in India,
e:ipecially in the older, • pre.c1assical,· times, before the
Scythian and Greek invasions, before Vikrama and Ki[li4t\Sa,
with deprecation and distrust, as more or less mischievous
and dangerous. 'Art and Science for the sake of life,'
for promoting the recognised ends of life (about which
more later) ha,'e been alwa)'s approved and encouraged.
All' thinking' artists and lcienti~ts are agreed herein, And
hence the indefeasible and still lingering tendency in Sams.
krt works, always' to point a moral: The view will be
appreciated if we compare running, living streams, in the
most rugged natural setting, with stagnant waters confioed
in the most highly and artificially ornamented reservoirs.
The remarks made above in connection with • the danger
of over-indulgence in imaginary bene\'olence,' aod • the
comparative absence of tragedy from SamsJrrt literature'
may also help to explain the reasons for this feeling. 10
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other forms of art sometimes do not aim at representing or arousing Emotion in this sense at all-a
landsc~pe, a sea-scene, a wordless meledy may
appeal to the purely sensuous consciousness, and
may be 'beautiful' only as pleasing exclusiYely
the eye or the ear. But this happens seldom; a
, human interest' is generally given to his work by
the author; he introduces elements which arouse
emotions of'Lovc, or sympathetic Fear, or Pathos,
or Heroism. Even architecture is either 'devo·
lional,' or l grand and sublime,' or 'stern ~tnd
forbidding,' or ' strong and ma5sivc,' or I dull and
lifeless,' and so forth. At the present stage of
humanity, combinations of Sense and Emotion are
the most attractive and the most appreciated.
That music is the most honored which is Hot only
pleasant to the ear but also expresses an Emotion
powerfully, either by suggestion and association, or
history, too, as a maller of (act, the pcculi3r stage o( mind,
the peculiar form of se](.consciousness, which goes with
the demand of ' art for art's Hake' and' science for science's
sake,' instead of 'both for the sake of human life,' has
generally marked the selling in of deterioration, the beginning of degeneration, the 'culmination' and ending of
progress, the completion of the half_cycle of material
progress and pursuit. Such culmination woulcl be healthy
if the next step of the self· consciousness were deliberate
renunciation and self-sacrifice, the striving after m 0 k ~ ha;
otherwise it is unhealthy. Ordinarily, health consists in
always looking ahead, and not stopping short, wherein begin
stagnation ~nd decay.
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directly, by appropriate words, and so far is poetry.
That sculpture, that painting, receives the most
praise, which is not only faultless as a masterpiece
of form or color, but also embodies a powerful
Emotion with which the beholder's temperament
is in consonance.
It has been observed that in the power of \vorks
of Art to arouse pleasurable Emotion in a large
number of persons, lies the possibility of its subserving the high object of I social consolidation '1 ;
this is nothing else, it should be noted, than
increase of sympathy by increased realisation of
the Common Self in consequence of rleasurcs
commonly shared.

t

H. R. Marshall's Aesthetic Pritrci#es, pp. 82-841.
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CHAPTER XI.
THE IMPORTANCE AND PLACE OF EMOTION
IN HUMAN LIFE AND THE SOURCE

OF ITS POWER.

Bearing the fads set forth above in mind, it is
not difficult to see that all life is only an
All life
unfoldment
of the possibilities of Emoa.nd a.ll
literature, tion-desires and Emotion-feelings. Every
an unfoldpage l every paragraph, every sentence
ing of
Emotion,
of every book of literature, directly emIn one
bodies a phas~ of emotion. And it may
aspect.
be said, in a certain sense correctly, that
such is the case with even every book of science,
though indirectly, for the direct object of such is
the collection of cognitions and not the representation of emotions. Very instructive exercise is it

for students to try to specify these phases of Emotion. For literature is only a representation of
actuallife, more or less accurate. And every action I
ever)' movement, every spoken word, of every
individual human being, and again his whole life
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considered as a unity and in the mass! will be found
to represent one' ruling passion,' if he be pro·
perly studied.
Even as a single atom acted on simultaneously
by the motions of millions upon millions of other
atoms has otle motion, which is the single resultant
of all these numberless motions pIlls its own special
motion, so the whole of every human life may be
-reduced to a unity of Emotion-desire and
Emotion-feeling. And from this standpoint, as
mere object of observation and study, each life,
each phase of Emotion, stands on a level with all
others. The picking and choosing amongst them
comes later. For the time! the student only sees
that Emotion-desire stands at the very centre of
life; immediately directs all actions and movements
whatsoever! as means of its own gratification; and
indirectly guides the collection of cognitions! the
acquisition of knowledge! as means to the proper
performance of those actions.
From this standpoint! the life of an emperor of
continents! the history of a conqueror
The
of nations! the path of a Teacher of the
Equa.lity
of all
worlds, is on the same level with the
Jivas.
life of a nameless beggar, of a longforgotten victim o( proud tyranny, of the most
ignorant of the ignorant. Each represents one of
the infinite phases of the Abstract Self,
Pratyagatma, in Relation with the Not-Self,
MlIlaprakrt i .
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That such and such a particular one of all these
phases, looms most largely before the gaze of a
nation or a race, at anyone time and place, is only
part of the arrangement by which each phase gets
its due turn. So long as humanity is differentsexed it will remain true that:
All thoughts, all passions, all delights,
\Vhatever stirs this mortal frame,
All are but ministers of love,
And feed his sacred flame.!

It is the same with other Emotions.

There
comes a time in the life of every Jiva
Despite ex_ when the Self insists on exercising its
tremes of
ya.ria.tion. omnipotence in the startling phase of
the power of suicide, of denying and
killing itself, when it says: II Only the Not-Self is;
only matter is ; there i:) no such thing as I, as the
Self, the Spirit; eat, drink, and be merry, for to·
morrow we die." There comes another time when
it runs to the opposite extreme of belittling anddenying the Not·Self, and says::l There is no such
thing as matter at all ; no such thing as Not-Self;
all is Spirit, all is I i 1J and it adds: 11 Take no
thought for the morrow," drawing the same conclusion from infinitely different premises-the
truth, as ever, lying between.
Thus, various phases of Emotion have their reign
and dominance in human story by turns, and the
literature of the day reAects them.
1

Coleridge: Ode to LOVe.
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But, apart from this general importance of
Emotion in life, what is the special
The
source
of its power in particular instanworking of
imaginaces, what is the special food on which
tion in
Emotion-desire nourishes itself and
Emotion.
grows overpoweringly strong so as to
sweep away reason-on ever so many occasions in
life? This food is imagination. It has been generally remarked that imagination is an essential
factor in all the more remarkable forms of Emotion.
Thus, there is no horror where there is no imagination; an actual battle-field, with thousands
slaughtered, is not so horrible as a mysterious
murder. The reason of this is to be found in the
very nature of Emotion as explained in chapter iv.
and the laws which govern its provocation as stated
in chapter ix. An Emotion is a desire pllts an
intellectual consciousness. Where the desire does
not find immediate vent in action , it works in and
around the intellectual consciousness, as expectation , as imagination, and thereby gathers strength
in the manner described in the course of chapter x.
But that strength is, because of the very manner in
which it gathers, not real, true, and enduring
strength, and when sought to be utilised in action
H very often fails. This is very noticeable in much
modern urban life. Because of the increase of
intelligence, life has become largely emotional-in
theosophical terminology, the astral consciousness
is developed highly-and immense amounts of
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misery and happiness are gone through by human
beings for causes purely airy-as they would be
called from the standpoint of the physical body.
A very slight physical matter, some careless piece
of behavior or mismanagement of affairs, entirely
unimportant and trivial in itself, is made the basis
of a large amount of imagined pleasant or painful
situations and consequences and resulting pleasantness or unpleasantness. It should be noted that some
basis, however slight, in physical conduct, is absolutely indispensable. The attempt to separate Emotion
and hold it apart altogether from Sense is
Emotion
_nd sense- as futile as the endeavor to give a value
to money apart from the things it can
objects.
purchase. As the true use and destiny and
fulfilment of the latter is purchase of articles, so
the true fulfilment of the being of the former is
wholesome, righteous vent in action in actual
life. The non-recognition and non-realisation
of this essential fact is the reason why, so very
frequently, so-called spiritual loves 1 begun with~
1 See, in this connection, the footnote at p. 57, supra, as to
other reasons why love passes into lust and vice 'VersiJ. It
must be obvious from alllhat has gone before that there are
three main types of love, the parental, the c(,njugal, and the
filial. What is vaguely called spiritual or non-physical or
• pure' love, when analysed, will always be foupd to come
under either the first or the third. Bot, it is clear, ~ither is, in
reality, wholly devoid of material considerations, in the strict
sense, for the simple reason that spirit and matter do not exist
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out definite ideals or with hazy ones, gradually
descend into hysterics and idiocy, or, worse still,
into sexual immorality and crime j and
Eyll
large fortunes accumulated by un-farresults of
false
sighted parents for mere miserliness and
sentiavarice, and not applied to righteous
ments.
human needs, find their end in the
dissipations of profligate descendants.
apart from each other. Also, in these circumstances, the
parenlal and filial t}'pes of love, where not fixed by bloodbonds and conventions, tentl to pass into the conjugal, and.
vice versa, the latter to diverge into the two others, for reasons
involved in the equalising and l unifying' power of love, and
in the separating power of lust-oppression, taken together
with the fact of each Jiva's alternation between pravrW
and nivrW, egoism and allruism. FtJr instances, see the description in the Pac}ma P/lril~a of how the Hhis, holy saints and
sages, by excess of (filial) devotion to Vishnu, became the
wives of KHhI.1a in :). later birth i or, in Th~ckeray·s EsmOtld
of how a lady out of excess of (parental) affection, married a
young man who had all along regarded her as a mother and
called her so. It has becn generally noted, that biflJre marriage, a ccrtain amount of COl/trust of feature and nature is
necessary in order that young man and young woman may
feci attracted towards each other; it has also been observed
correctly, that after a certain number of years of married life.
happily matched couples tend to resemble each other in
nature and even features. Both these observations are
correct, and the reconciliation apparently lies in what has
been said above, of the gradual natural changes of types of
love from one tu another in normal individual lives. The
psycho-pbysical explanation of the unblessedness of incestuous
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The power of I soulful' eyes, the source of
many a young person's distractions, of eyes I pensive and melancholy,' of glances I fascinating' or
I wehd' or I serpent-like/ of looks I suggestive' or
I speaking whole volumes,' is exactly this, that they
marriages at the present stage m:'l)' :'1150 probably be found in
these same considerations, At tbis stage, when the' Icparative,' egoistic, intelligence is sharply developed, a certain
amount of' lust' proper with its in\'ol\'ed separateness, opposition, contrast, and the breaking down and overpowering of
that opposition, (disguised. of course, and putting on the form
of supplementati"n of each other, otherwise love and union
would become impossiblel is apparently necessary to a normal
and fruitful marriage; for so only is the whole of all the
two-sided constitution of each spouse brought into play.
To these pS)'chological circumstances, there wil! probably
be found to correspond, on further investigation, organic
chemico-physical affinities and antipathies between the
individuals concerned. In these considerations will also
be found the explanation of why love, unreciprocatcd, so
often turns into active dislike-simply, because the desire
to receive material pleasures in exchange is defeated, Selfdeception, and the endeavor to convince others, is very
common on this point: ' My love is pure; I want nothing;
I W:lOt only affection in return.' But' affection in return '
means absolutely nothing else than the actual services and
deeds aDd material pleasures and presents and sensations
(howe\"'Cr distant and subtle) that go with and realise affection. To undcf1land this is to possess the means of resisting
tbe wrong emotion, the tendency to hate and anger in such
cases, by per!istently remembericg that the invoh'ed selfishness is unworthy of :1 JIva on thc path of reounciation.
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.are I suggestive' of indefinite possibilities, and
I speak
whole volumes '-but when required in
actual daily domestic life to throw all these I sug·
.gestions I and I speeches' into actualities, they
naturally often fail woefully, and false expectations
are properly disappointed. A single copper has
often sufficed to bllild a castle, but only in the air j
it will not buy one meal in common life.
As to what the significance is (for ('ven exag·
gerated sentiments and castle-building being
facts, ought to have a significance), from the point
of view of evolution, of the endeavor to withdraw
the emotions from the sense!':, the endeavor to live
in the emotions mther than the senses, when such
an endeavor is extensively observable
in a large class of humanity, e.g., in an
development of
excess of imagination and literature
MW
over action, an excess of fine-drawn
senses,
thro' high sentiment about an impossible spiritual
sentiment condition absolutely free from all touch
aDd e'/nlli.
of matter-that significance seems to
be that that class is seeking net> sellses in which to
vent its emotions, the present ones having
grown stale; that biological changes in the pbysi·
cal constitution of the race are impending.
Notice, in the current literature at the end of the
nineteenth century, how the sex problem is being
threshed out from all points of view, and how
its sensuous and actual side is being thrown
more and more into the background by the

T',
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mere Emotion-feeling element; how the feeling of
en/llli and weariness is spreading more anti more i
how there seems to be steadily growing, amongst
men and women of culture and intelligence,.
a sense of disappointment and dissatisfaction
with the present order and arrangement of nature.
If this sense of dissatisfaction and weariness were
to grow sufficiently strong and exten3ive, then it is
conceivable that after the lapse of ages, after many
relapses into the old conditions and temporary
revivals of satisfaction and pleasure in them,
radical changes in the physical constitution of man
and his surroundings might come about, and
humanity go back again through the bi-sexual to
the a-sexual conditiull, with corresponding entire
modification of the details-not the essentials-of
intellectual and emotional constitution also, as
some of the ancient books teach us.

CHAPTER XII.
THE HIG H APPLICATION OF THE SCIEl\CE
OF THE EMOTIONS,

'Vhat is the practical application of the Science
of the Emotions, a very brief exposition of which
has been thus far attempted? How may this
knowledge be utilised for the bettering of human
life?
(aJ Ta whom the Scieltce £s addressed. - \\That is
true of aH other knowledge is true 0 £
Who are
the propel' this. \Ve know, and we strive in
students
accordance with, and with the help of,
of the
between the
Science of our knowledge. But
knowing and the striving there interEmotions?
venes the wish for the object which is
to be secured by the striving. Between the cognition and the action there interposes the Emotion,
the desire, that connects the two. So, to connect the
knowledge of the Science of the Emotions with the
action for the improvement of humanity, there is
needed the real, earnest, true wish to improve one'sown life and that of others. Otherwise the science
is useless, as a looking-glass unto the blind.

.h.
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Perhaps worse than useless. The unscrupulous
may wrench it to suit their own evil purposes.
This wish cannot be forced. It. must be left
to come of itself. To what has been
Those
said before as to the broad division of
touched
Jivas into two classes, and of the passing
by
Ya.lragya.. of each Jiva from the one into the
other class, it should be added that the
wish lIlllst come to e'lch jiva, at some time or other,
in the course of its evolution, \vhen that Jiva ceases
to live for itself. \.Vhen after a period of v i ~ h a ~ a
and va i ragy a and blankness, of surfeit with the
experiences of worldliness and the path o[ pursuit, of consequent great weariness and desolation,
·it seeks-still with a remnant o[ that purest selfishness which is the very beginning of unselfishl1essfor peace and rest and quiet [or itself, then it
rerllises that Peace, and realises in that same moment also that it has to live for others, by the
supreme Law o[ the \Vorld-Process, which compels it to repay in love to others what it has itself
received by love from others. And then the
e !? h a I] a-t ra yam, the threefold I seeldng'-for
put ra, v i t ta, and I 0 k a, for progeny, [or
wealth, and for name and place in the world, i.e.,
for perpetuation and expansion of the self in
childrer., in material possessions, and in the mind
and good opinion of the world-which craving
led it into the incurring of the r I] a • ~ ray a m,
the threefold debt-to the Pitrs or Ancestors.
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the l?evas or Gbds,. and the Bt>his or Teachers,
respectively, (who severally give progeny, worldly
possessions, and mind and knowledge,)- i~ reversed,
and forces it to gird up its loins to discharge that
r 9- a - t ray a m , by transmuting the more and more
personal e ~ h a 1) a into the more and more impersonal k a m a, art h a and rJ h a r m a, respectively
-the three recognised ends of the worldly life, all
under the dominance of m 0 k t> h a, the ultimate
end of the unworldly life, by, respectively, rearing
new generations ( put rot p a ~l a n a ) , main~
taining the world's stores of physical and superphysical wealth (~l a n a· y a j a n a I etc.), and
keeping alight the torch of knowledge (:1 ~l h Y a y a n a ,etc.). Then the Jiva sees the truth of
what Kr~hl).a said: II He who helpeth not to keep·
revolving the wheel of the cycles thus set going,
but seeketh the pleasure of his own senses and
liveth in sin, he liveth in vain indeed, 0 SOil of
Prtha ."

The reason why such time must come to e\-ery
]iva must be soug ht in the Metaphysic
necessary of the World·Process-of its How and
~~~~ns~~:e Why.l! It is enough to say here that in
that time of v air a g y a and desolation
to every
JfYa some
.
•
time or
which comes on the Jlva when the
other.
desire that guided it onwards down

The

1 BIUfgavatj,-Gi!iJ, Hi. 16.
l! See Tlte Scjeu£c o!Peace, ch. xi. pp.

146·147.
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the Path of Action

1,

fails and dies, all Sensations

1 The Path of Action is the path of attachment to, of
engagement in, of pursuit of, the material life, the arc of the
Jrva's descent into denser and denser matter, as opposed to
the Path of Renunciation, the arc of its reascent into spirit,
back through the planes of subtler and subtler matter through
which it has • descended' to its present condition. It
may be said that almost the whole of the ancient Indian
theory and practice of Life is embodied in these two words
and their endless variants: Pravrtti and Nivrtti
(Smrtis and Pura:,asl, sa-kama and ni~h.kama,
sakti and a-sakti (erra), sarga and apavarga
(NJ<lya), ~uhkha and nis_shreyas (Vaishe~/lika),
·karma and nai~h.karmya OIrmlfmslf), iha and
uparama (S<lmkIJya), vyutthana and niro~ha
lYoga), baTl~haand mok~ha (Jle4a-nta) sanehara
and prat i-sane har a (laina), tan h a or t r ~ h J.1 a and
n i r v a J.1 a (Buu44/1a), sin and salvatioll (Christian), evolution and involution, integration and disintegratioll (Modern
Scimce}. The underlying idea of all these pairs is the
same. Each pair expresses only a somewhat different
aspect or shade of the same fact. Indeed, it may be said,
all pairs of opposites whatsoever are but expressions of the
infinite shades of that same lact. The subtle final how and
why and what, have led to much controversy and difference
of opinion, though, even there, there is a more or less
vaguely felt or thought unanimity, vi;;:., that the ultimate secret
is a secret, ani r v a e h a n I y a , 'indescribable.' But the
fact of the rhythmic swing remains indefeasible, patent. And
on and around that fact was built the whole' Code of Life,'
in and through the physicai and the superphysical·worlds, of
the ancient Indian Law-givers.
Ethicaily, the end of life, the summum bonum, for the
first half, the arc of p r a v r! t i, is, in strictness, k!'i m a, per-
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-and Emotions·-the

highest, noblest,

~07

grandest,

sonal pleasure, taking, selfi$hness, worldliness, the contraction of debts. But if the matter were so put to ;) not very
careful listener, k a m a in him would defeat itself and commit
suicide, in a riot of excess. The due realisation of k a m a, of
a Ill/mall being, at least, is possible only in and by means of
organised society. Hence, selfishness mllst be restricted and
restraind by 9 h a r m a , individual liberty must be governed
by law, the law of give-and-lake in essence, without which
that organised society would be impossible. The Law-giver,
as law.giver, ther efore, lea"es k a m a to take care of itself,
knowing full well that it will always do so even more than
is necessary, and insists on 9 h a r m a, with detail of natural
penal consequences of breach thereof. As friendly counsellor, he also recommends or rather permits (for it too is self~
assertive) as another cnd, a r ~ ha, wealth, for without it
k a m a would remain unrefined, without due development,
poor, poverty.stricken, unestheticised. Hence we have tbree
ends ordained for tile worldly half of life, viz., virtue, profit,
and pleasure; virtue, for thence only profit; profit, for thence
only pleasure. Health requires the balanced exercise of all
three aspects of consciousness, cognition (or study), action (or
physical work and exercise), desire (or play and enjoyment).
For the second half of life, the unworldly, the unselfish,
that of gh'ing, the giving up to others of .....orldly things and
personal pleasures,tbe repayment of debts by self-sacrifice for
others-for this the end prescribed is m 0 k ~ h a or m u k •
1 i, in all its many senses, as the most prominent. There are
two other sub-ends here also, viz., b h a k t I (love of a
Personal Ideal) and s h a k t I or s i 99 hi, (' divine' Or
superphysical powers), corresponding to ka m a {which
however, is not a sub-end, but the main end on the other
side) and art h a, respectively. But they are kept in the
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dazzling and enchaining the mind, or the lowest,.
background by the Law-giver for reasons corresponding
conversely t() those for which k!i. m a and a I' t h a are also·
kept in the background. As k 1i m a, and also a rt h a, obtrude
themselves without help on the other side, so b h a k t i and
si t;!9- h i are naturally unavoidable on this. As 9- h a r m a'
can be kept before the eye on that path only by strenuous
effort, even so mu kti or ni ~ h- k a ma- ~ a (the positive'
opposite, and not the mere negative absence of k a m a) on
this. Very difficult it i3 for an embodied JIva to realise
the first truth of Vet;!::inta and BUI;I<;ihism that life, embodied
and individual life l in any form, is essentially not worth
living-because all its pleasure is embittered with pain, and,.
even more, because it cannot be maintained without the
intense selfishness of unremittingly absorbing other individual lives. (Yoga-Sii.!ra and Bhd~hya, ii. 15; SJilkhyaKJrik,j and Kalllllllt!-/, verse 50; Brahm(l-Su!ra and
Sha'lkara-BhiI~flya,I. i. 4; Light 011 the Patfl, 1. 4 ; etc., etc.).
The glamor of personality is not easily got rid of ; righteousness, self-sacrifice, :.ain~~ines-~, holiness, martyrdom,.
saviorship, the divine glories of y 0 g a-v i b h ij t i-through
all these' the forcible passion for personal stature,' the
subtly self·centred wish to be' oneself a savlor' rather than
the wholly self-obliVious wish merely to help or ' S3\"e •
others, fIIay run and often does run, if the PllrJ1}as are to be
credited. But if the goal of m 0 k s h a is borne strenuously in mind by the aspirant, then that passion's strength
is s.,pped, and it runs in ever feebler current, and all these
states are regarded as inevitable and regrettable stages (-all
covered by va i I' a g ya, Yoga~Sulra, iiL 31-) on the
journey back; and then b h a k t i and s ha k t i take their
due position in relation 10 m u k ! ·i.
•
\Vhile such are the' ends' for the individual J£va, the one
sole end, which is also its own means, of the \Vorld·Process,
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vilest, meanest, disgusting and revolting it-are all,
is' alternation,' givc-and-take, justicc which joins together
and sums up both selfishness and unsel fish ness, equilibration,.
balance.
The King and Law-giver, as being a ' rcflexion ' of this·
Providence of Balance, ordains and maintains laws for both
kinds of Jivas subordinate to him, so that in the total result,
the' wheel of life' is kept going in his land, as in the WorldProcess at large. ArId so, our OW11 Primal Father, Manu,
AQi-Manu or Adam, summing up past cycles in his memory,
has fr<lmt:d a complete I Code of Life' in the six words
mentioned before, viz., the two paths and the four ends, and
eight more besides, viz, the four classes, castes or vocations,
and the four stages of each life. In these fourteen words and
the details expounding them, may be found rules and Jaws
and <;lharmas covering all possible situations that can ever
arise in the life of two-sexed humanity. In this scheme of
his, if it were worked in the right spirit, without egotism,
with due attention to both rights a.nd dulies, privileges a.lId
rtspmsibililies, regarding both equally
as constituent
halves of <;lharma, and without grasping of the one and
avoidance of the other, there would be found solutions for
all the problems that would ever arise in the most complicated orgaRisations of our race: problems, as mentioned
in a previous note, p. 117, psycho-physical, domestic, social,
economical and political; and their subordinate problems,
regarding religious observances and moral and religious
instruction and provision for or neglect of other worlds;
physical development, health and sanitation; over and
under-population; sex and marriage and conjugal relations; education; vocations and livelihood; professions,
occupations, castes and classes; poverty and want of work;
labor and capital; etiquette, mutual behavior, mariners and
customs; war and military expenditure; forms of govern-

14
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without one single, solitary exception, seen to be
ment and national ideals, aristocracy, bureaucracy, democracy, and so on. Whole train loads and shiploads of ink and
paper are wasted daily in the form of journals, magazines,
dailies, weeklies, books, pamphlets, all eternally going round
and round the same dozen or score of problems and making
no progress. Every remedy is suggested except the right
one. Just as, the older medical men and medical science
grow, the more they come back to dieting and nature-cures
from the endless drugs of their younger days, which only
produce llew diseases, even so, when political science and
politicians are sufficiently.old, they will ha\'e to go back to
the simple rules of the Manus. Bu<:l<:lhas, and Christs.
It ili said the world has moved onward and cannot go back.
This is a mistake. The world is goin~ both back and forwards, always; it is always moving round and round in
spirals, It is the mission of theosophical literature to bring
this idea home to modern humanity. If it succeeds, well for
the present races; the Manu's ways will be adopted and
adapted, mutatis mutandis, quietly, and progress made
peacefully-for they are the only practical ways in which the
just maxim of true Socialism, (Which is the same as Universal
Brotherhood and the joint Human Family,) viz" "I"rom
cach according to his cdpacity, to each according to his needs,"
can be really carried out in daily life. Otherwise, Armageddons, Mahabharatas, and then-Manu's scheme again.
To realise this significance and justness of Manu's Code of
Life by attempting other schemes and finding them vain,
seems to be the main purpose oE the firth sub_race; to practice
that Code dtliberately, the purpose of the sixth sub-race. The
Sixth Root-Race will probably realise Universal Brotherhood
in a fuller sense by gradually transcending sex-difference.
The child of Manu cannot get beyond "The \Vhole of
human wisdom "-as the books describe it-concenlrated
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<m the same level, seen to be

mere

empti-

in the mind of his Progenitor, so distant-seeming, yet still
-ever brooding watchfully over his immense family, any more
than the tree can ge.t beyond the potentialities of its seed.
The general correspondence, by predominance and I/of by
exclusive definition, of the main facts of human life and
organisation referred to above, may be shown thus:l. S a m vi t or
2. S h il4 ra, 'man,' in general
Consciousness.
(the lower servant.)
~--~---~

A. Ji'ianaorCog-

~------~
nrahma~a or the

Teacher,
nilion.
B. teRehha or K~hat~riya or the Protector.
Desire.
C, Kriya or Ac- Vaishya or the l\ferchant.
tion.
4, l\f 0 k s h a or

3. San nya sior the wandering
Renouncer (the higher ,;ervanL)

---

~-------~-----

A. BrahmachlriortheStudenL

EmanciPation.
~---~---~

Dharma or \-irB, Grhastha or the Householder -tue.
and' private' worker.
Kama or pleasure.
C. Vanaprastha or the retired Artha or profit.
forest_dweller, the public worker. 1
5.Vasanlor
tqh':la.., the
Will to !Lve.
~---~---~

Lokai~hana

6. Karma-ban_ 7. D h a r m a or
dhaorthe
right-<luty.
bonds of Karma.
~---~----~

~~hi-rl)a

~----~

the A4 h yayanaor
or the wish tor
debt to the Sastudy and teachname and fame.
ges.
ing.
n.Putraishana, Pitr-rl)a,
to Putrotpa4for progeny,·
the Progenitors,
a n a, the rear.
lares and penat_
ing of progeny.
tes.
C.Vittai~ha':la, peva-rl)a,
to Dal)a-yajana,
for wealth,
distribution of
\ the Gods,
weallh.

A.
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ness and dream.! In that time all the old moti\"es.
fail, because the very fount of all such motives,
the desire for experiences, is exhausted. But the
ODe motive, the one desire, if it may be so called,
remains, viz., the desire for Self-preserYation, for
Self. understanding. This desire is the instinctive
grasping by the Self of Its own immortality in Its.
abstract, Pr a ! y a gat m 5, aspecl Such is the
supreme Loye and Compassion of the Self for the'
Self that It always blesses Itself, m a nab h n v a m
hi b h ij Y a s a m, 11 May I never not be, may
1 always be."!1 Out of this desire rises inevitably,
necessarily, without fail, the understanding of the'
universal nature of the Self. This understandillg is
the essential liberation of which a great one has
said: <l Mok~ha is not a change of conditions but
of condition," of the attitude of the Jiva to its
environment.
1 See foot·note at p. 2, SlIp,O. In a certain sense a h a m •
k '1 ra, egoism, is al its intensest at this point, preliminary to
mergencc in the All.Self-Consciousness, like electricity
brought to a focus preliminary to disappearance in space.
The im'oh-ed ' pessimism' is accompanied with a thousand
aberrations of mind, at this stage, raj a s i and t a m a s I
b u"" "" h i, but the conditioning' search' for the One corrects
them all, and gradually the world that appeared all awry,
acquires straightness, the fe\·er·crisis passes into con\'ale·
SCence.
11 Yoga-SuI"'" l')'aso.Bhl!jhya, H. 9 ; where tbe words are
applied and interpreted in a different reference.
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After the coming of such time is the Science of
the Emotions mostly helpful. The
"Full
Jiva cannotjully understand and realise
understlLndlng
the true meaning of Love and Hate,1'0'
till it has, in some moment or other of
possible
till the
its life, risen beyond them both into,
Jlyll.
enters on and presen'es the memory of, the
the Path
region in which neither has existence
or Renunand
from which both take their birth.
ciation.
But having once seen them in their
bareness and essence, having realised how all the
Emotions are on the same level from a certain
standpoint, the ]iva can thenceforth deliberately
choose those on the side of Love-it is impossible
for him to choose otherwise after such yision of
Truth-for the use of humanity.
From that time onwards, with ever clearer Yision,
the jiva, looking before and after, unDeliberate derstanding the way it has come,
open-eyed
choice or
understanding also the way it has to go
Love by
back, knowing the nature of the desires
th.
that led it ' forwards,' into denser and
n!vnta.
denser material life and would now
hold it there-the ]iva rises above them by that
very knowledge, for to know is to be above and
beyond that which is known i and day after day he
uses them· for the good of others, throwing off a
1 BhagalJ(If~-Grtlf, xvi. 1 j see also xviii. 30.
• See Yoga.SU/ra, i. S3.
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fetter every now and then from his own limbs or
from those of another, knowing that he cannot rid
himself or others of all at once, until the finat
Peace is gained at the end of the destined worldcycle.
True it is what Kr~h-9a said:
"The Jlva enwrapped in a h a m - k a r a (the
feeling of a separate self), thinketh L I am the
doer.' "
True also is his riddle:
H All beings follow their nature; what shall restraint avail?"
But the truth is not as so many interpretations
put it-an advice to feel a hopeless helplessness
in the presence of a crushing, irresistible, and
relentless Fate -an advice to follow blindly the
instincts and impulses of one's lower nature,
whether good or evil.
Such is not the truth. The truth is that the
statements are an explanation, and not
Th.
meaning of at all a direction. Whereyer the feeldeliberate- ing of Aham, of I, Self, Ego, is, there
ness and
also is the feeling of I freedom" of
free-will.
L power to act.'
If the latter is an
illusion, it is only because the former, in its imlividllalised form, is an illusion too. 1 Just as the
separate self is a reflexion, in a mass of the Not·
.l.

More on this subject will be found in T/le Scimce 0/

Peace, pp. 155-157.
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Self, of the united, the abstract Self, the P r a! y a ga t m a, so too, and in the same degree, is the
feeling of free-will a reflexion therein of the
I unlimitedness,"
the non-limitation by any else.
of thatPra!yaga!ma. The two go hand· inhand. It is not right to say I I am,' and at
the same time also to say I I am compelled
absolutely by something else than V The whole
compels all parts, equally. The whole does not
compel anyone part by preference; nor can
anyone part compel any other pari, absoluuly ..
and compulsion which is equal for all is compulsion for none. The n i g r a h a I restraint,
in the ,-erse, means restraint by one weaker
part exercised against another strollger part of J
and not the whole of, pr a k r! i. For, otherwise, restraint is also part of pr a k Tt i. And
advice and counsel and direction, instruction
and command, are addressed. and should be
addressed, only where the possibility of their
proving effective, of their being listened to and
followed, is already in the bud, Were it not
sa, advice and instruction , and deliberation between two possible courses, and choice had all
long been abolished from this world. The truth
underlying them is that he to whom they are
addressed and recommended, howe\'er outwardly impervious and ad\'erse to them,
Md&h;:ls in him, by mere {;:lct of being
phyalcal
buman like him who addresses them,
Juatiftc.
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the possibility of the wish to follow
them. 1
Thus, then, may the Science of the
Emotions be addressed to all, though
all m:ty not now obviously and openly
be in sympathy with its practical
purpose. For, hidden away in the
heart of each member of the human
race, is the seed of va i rag y a • And
there is no mystery in this. Desire is in the
human heart. And desire carries with i~ its own
frustration and in the frustration is v air a g y a.
Cultivate v air a g ya , then, my brothers and my
sisters! and when the seed of it begins
The need
to show soft sprouts within your minds,
r"
valragya..
nourish and guard them carefully.
Cease to live for the separated self;
begin to liye for others. There is no fallacy in
spreading broad this counsel, friends! For though
it has been said just now that there is that in
every human heart which is potentially pervious
atlon and
sIgnificance of
counsol ;
and of
why the
counsel of
this
Icience
ma.y be
addressed
to all.

1 Goethc is crediteo1 with the saying that there is something hidden away in the heart of our dearest friend which,
if we could learn it, would make us hate him. Lytton, in
his excellent tale, Kenelm Chillingly, has worthily supplied
the other half of this half-truth by saying that there is
something hidden :l.way in the heart of our bitteresl enemy,
which, if we could learn it, would make us love him. The
Not-Self and the Self constitute, respectively, the explanation
of the two half-truths.
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to this counsel, yet only in a very few has that
seed germinated so far that the water of this
counsel will help it to grow.
There seems to be an inconsistency herein. thus:
there is the possiblity of v air a g y a
Ao
and of living not for one's own separated
objection
a.nd the
self, but at least also for others in the
answer.
heart of every Jiva, and so this counsel
to live for others may be addressed to all. But
there is also the impossibility of all living for
others, and so an impropriety in directing the
counsel to all' The explanation of the inconsistency is this: that what is impossible simulta~
neously is perfectly possible in succession i all may
live for others, not at the same time~ but Sllccessively. In the majority the seed of va i rag y a is
yet lying asleep; it has not found the soil and the
season in which it may awake and grow. Long
yet must they continue to live for the separated
self in the course of the Law. This science and
this counsel will not reach their ears! or if their
ears, then surely not their hearts. Their turn will
come much later, and when it comes, then the
endless flow of :M a y a will have provided other
Jivas for whose good these later comers will be
living then. We are taught as children, realise when
grown.up, generation after generation, turn by turn.
And, listening to the counsel, what remains to
do? The outer life of him I who has thus achieved the true intelligence' who is k r t a-b u <;1<) h i,
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who has seen and is I full of the Self,' a t m a v a. nr
The
nay, I has made his Self,' created it aresults in
new,regeneratedit, iskrtatma. has
outer life, been I born ~ second time' is d vi J" a
of
'
.
following -his outer life will be the same as that
.h.
I
of all good men, only more good, morecounse seIf-sacn"r,"
Icmg. F or is h e not cl eI"b
I erate_
ly living now for others, while the ordinary goodheaded man is obeying the inclination of his heart
unconsciously, under the dictates of the special
past karma which connects him with those to whom
he does his service?
Such a man becomes, by constant practice, the
master of emotions from having been their slave 1 ;
and by and bye, with much further long-continued
practice, he learns to guide the emotions of his.
fellow-men also into the better ways. And so he
can preserve his calm unshaken always, doing all
his
duties with a mind at perfect peace,
unagitated, undisturbed by anything, and so passon from stage to stage of evolution till the end in
Peace.
(b) Human L,!e.-\Vhat are the stages through
which the Individuality of the Jiva
Growth of
Indillidugrows and passes?~
See Yoga-Siilra, i. 12, and Bltagava4·Gi!a, \i. 35.
The outline, sketched in this sub-section on' Human
Life'. is based on Paurfu:lika, Ve~an!ika and Theosophical
literature, and deal.s practically with the second half-cycle,
the ~ vi! I y a-p a r a r 4 h a of Brahrn5, the gradual reascent
1

I
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alityof
Jlva.
mea.ns

\Ve are told that in the evolution of"
jiva there are three unvarying stages:.
gradual
(1) The stage of consciousness-very
developlatent and unmanifest, it may be, as in
ment,
the mineral or vegetable condition, or
massive and gregarious and racial, as in the herds
of lower animals, or separated and
In terms
strong, as amongst the lower human
of Self, of
(I) Conraces, (2, 1'he stage of self-consciousness
sciousness,
-when
one's self is more or less distinct(it) Belf ·consclousness
ly felt as different from the body and
and (Hi)
from other selves, and is treated as such
AlI-SelfConscions· implicitly; when it is distinctly recognisness, and
ed as a onc, as an individual amongst
many ones and individuals, as in the mOre advanced
j

of the Jiva from mattcr toward~ spirit lookcd at from the
large standpoint of Brahma's cycle, The first half of this
large cycle j the descent of spirit into the dense matcrialily of
the mineral stage, through subtler and subtltr planes,.
m a hat - tat! v a, b u 9 9 h i - tat! \' a, etc., is not dealt
with here, not being relevant to the practical purposes of the
moment, which is to indicate the bearing of emotional
psychology on future human evolution. That belongs to what
may be regarded as the pravr\ti hali of the life-cycle of
Brahma. But of course, there are endless repetitions, on
larger and smaller scales, of both halves, within each
half, • cycle in epic~'cle> orb in orb.' Hence in the gigantic
second half of Brahma's life, we have thousands, perhaps
millions, of whole cycles, consisting of both hall-cs, of
individual Jlva's lives, but the prevailing and dominating..
spirit is that of nivrtti.
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classes of humanity. And (3) the stage of All-SelfConsciousness, when the Self is recognised as one in
all sel....es, and realised as such, as in Those who
have gone beyond humanity.
Through these three stages, the one Pr a! y a ga ~ m a, limiting itself into separate individuals, is
always returning again to its original Unity in the
illusion of the \Vorld-Process,
In practice, these stages of the Jiva's evolution are
accomplished by means of different and
In
terms
d"
" I b ales,
d"
I
of Not-Self, IS t"mc t I">:In d s 0 f materia
tIe
of various number and density of ,....hich apparently
~:~~e~b~t differs with different world-systems.
a.1I
In our own system it seems that in
~~~~:i~l, the ea~lier forms. which we call the
lower and the grosser, the Ji.. . a lives
entirely in the outer sheath. Its cognition is almost
identical and coincident with its desire.
(I) The
its desire almost identical :md coinciphysical
dent \vith its action. Its life is constant
body.
actions, constant movements of the
physical body, It reaches out at once for whatsoever it desires, however passingly ; it runs away as
immediately from whatever causes it aversion;
without the slightest pause, the least deliberation,
without thought, in short. This is the (almost)
purely physical stage.
By·and. bye, when separateness, I manyness "
increases between the growing Jivas, conflicting
desires and aversions mo\'e each Jiva simultane-
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ously.

The consequence is a deadlock in the'
physical body and great activity in
subtler
the jiV:l, which begins to realise itself
~s:=~~i,
as separate from the body, regarding
and other
the latter as an instrument, as some~
bodies.
thing belonging to it, in short, as its and
not as itself But how can the Jiva be separate
and active without an up a ~ h i. a sheath? Forthwith it begins to utilise more largely the subtler
astral body,thesfikt>hma sharira, and asit
progresses, this is formed of finer and finer
matter, 1
Indeed, as copies of copies of copies may be
made ad illjillilu1Il,so consciousness and imagination
may draw further and further inwards and go
further and further outwards ad infinitum. The
more outwards they go, the greater the sense
of separateness and mutual resistance, the denser
the matter; the more inwards they recede, the
less the sense of separateness and mutual resistance, the finer and subtler the matter, speaki1. Various

1 At a certain ~tage, people not only lo\·e and hate, i.e.,
perform the physical actions which are the primary expression of the emotions, but also find it necessary to say em·
phatically, ' I love you,' or 'I hate you,' (apart from all pragmatic bearing, as in courtship, where a declaration of love
is 'leeded for the practical purpose of marriage). It would
seem that this becomes possible, and occurs, after the Jiva
has attained to (the lower) self-consciousness and the
mental body is functioning, and is anxious to participate in
the emotion, and so to feel more alive.
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ing comparatively from the standpoint of anyone
plane.
So, again, with a still more extensive growth
. of manyness and separateness and much corn·
plexity and multiplicity of desires and aversions,
when the ]iva comes to see and feel that the entertainment of even these desires and aversions is
pleasant or painful-when it comes to cognise the
nature and aspects of r a S a- then the desires come
to a deadlock, and the Jiva picks and chooses among
them deliberately. The literary stage, the increase
of mind, though yet in the sense of the lower intellect, results. The careful foHowing out of the con·
sequences of desires and aversions, and of actions in
accordance with them 1 expands the lower intelligence enormously (if as yet un-self.consciouslY)1 and
great intellectual results 1 in social life, in trade and
commerce, in literature, physical science, and the
arts, proceed from this stage of the Jiva's life. The
JIva l in order to pick and choose between desires
and aversions and connected actions, has to bring
into play another and still finer up a (.1 h i, the
mental body or the m an 0 m a yak 0 t> h a.
By-and-bye the processes of the lower intelligence,
the mind, become so complex 1 so extensive, so
multifarious, that the Jiva becomes tired of them,
and has to pick and choose between them. Its
constant and increasingly intense struggles with
others, throw it back again and again on itself, and
the self-consciousness of the k a r a ~ a • s h a r ira,
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or causal body, arises at this stage. But the selfconsciousness is the consciousness of the t"ndividllal
separate self. And this is a very subtle and strong
body and hard to transcend. The a h a m k 1i r a,
the I-ness, is subtlest and strongest at this stage,
and in conjunction with a highly-developed mental
body and intelligence, there appears within it the
phenomenon of desires being' desired.' The real
thing desired is of course the material object of the
desire, and not the desire itself; but with the excessive and lop·sided development of the Intelligence
{the fifth principle, in theosophical terminology, the
characteristic of the 5th race) and the exhaustion of the ordinary Sensations and Emotions,
we see that phase of life which is described as
the 'craving for Sensations and Emotions,' the
4 craving for a
greJ.t Love, or a great Hate,'
• the blankness ttnd craving due to the absence
of a motive.'
This stage of self_consciousness, concentrated
into utter isolation and blankness, naturally and
immediately precedes the next, wherein
The Btaga
the life of the individual separated self is
of
Yo.lr/i.gya. seen to end in pain only, where pleasure
was expected and desired. At this stage
arises that comparatirely unlimited v air a g y a I,
which is based on the pain and despair born of
separateness, of manyness itself.
1 Vide The Yoga.Vasifhlha,

Mllmuk~hu

Prakaril.9a.
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And then' the bonds of personality are loosed· r
and the Jiva recovers its lost memory of Oneness~
A remnant, however, lasts, of its separateness and
individual existence. The return journey may not
be accomplished in a moment, when the outward
journey has occupied so many ages and xons.
This remnant, combined with the Jiva's
{Iii. \ The
buddhic or new insight and belief, builds thema"h5:-kar- b u eJ (.1 h i c body; still an individual sea':!s" etc.,
parate body, but seemillg to work in a
sheaths.
way almost entirely the reverse of that
of the former borlies. \Vhile former ones reached
out from the one to the others around, this seems to
reach ill from the all-around to any particular one,
the process corresponding to the process of the
highest and truest Metaphysic. And yet this
is not in reality so. The inversion of the point of
view causes this apparent inversion of method of
action also. Inasmuch as the essential nature of all
action, all moYement, is the same, and there is no
action or movement possible without limitation and
separateness, the inversion is only apparent, and
due to extreme rapidity of motion and the prepon.
derance of the All-Self-consciousness over the
mere self-consciousness. V.lhere formerly the Jiva
thought: 11 How may I benefit myself at the expense of others?" and looked out from one point
towards his surroundings, his circumference, he
1 Light 011 tile Path, Commcllts, ii. 10.
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now places himself at the circumference, grasps in
consciousness, in greater or lesser degree, and with
greater or lesser comprehension of detail, the whole
sphere of the kosmos, of which he is a part, and
from that standpoint looks in at any particular Jivapoint that is requiring help, and thinks: .. How
may I, the whole, benefit this, the part?" The
touch of separateness and illusion that now exists
is the almost wholly sat t v i k a, 1 the nearly pure,
part of A v i c;l y a, Primal Nescience.
As the All-Self-Consciousness becomes overpoweringly pre~ominant, there results the nirvii{lic
oratmic bodYl and still beyond come the still higher
and at present inconceivable stages of consciousness and bodies lasting tothe end of the activity, and
the commencement of the pralaya, or dissolution, of
the particular kosmos \ve are concerned with·
Such seems to be the evolution of the F\'a, and
the growth (and, in a certain sense, the
Th.
decay also) of his individuality. Indimeaning
of Individuality is I memory and expectation
viduality.
centred in (J olle.' The longer that one
can look backward into the past and forward into
the future , the stronger and larger is the individuality. The more constantly one can preserve the
memory and expectation, the clearer one's higher
consciousness of unity with the Pr a t y a gat ID at
the finer that individuality. The growth"of the indi1 Vyasa, Yoga-Bhlilllya, i. 2, and iv. 29.
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viduality corresponds with the growing refinement
of the encasements. It should be remembered that
in the case of each of these encasements it is as
much a' body' as the I physical,' in the sense that
it is still /naterial, still made of 11 ii I a pr a k r t i •
still different from the inner aspect of the ]iva, the
Pratyagatma; and the names given to the
bodies indicate only that that particular aspect of
Pr a t y a gat m a which gives the name is the
most predominant and prevalent in that body. It
does not mean that that aspect forms the material
of the body. Jiva is Pr a t y a gat m a from the
mineral stage to the n i r v a -Q i c; u p a <;1 h i is
M ii I a p r a k r t i from the mineral stage to the
n i r v a -Q i c. So, too; the three aspects of the concrete, individual Jiva, viz., J 11 it n a 1 I c h c h ha.
and K r i y a- knowledge, desire and action-corre"
spond to the three aspects of the abstract, universal
Pr a t y a ga t m a-C hit, A n an <;1 a and Sat;
as also the three aspects of the concrete, individual
u p a <;1 hi, viz., G u -Q a, :p r a v y a I and
K a r m a (attribute, substance and motion), correspond to the three aspects of universal M u 1a_
prakrP-Sanva, Tamas and Rajas;
these also persist from the lowest to the highest. 1
1 Details about these triplcti, as also some further discussion of the other points touched on in this sub-section, will
now be found in The Science of Peace, and very much more
in the Pra!'Qva.Vii4a, an English summary of which it is
hoped will be shortly published.
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Many problems are cleared up by this view of
the growth o[ individuality- Many a crystal, many
a flower, many an animal, in its perfection, is far
more beautiful than a sickly human child j many a
human child is far more beautiful than a sickly
human youth or weak old man. And yet each
succeeding one of the list looms larger in our
mental perspective than the preceding ones j and
we unconsciously, instinctively, welcome its growth
and preservation, or regret its loss aud destruction,
accordingly. This is due solely to the fact of a
successively larger and firmer individuality.
Let us, then, strive to grow the b u 9- Q h i c body
and the b u Q ~l h i c consciousness, and let the
lower bodies take care of themselves; or rather,
indeed, let us try with all our might to rise ·above
them once for all ; and so when they in their due
course- for the ]iva must pass through them una
voidably-take definite form, still they shall not
be strong to hinder us and delay our journey
onwards in the process of evolution. 1
There is no impossibility in this. At the great
The final
turning points of cycles the Jiva catches
Ideal
a glimpse of all the future stages, and
:~:~\~:eCst; he may attach himself deliberately to a
poulble,
distant one rather than a nearer, regarding his necessary passage through
Intel'mediate
stages
the nearer ones-for he cannot alto·
M

1

See Yoga-Sutra, iii, 86, 37.
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being
gether overleap and avoid them-as
included of
themonly a temporary necessity and means;.
selves,
or he may attach himself to a nearer
one, when he will have to pass through the turning.
point of v air a g y a again and again before he
gets hold of the next goaL In exact proportion to
the stretch and extent of his v air a g y a is the
Jiva's stride of progress in evolution. 1
It may be that the outer circumstances of the
majority of students are not favorable to conduct and life such as are required by a developing b u c) 9 h i c consciousness. But all can
try to approach to an ideal. perfecting their con~
sciousness and their conduct side by side, by
constantly maintaining the breadth of the consciousness so as to include all: by always regulating
conduct so as to seek in love the good of all ; these
are the means whereby the b u e;t Q. h i c con~
sciousness and body are developed and at last perfected in the course of many births and nges. And
in helping towards such perfection lies the ~rue
use of the Science of the Emotions. 1I
(c) How HUJltall Ltfe is helped by tltis Science. s_
We have seen how the very root of all the virtues
is the Emotion of Love; how the very E,ssence of
l'oga-Si<ira, i. 16, 22.
Ibid, i. 33,
S Vide footnotes pp. 206 and 218, supra. It should be
noted here that the remarks which follow, and the Emotions.
therein dealt with, apply and are appropriate, generaily speak.
I

II
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Love is the realisation of the unity of all Jivas j
how this realisation is the very heart of the Higher
Consciousness. To those who have passed through
the vast toil of the mental journey through the
wildernesses of doubt and the deserts of despair is
now secure the reward of being able to deliberately
and consciously cultivate and compel the growth of
Love in the soft and fruitful soil of their
Deliberate mln
. d
b
·
tl y f ee d·109 ·t
·th
Love.
S1
y persIsten
I \VI
the waters of the perennial stream of
the only Truth 1 the unity of all Jivas, all selves, in
the One Self. To others who have not undergone
this labor, Love is only an instinct, a flickering and
fitful flame, uncertain, doubtful, to be lit by passing
pleasures and extinguished by passing pains;
burning stronger and longer in some natures, dying
down quickly in others, and, by reaction, leaving
behind more strong the foul smell and smoke and
<larknessof Hate. And also, to these others, Love
is an instinct in and of the up a eJ h i J the Not-Self,
iog, mostly to the life of the Jiva that is more or less consciously or unconsciously near or on the Path of Henunciation,
at the present stage of humanity, midway between and
including elements of both pr a v r t t i and n i v r t t i.
For details regarding all the main I)'pes of human life, the
lour castes and classes and the four stages of each, we have
10 go to the Sam/li!<i of Manu and the works of the other
Law-givers. A popular exposition will be found in the Te;>:fB()Ok of Hin4ii. Religion alia EllIics (published by the Central
HiR4u College, Benares) ; and also, in some of their aspects,
in Pt, II of Annie Besant's A Sfudy j,~ COllsdousness.
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the separated Self, the mere reflexion of the
true Self; such Love, too, is therefore only the
reflex ion of the true Love, and it is invariably and
in its deepest hiddenness the love of the penol/al
self, the separate self, and therefore never free
from the taint and the danger of latent selfishness.
But once the Truth of truths has been clearly seen,
the flame has been lit for ever, and, though it may
and ""·111 be weakened now and again, it can never
entirely die out; and the Love so compelled to
grow is the impersonal Love, the love of the United
Self, a Love that always turns its face to\vards, and
is always reaching out to, the abstract P rat y a g.
a t m a, and so cannot be limited and selfish. God
is Love, because the Supreme God is the One Self,
and the One Self is all selves, and the feelillg of
this Truth of truths is Love. 1
Feeding then this flame of Love constantly with
the oil of that great Truth, we can see
Constant
selt-watch- and secure for the use of ourselves and
fu.lness
of all humanity all the gems and jewels
against
ahamkdrn, of the other virtues. So bearing ever
egoism and in mind the untruth of the rnanyness of
egotism.
Fvas, b h e (.1 a - b u ~l Q h i, we can forcefally, untiringly, struggle against Hate and all its
band of vices. Knowing the true nature and essence
1 For details as to how this Truth has the same si~nific
ance as Love as regards a foundation for a scheme of virtues
and vices, see The Elemenlary TelCt-BIJ"k of Hil/ljii Reli~ioll
and Ethics, Part Hi. Chapter V.
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of Emotion. desire, we can watch every thought
and word and action of our own in the constant
light of self-consciousness and self-analysis, and
those of others in the light of the All·Self-Consci.
ousness, whereby we see that the desires of all are
as the desires of each. And so watching, and
knowing that whatever of us and from us causes
pain and hurt and harm to another is due to our
dr:sirc to live for our separate self, to foster our own
SO insidious a h a m k a r a, to gain something for
ourselves at the expense and pain of our brothereven though the gain be the merest fleeting feeling
of pleasure, an emotion-feeling, a r a s a, of pride or
scorn-so watching ,md so knowing we shall
gradually pass beyond the power of that vas a n a,
t r ~ h l) a, ! a n h a, desire, which has so long tied us
to re-birth, which is the cause of so much misery to
humanity, which has, no doubt, already been
defeated in the great struggle of the period of
va i rag y a, but which yet lifts again and again a
rebellious and treacherous head, seeking for oppor~
tunity to regain and re-assert its sovereignty.l
Very subtle are the workings of a h a m k a r a and
its manifestations. Let us guard against them carefully in ourselves by the only means of Self-watchfulness, and imperceptibly but powerfully we shall
help others who come into relations with us to
guard against them in themselves.
l-

Vi~h!,u Purlf!'a,

I. xilr., 1-9, etc.
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Knowing too the correspondence of the emotions,
knowing how they create in ordinary
Avoiding
humanity-as
fire does in ordinary comprovocation of III
bustibles-their own likeness, we shall
and probe able deliberately to avoid creating
moting
evoca.tion
in the minds of our fellow-beings any of
of good
the Emotions on the side of Hate and
·emotlons
in others.
Vice i :md we shall be able to create in
them the Emotions on the side of ILove
and Virtue.
\Vhen we see Fear, we shat! not show the
counterpart of Fear, i.e., Scorn: we shall behave
not as the ordinary combustible, that itself flames
up at the touch of a flaming substance, but as gold
that melts and becomes the purer the more it is
exposed to the fire: we shall respond with Benevolence and tender Pity to Timidity.
When we meet with Pride and Disdain we shall
not respond with Fe::lr, as will the common weak
nature, or with greater Pride and Scorn as wilt the
common strong nature, but with H umilily j and so
responding with Humility, we shalt transmllte the
other's Pride into Benevolence-for in ordinary
humanity, to which most possessors of Pride belong,
the counterpart of Humility is Benevolence-and
thus we shall create in the other's mind a noble
Emotion which will uplift him and he of use to
others who need his help, though we ourselves may
not need his Benevolence.
Or, if we are not sufficiently masters of our~
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'Selves to force Humility upon our mind in res~
ponse to the other's Pride, and our nature,
partaking overmuch of the common strong
nature, surges up with the consciousness of
-our own superiority, then, at the least, we can
add Love to that consciousness of our superiority,
and transfuse the whole into a quiet Pity and
Benevolence for the other's ignorance and Pride
.and Superciliousness. But let us remember that
this is ttot always the best way, but dangerous j for
it may foster Pride in our own inner heart, and the
Pity may become a false and sneering Pity instead
.of true Benevolence. For very fme are the
transformations of a h a m k a r a and a s m ita.
The test of whether our pity is false or true is
whether we are or are not anxious to express it, in
'Such a situation, on our face or in words. If we
are thus anxious to make it be seen that we are
pitying the other's ignorance, then we are not
-feeling genuine pity but only our own superiority.
True pity, on the other hand, being one-pointedly
anxious to help, confines itself to earnest endeavor
to rectify or convince. So, too should a false
humility be guarded against, lest the other be confirmed in the wrong course, as it appears to us.
San t v a rn, I I earnest conciliation,' is the golden
), T he ideas referred 10 in Ihe text may be expanded and
-illustrated somewhat in a note. \Ve have to remember
that Emotions are not ordinarily matter for unconditional
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mean that reconciles all such opposing difficulties.
of dealing with emotional situations. For l< every
question has two sides," and" truth ever is in
the mean between extremes," and 11 e\-en virtues
become vices by excess" ; as the Samskrt saying is,.

omiil"l,q"t

~Rr"rn ij~\1 ~;/fi'iq

I

contracts, 10 be sup~lied by one on the demand of another,
WithOlolt reserve-even although the situation arising from an
Emotion may mal.:e it necessary to provide against the
mutable nature of that Emotion by a contract which secures
the outer relations and actions induced by it, as in the case of
marriage, where the needs of children and other economical
and social requirements (reducible, on examination I into
terms of a deeper emotion) demand the permananey of the
tie, In such case, where the Emotion has unfortunately
vanished, a high sense of duty may maintain outcr harmony,
and may even ultimately restore Ihe original tic on a loftier
and more pcnnancnt le\'el. But for this there must be, on
both sides, an understanding of the po~ition of the other, and
a resolute self-analysis to discover onc's own mistakes. A
husband, a wife, a friend. sa)! to the other: .. You do nol
love, or bonor, or respect, or compassionate me as you did
before, as )'ou promised to do," etc., etc, Then comes
answering reproach from the other party: "You do not
behave, as you gave promise of doing," etc., etc. Mutual
recrimination proceeds, and the breOlch widens. How should
this lamentable but too common difficulty be met and be
turned to ~ood result instead of evil ?
First, it needs to be remembered that pity, affection or
res~ depends upon two facts :11) the plC'asurableness of the
association of the two p:uties ; and 12) the inner feeling of
luperiority, cqualily or inferiorit), existing bet~'een them~
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Do not let us laugh very often or very loud.
There are more grounds for sorrow than
Avold&nce
for laughter in our present world. The
of much
laughter; great Teachers hu\'e laughed but seldom
or not at all. Laughter means a sudden
and excessive feeling of superiority and mareness,
\Vhen young folk vow eternal fidelity to each other, the vow
arises from a time.effacinc exuberance of emotion i but an
unconscious implication is always there from the very nature
of things, "so long as the conditions exist which have given
rise to our prel\ent emotion." v..'hen conditions challge,
mental moods change with them. Yet, also, the inner
feeling of permanency in a love.relation is the persistent
testimony of the Self to its own Love-nature, a n a n ~ am a yam, and in that lives the possibility of transcending
alike conditions and moods.
Let us analyse the Emotions of the person against whom
the complaint is levelled. He has probably passed through
a long series of painful Emotions before his outward
conduct has shown any change. The close relation, marital
or other, has brought into his view flaws where he had expect_
ed flawlessness, as the smootbest skin shows roughness
under the microscope. He has struggled not to see them, has
had them forced on his attention. He has suffered the pain of
doubt, has been disillusioned. And, finally, despite many an
effort, he has been swept away on a current or disappoint.
ments, su~picions, misunderstandings, and a bitter resentment
gnaws at his heart and beclouds his understanding. How
shaIl he face the situation that has arisen? First, he may
remind him3elf that the reproach, though harsh in form, is a
cry of IO\'e and longing, and shows the value set upon hirr.self
and the pain caused by his imagined or actual change. Then
he may consider that the Aaws made visible by propinquity
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.as explained before, People often laugh in Scorn.
\Ve should no longer be actuated by Scorn. "But
they laugh in Joy ;md pure Good-humor too, as it
is called. May we not laugh with them?" Let us
analyse that Joy and that Good-humor, and then
were always there, and that imperfections ate inseparable
from human nature, even if highly de\'eloped ; and that the
other also has had to face a similar processof disillusionment
as regards himself. He should, therefore, try to regain a sense
of proportion, balance the merits and demerits of the other,
and see if he is lctlin~ a plate, held close to his e)'e~, shut
out the sun, If the relation is one in which the complainant
h;ls been treated as superior, and he thinks that a h a m k a r a,
Pride, Vanity, Jealousy, desire to rule and dominate, play a
large part in causing the reproach, and persuades himself that
it is his duty to re~ist these by ceasing to show any of his
habitual respect, he should then-understanding the action
and reaction of wrong Emotions-ask himself whether
he himself is not suffering from those very Emotions,
whether he will not strengthen them in the other by
such resistance or withdrawal, and, finally, whether
he will not, by resolutely assuming the truth of his earlier
judgment, cause the other most strenuously to live upto the
ideal he has conceived. But, of course, while so keeping up
his behavior in accordance with that earlier judgment, he
must convey to the other, in gentle form, the doubts that
have arisen in his mind, otherwise the other's attention would
never turn to the need for a more strenuous endeavor to
li,'e up to that ideal. In this way he may do his part in
restoring: the beauty and happiness of the relation as it
.was, and may even lift it to a higher leveL
Let us now analyse the emotions of the complainant, and
~ee how he should seek to turn the undesirable emotions
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determine for ourseh·es. Very often that Joy
means the Joy of gain at the expense of another.
<I E"en in jest?" we ask.
Yes. The laughter of
jesting consists in this: that one person mak~
btlieve that he himself is superior and another is
aroused in him inlo the desirable.

If he is on the p r a v-

rt! i·m 5 r g a, these mar be wholly undesir:'lble-wounded
pride and self-lo\"c, dcsire to rule, to humiliate. In such
case no doubts can arise as to the proper course. The man
must change his whole attitude and conqucr his wrong
emotions. Or, being more evoh'ed, the complainant may
feel some wounded love, with a large amount of the abo\'enamed evil emotions. There he must strive to maintain the
love.emolion, although it be wounded, and 10 lessen Ihe evil
(lnes by rcRecting on his own faulls and On the good p.>inls
of Ihe complainant. But let us suppose that he is on the
n i v rt t i-m a r g a, and is sincerely desirou!! of living up
to his ideals of unselfish, unexacting love, that he has rejoiced
in the tender tie with his younger, and suffers keenly from the
withdrawal of the latter's trust and reverence. How shall he
then meet the situation that has arisen? In Ihis case the bulk
of the Emotion is love, and he suffers from its frustration.
(Analyse carefully the slG;nificance of this expression in the
light of the remarks at p. -1.1, supra, and elsewhere, as to
the nourishment of lhe menial body.) But is this the only
feeling? Lel him rigorously analyse his own emotions, and
especially where he feel!! the condemnaUon of his younger
to be unjust, let him scrutinise himself to see whether there
are no elements of truth in it; let him unRinchingly see
whether, indeed, such elements of truth in il are not the
keenest point of the sting, and whether the injustice tbat
rankles does not lie merely in tbe exaggeration. Let him
search his own heart :and see if there doe, not lurk some
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inferior; this is done to bring out fictitious points
of his own superiority and those of the other's
inferiority, and so to secure a laugh. This' laugh
at another's expense' is harmless, or supposed to
be harmless, only so long as it is understood that
the whole is a make~belie\'e, and that there is no
wounded pride masquerading as wounded love; whether
the hurt or resentment felt at being degraded by one \"ho
had exalted is not due to too much r a s a-b u <;I <;I h i, feeling
of personal enjoyment, having been laken in the previous
exaltation j whether there is an exa.:;gerated sense of humili·
ation whell honor is replaced by criticism, and whether it
is not due to unquestioning honor having hegun to be
expected; whether there is not in his own mind some
exaggeration of the faults of the complained again~t, in the
ascription to him,as motives, of pride, fickleness, and desire
to give pain, where the motive may largely be honest
disappoinlment? Let him then call 10 mind Ihe words of
Man" (ix. 109) how' the elder protecteth or deslroyelh the
family'; let him remember that the gods have placed the
greater burden of responsibility on the elder and the stronger,
and that, if he must look for compensating reward, he
should look to Those whom he is endcavoring 10 serve i
let him resolutely exclude from his mind the faults of the
other. and concentrate attention on the virtues which should
replace the faults imputed to himself; let him accept the
criticism and sedulously cultivate humilily, thinking of
himself as having the faults imputed, and striving to eliminate
them wholly; let him remember that if he has not kepi the
good opinion he had gained, it is because he himself has
fallen short of the ideal, and that, in his on'n case, closeness
of contact has revealed flaws that distance had concealed
- 3 fact for which neither he nor the other is to be blamed.
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real superiority or inferiority on either side. But,
apart from the merits or otherwise of so makingbelieve, and approaching falsehood even in jest,
we see how often jest passes into earnest, and why?
In trying to bring out the points of inferiority of
others, people too generally pass from the fictitious
Then, turning to whal he feels to be the main part of his
emotion, frustrated 10"e, repulsed desire to help, let him
examine even this to make sure that his' desire to help' is
not predominantly a 'desire 10 be regarded as a helper',
that his 'love' is Dot predominantly a 'desire to be loved' ;
let him recall and meditate on the ideal of selfless love and
seek to pour out without asking for return, remembering
that the other is himself, clothed in another form; let him
remind himself that noble qualities influence by existence,
not by being self·asserted orally; people love the sun, not
because it asks for love, but because it warms and enlightens;
so also, if he show venerability, he will be venerated; if he
show love, he will be loved; if he show greatne~s, he will
be respected.
And let us also always remember that whenever situations
are complicated, and it is not easy to determine readily
what is the proper virtue to exercise, what the proper mood
or Emotion to call up-as is frequently the case in our
complex life-that then the virtue of san t v a m, earnest
effort at conciliation, is, in a sense, all-comprehensive and
never inappropriate, as the Preceptor Brhaspa\i said to the
King In9ra \Mahabhtrrata, Shantiparva, lxxxiv. 2, 3, 4);
for gentleness maketh the gentleman, and claims are futile,
and life is all-eompelling-if not in this birth, then in
another, when the ruit is ripe. Thus out of pain shall the
n i v r t t a pluck progress and out of disappointment
success.
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to the ren.1 and touch sore parts; and the result is.
that the laughter rapidly changes from the humorous into the bitter. Let us not go near such
dangerous shallows. \Vhat sad mistakes arise in
life between the nearest friends I Expressions and
gestures of Sympathy and Goodwill are mistaken
for the very opposite. How great the danger,
then, of the self-assertion involved in even the
laughter of jesting becoming hurtful. I
The great ones seldom laughed. But they have
smiled very often; smiled in tenderness and s..'ld~
ness j sad to see another's pain, tender to relieve it;
smiling because of their ability to do so, or at the
unreality of the pain and its fleetingness i and in
any case, smiling because of the increased 'moreness' of the Self in themselves instantly acquired
by the recognition of its identity with the Self in
the person before them. As a general rule, the
violent outward physical laugh is the laugh of the
gross sense of the moreness of the material separated self, while the quiet, tender, inner, • spiritual'
smile is the smile of the subtle sense of moreness
of the spiritual united self. And yet there is
inevitably a touch of comparison in the purity of
the latter also, a comparison of the strength of the
united self which has overpowered and transcended
the strength of the not-self, the separated self, and
I

See an illustrative story, that of Matikal?aka, in the

Ki4rma Pllra~a, 11.

xxxv.
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it is this comparison which-being misinterpreted

naturally as invidious by the evil natures in which
the separate self is strong-causes the hatred of
I spiritual faces' which is
unhappily not an uncommon phenomenon amiclst materialistic prel;ent
humanity.
Let us di:>tinguish well between this smile of
tenderness and the smile of bitterness or of despair,
wherein the self snatches, it may be, a fictitious.
consolation for actual present loss, from its own
imagined greatness and another's littleness. And
so distinguishing, we shall see why
r,Iockery

i~

the fume of little hearts,

and
Manners are not idle, but the fruit
Of loyal nature and of noble mind. J

And for reasons similar to those \vhich make·
jesting and laughing dangerous, are alsoandho',
Ik
much
talking and disCl'ssion
dangerous.
mue
,. j
•
Let us ask a queshon when we really
require some information; let us listen ;lttentively
to the reply, ponder it carefully, and ask again, if
necessary. But why should we expound our own
views uncalled for? The danger of self-assertion
~

Tennyson : Guille..:ere. Compare:

'l!gql "~B'tm"~i'l~,~'tf~aql : I
Qli'!: 'il4~1",r ID r~ t'll'li.q ~'l!ril : 11

ID

UUara-RiJma-Cllarilam : " The sages name' demoniac ~
the speech of the inebriate and the arrogant; it is the very
womb of wars, it is the death of the world."
16
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is there. But, if we are desired to state our views
011 any ,!uestion, then 'we may certainly do so, if we
c.'ln help another thereby, giving our statements in
ihe way of the answers we ourseh-es would seek if
putting questions. Because of the danger of selfassertion and a h a m k a r a hiding within much
-speech is siknce golden.
\Ve shall also not waste our time, our energy, and
our new higher nature in meaningless
a.nd of
and objectless reveries and imaginations.
objeetlcss
They are the k a ~ hay a , sourness, and
reveries
and
the r a sas v a \1 a, sweets of imagina·
imagintion, that the Y 0 g a warns us against.
ation,_
How often we discover with a start
that we are imagining all sorts of situations
of Anger and Discord between ourselves and
those who are, or ought to be, most dear to us. J
\Ve imagine them behaving wrongly to our·
selves, and we revenge ourselves upon them
by behavin,lt equally wrongly to them in return
-also in imagination! The real reason is that
in an unguarded moment, an unrestrained element
of evil emotion in us has taken advantage of some
very slight and small discomfort, and has run away
with the whole of our mind, subdued it and fllrned
its powers to its own uses. If we are
pained in any way, and fail in a moment
of carelessness at once to check off that pain.
Ma'lu, vi. 47 .
• See remarks reg.trding imagination, at p. 153, supra.
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as an item of past klrmic debt cleared off, to
welcome it as a piece of service done to another ~
then the a h a m k a r a-consciousness asserts itsel£~
bases a desire for separation-an emotion of
Anger and Hate-on that pain, the mind begins to·
work in the imagination, and we at once find ourselves in the midst of all kinds of disagreeable
scenes,l And persistent failure in this respect
con6rms and condenses the imaginings into·
physical action with all its grievous results. This
is how by assuming enmity we create enmity.
Allied to this is the mistake of openly attributing
Pl'om,tion to a person an evil Emotion against.
of mutual which he may be struggling \\·ith might
trust.
and main. His struggle and resistanceagainst that emotion cease at once and he break
down, thinking it is useless for him to struggle, for
others have decided that he has failed. As said
before, by action and reaction, ever taking a new
starting point in the last outbreak of the other
person, the emotions between man and man go on
perpetuating their own endless flow. \Vise arc
they that fix one starting point, and so enable
themseh-es to close the accounts.
I Note how, as we arc helped or hurt by it, the samequality in another appears to us as a virtue or a vice i frankness becomes indiscretion; discretion, secretiveness and guile;
conceit, dignity; discernment,hyper-criticism; and so on. The
end of the man who has 'retired from competition' with
his fellow-men should be justice, ar.d his means' charity.'
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Thus, knowing the root of Desire, knowing that
it is of the nature of the separated self, knowing
that we have no separate self, we shall not fall a
prey to such Desire·Emotions, and to such imaginings and mistakes. But, on the contrary, as far as may
be, we shall give credit even \vhere none is due" in
strictness; for, by exactly the same process as that
just described, we shall thus create in the mind of
the other that which will be really worthy of credit.
And as we shall avoid imaginings on the side of
evil Emotion, so also we shall avoid much useless
imagining: on the other ~idc, for the reasons set
forth in the preceding chapter in connection with
the Philosophy of Poetry.
Knowing that t~le upward Path of Henunciation is a very long and laborious path of unremitting
repression of a h a m k a r a. that wbatthe poet says,
Th:lt men Ol:ly rise on st~ppinJ! stones
Of their dc;,d selves 10 hij:(her thing:s, I

is true in a very deep and liter:!.l sense indeed, for
the subtle bodies mentioned before have to be left
behind sllccessively in the course of ages ; knowing
alllhis, we have to grasp the whole individuality·
firmly and maintain a constant struggle against this
lower self, this egoism wilh its infinitely varied
and elusive shades, and against all its brood
of Pride, Anger and Fear and their endless
p:ogeny, particularly Pride, which is the very
.alter ego and synonym of a h a ill k a r a. its COIlI

Tennysotl, 111 Mcmoriam,i.
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-centrated essence, to the attacks of which the
aspirant with his developing intel1igence is especially liable. And! on the other hand, we have to
cultivate assiduously to the best of our ability,
Compassion, Love and Humility and the other
virtues laid down for the Y 0 g a-student, herein
making use of a chastened and ennobled imagination so far as it is belpful. 1
Thus steadfastly guiding our evolution, life after
life, pure and !1erene, for ourselves and.
Uniflca.so far as m<lY be, for all those who are
tion,
UnlOI1.
our fellow-passengers upon the road of
Mok~h:l.
evolution and have been bound'to us by
the bonds of karma; bearing ever in mind that
.1 There is
no purifier like unto knowledge" ~
1 Yoga-Sa/ra, L 33, and ii. 33.
Bflagava4-Gi/a, iv. 37, 38. At the end of 1l,ebook may
-be repealed what was stated at the beginning: "The hard
in heart cannot see God," that is t<, say, t~e ethicat condition of v air a g y a, wh~rcin the hard • hea~t-l.not •
of intense personal feeling, 'I and tholl,' • mine and thine,'
separatist individualism, is loosened, is indispensable to, i!;
only the other aspect of, the j~telltctual condition of illumination, 'the vision of God, the All_Self,' the j i'I [i n a
of the Truth, and also of b h a k ! i, devotion and selfsurrender, and active sdf-sacrifice and renunciation. This is
why all scriptures say that until we turn from Sill, in spirit,
at least, and sincerely, peace is not atlainable, for sin goes
with intense personality; ns the Blllfgava/a says, a v i ~ Ya,
"kam a and kafm a on the one hand, and j i'ian a,
va i rag y a and b h a k ! i, on the other, always go
.together.
2
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which distinguishes the permanent from the fleeting; turning ever more and more away from the
fleeting, the selfish and personal; fixing our gaze
constantly upon the Eternal; living in the Eternal; realising that" Nothing that is out of theEternal;' nothing that is less than the Eternal,
<l can aid us 111 ; treading ever more and more firmly,
in the onward journey; seeing ever more and
more clearly all in the light of the Self; may we
hope to pass into the Final Peace, into the perfect
realisation of the Pa r a m a ! m a, in which merge
both Pr a t y a g a ! m a and M ii : a p r a k r t i.
H The man of serene mind who rejoiceth in the
Self, and is contented therein, to whom pleasure
and pain are as one, he becometh fit for immortal·
ity."
" 1\'[ 0 k ~ h a lieth not hidden on the back of the
heavens, or on the surface of the earth, or in thedepths of P a ! a la; the dissolution of a h a m k:i r a on the disappearance of all desire-such is·
Mo k ~ ha, as the Scripture sayeth."

qli~"IHf~"~ IQr<:IIl1q:I'I" l1r'l~: I
el1;:-:r,jllr,j[ ,fh: qISll~"fQ
q;~<; 11
,

. .

" 111~1

"'I": 'l3 " qr~,i); "

.,4mri:l1;i4 "~:1Jijr
1

in'J ~I'il

Ligld on the Path.

:!~i); I

&11:

11
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LAST WORDS.

My reader! Never again, after having read
this booklet with understanding, can you be
altogether without the self-examining conscious·
ness and the self-mastery that makes you turn
again and again upon yourself to watch and
regulate what you are thinking, saying, doing;
and even if with this there should come upon
you a harassing weariness and sense of empti.
ness of life and constant defeat of pleasure, you
will not think that this is due to your new habit
of self-analysis. You will know that this has
come ~ to you with the partial cessation of Desire,
which has made it possible for you to turn
inwards towards the Self, and understand the
Science of the Emotions as one important
portion of the Science of the Self. And you
will know that it is this very Science that will
help you to successfully struggle against and
gain victory over that dreary emptiness and dull
harassing weariness, by enabling you to cultivate
Love universal and the capacity for \\lork in
identification with the cosmic life of Ishvara, and
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gradually to find gre:lter and greater joy in sacrificefor others, even as He finds joy in sacrifice for
His worlds. Long do the uses of this Science
last-indeed, all through the life of the cosmic
systems. For, wherever and whenever is the
ji\'u·self, there with it go its threefold activities
of Cognition, Desire, and Action, Thought, Emotion,
and Occupation, and therefore always is it useful to
know and bear in consciousness the inmost nature
of these three. Facts of outer science are useful
0:' useless according to the outer material surroundings. The chemistry of an element, the physics of
a force, are useless in a world where that element
or that force is not. Dut there are no worlds
where ]ivas are not; and therefore are the facts of
the inner Science useful always; therefore is the
Science of the Self, A <;1 h ya t m'a-V i Q y a, thehighest of the Sciences.

.
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PEACE TO ALL BEINGS.

1 ND EX·
Abhorrence, 8~, 129.
;;.i,)solule, the pairs of opposites Inus! exist outside, 58
Action, volition distinguished
Irom, by westerns, 22;
.....1;,;0,1 jJc"iiii..:J with, by
Easterns, 22, 21 i an aspect
of the maniiesled Self, <l3,
~5, ~1, :':.::6 ; regarded by
Easterns as mental, 23;
true fulfilment of emotion,
198 j power of, inherent in
the Self, 2H; desire
identical with, in lower
forms, 2:!O; separateness
inherent in, 22-!1.
A~"y4(fII(J

Vltjyd,

highest of the ,cience:J, 248.
Admiration. 8L; 122 seq.
Ador:l.tion, 51}.
Adultery, lL6-1J8.
Affection (su atso Love, 35.

Ahamkara (individ u a I i tyj,growth of,SS;

strongest stage of, 223.
All-Self, 29.
-A 11 - S elf· con s ci 0 \l sne s S,
third stage in
Evolution,220 j results of
",rd).11 inance of, 2H·2~ 5.

All-Self-intelligence, 6.
A'I!tJajClIl (cgg-born), 111Anger, distinguished fr0111
desirc by Westerns, 21 ;
repulsion betwcen equals,
·H j o..:.. uscLl by oe~lre for
scparation, liO; leads to
separation, 'l3 ; a factor in
worry, 147-8 i indulgence
of, imagination, 2.£.2-3.
Aprrehen~ioll, 01.
Architecture, kinds of, 192.
ArJuna, anus;nn to, f)(); con·
Irasted with Ashvanffiima,
89.
Aryan!!, intelligence developed by, 4.
Asceticism, 53.
AshvaHhama Arjuna compared with, 8::1.
Astonishment, 12a.
Astral consciousness, 197,
221.

Asuras,5t.
Atman, 1Alma-vlln, 218.
Atmic body, 225.
Attraction, connected with
pleasure, 19; a primary
desire-emotion, 29, 31

u

I~DEX.

desire for union implied
by, 32; memory and
c:o.:peclation of pleasure
implied by, 32 ; with consciousness of equality ..
affection or JO\"C, ,15;
benevolence arisin~ from,
3(;; appearing in the
motionle~sness

of

the

Supreme, :IG; inferior
mm'es towards superior
in all cases of, RO; to an
equal cause,; reciprocation,
47; in lesser de~ree towards inferiors_kindness,
{i5 j culminates in the
equality-union ollo\'e, 57 i
enumeration of virtues,
arising from, 80.

A\"crsion, sce Repulsion.
Awe, awesomeness, a complex emolion, IH; root of,

on the sidl1 of hate, 104 ;
nature of, 104 ; contrasted with admiration, 124 j

related to \Vonder, 12!l.
Bain, cited, ]59, ]75.
Beauty,'the Beautiful, 130·1.
Beinll of the All Self, 29,
Belief,93.
Benevolence, arising from
allraclion, 35 ; three Subdivisions of, 66; love
showing itself as, 68;
surrender implied b)', 69 ;
in war, 73; misplaced, 121;
311ied \'irtues 01,121; smile
of, 143, 240; pleasure
of, in the Pathetic, l83-6 ;
. humility productive of,
232; to be opposed to
fear, 232.
Denignit)', 104-5.

l:flagar'/u!.-Grti'l, quoled, 118•.
BfjtJma!i, Quoted, 113.

Hrara!a,rl'eferencc to, 10, 160.
Bbima, reference to, 15a.
Bhi~hma, refercr.cc 10, CO ;
quoted, 89, 110.
Bctjfla (true philosophy), 3.
Bravery, 84, b!).
Bru5qllcne~s, 5~.

Bu44ha, the Brahm:llp-body
of, sacrificed
10
the
til'!'ress,6$.
BU44hic body, stage of
building of, 224 ; method"
of dc\:dormenl of, 228.
Cannibals, 70-1.
Cau~al bod~',

22:t.

Cautiousness,IH.
ChiJrll c/lar,,!i mauasi (" that
which dwells in themind "), 131.
Cheerfulness, 146.
Circumspection, fH.
Cog-nition, an a~pect of the
Self, 15, 22, 25, 27; first
mental
function
21;
Comic, the, 190.
Comment(lry on tile /I')'8)'fI
Sii!ras of GaU!fllI/a relerred to, IO.

Compassion, defined, 56;
love the meeting-point of
humility and, 51 ; m"jesty
produced by prid"e alld,
86; majesty, heroi:;m, &9 ;
imagination helpful to, 24.'>
Confidence, 84,!ll seqq.
Consciousness, phenomena
of, from \Vc~tern and
Eastern standpoints, 22-3 ;
mind and, regarded as
synonymous by \Vesterns,
23 ; answers to external

INDEX.
impulse, 2·1; can never
imagine ils own cessation,
65; duration of, G5·6;
f,rst stage in evolution,
2W.

Contempt, see Scorn.
Contractiun, pain de6ned as,
1G6.

Correspondence of emotions,
H9scqq.
Coura~c, 84, 80.
Craftiness, 122.
Criticalness, 8-1..
Crookedness, 84,122.
Cruel, the, pleasurc afforded
by rt:presentations
of,
183.
Cruelty, naturc of, s.~, 120 i
form of. practised on
singing birds, 187.
Curiosity, deti.ned, 125-G i a
double desire, 138.
Dlflla_VIYI1, Daya-vI,a (the
• heroic give'r), 89.
Desire, essential nature of
]Iva, 4.; altitude of Self
towards that whil.:h causes,
18 ; included witll volition
pleasure in \\"estern classification,
21;
Eastern
classification
of,
22;
regarded as mental by
We s t ern psychologists,
23 ; passin~ into action_
1'I"lI.wr{ulI, 2~ ; an aspect
of tllt: Self, 25, 2, ; relation
of pleasure and pain to,
27 ; two elementary forms
of, 28 ; emotions=desires,
~8; ba~k forms 0(, Jl i
. p~edellce 01 pleasure ur,
31 ; as distinguished from
emotion, 82; emotion ..
intelleetual cOD;;ciousness

III

and, 31, H'7;
mental
character of, 191.
Dcd-BhiJgavala, quoted, 66.
Devotion, constituted by Self.
surrender, 5i; defined,
55,96 seqq. ; distinct frolll
worship, 56, 90 ;acomplex
emotion, 8-10.
Diffidence, a complex emo·
tion, 84; nature of, 90-1 ;
admiration COlJtrasted with,
124.
Dignity, 8~, 80.
Discretion, 1:14.
Discrimination, 3.
Discussion, dangers of, 2 H.
Disdain (see also Scorn), 62.
Disgust, SI, 129.
Disgusting, the pIe a sur e
afforded by representations
of, 183.
Dislike, pain COlllJected with,
19; Sulrdivisioll of, 4l-2.
Distillctionless, the, Onc and
Many arise ill, 35,
Distrust, SI, n scqq.
Douht, master pain of, a i
allied to distrust, IH-.
Drama, nature of, 176;
tragedy discouraged ill
India, 188.
Dury04hana, reference 10,
153.
J)vqTIIl (h:\t<,), W.
Ecstasy, tJ I.
Educatioll, seieHcc of emotions applied 10, 11.
Eka-tiJ (oneness), 2H.

Emotions, lIO organic conIlcc..tlon
bcLwcen
HI'·.
according
Iq \\'cstern
science. 9; I beneficent
. results from the aprlica-

IND£X.

IV

Hon of a science of the, 11,
229 seqq. ; difference of
Eastern and \Vestern view
of, 21 i desire substituted
for, 23 ; mistake made by
\Vesterns as to nature of,
26 j c1asification of possible,
27; desires, 28; nature of,
defined, 32, ;U, 197; as
distinguished from desire,
32 ; desire 'PIllS cognition,
32·:1 ; origin:!1 meanin,e of
the word, ,I ~; mental
moods and, ·tt ; sill: prindpal forms of, ~~; virtues
and vices developed from

permanent,7,; ; complexity
and SUbtlety of, 81 ; virtue
and vice cultivated or
eradicated hy regulation
of, 82 ; complex, catalogue
of, 83 ser;q.; subjecti\"l~
ami objecth'c aspect of, 85
~tamped
on the features,
65 ; tend to create their
own likeness, 149; varying
effects of others' I 149-150,
seqq. ; correspondence of,
slJ(>wn in tabular form,
157.8; poetry and, 159
se'IQ. ; possible only between Jivas, 190,
Emotion-desire, emotion·
feeling distinguished from,
:U.
ElllO~ion-feeling,

3,1,.

Endeavour, 2<1.
cnd:. o\·crpolVered by means,
4

seq".

Em'urance, 8t, 83,
Enmity, IjO.
Envy, 8~, 120.
Esbaoa trayam (the tbree.fold
'seeking,) 20•.

Esteem -1.9, 12'1.
Ethics, the principle of
action, 7; metaphysic
of, 82.
Evolution, three stages of,
219-220.

Expansion, pleasure defined
as, 165-6.
Expectation, 33.
I"aith, St, l13.
Fatalism, 214.
Fault-flllding, St.
Fear,
\vhere object is
superior_repulsion, 12;
caused hy repulsion 61 j
pride and, generated by
anger, ';"a j an element in
disgust. 129 j to be met
with benevolence, 2:12.
Fearful, the pleasure afforded
by representations
of,
181-2.

Fidelity, loa.
Force, metaphysic necessary
to the understanding of,
<.15.

I-ortitude, St, 59.
Free will, 215.
Friend, six-fold characteristic
of the, 49.
Friendship,
reciprocation,
and, 48-9.
Giving, kinds of, 173.
Gladness, 146.
Grandeur, 8~, 129.
Greed, 130.
Grief, luxury of, liS.
l1ate, desire of !le~ratioQ;"
the instinct of, 19, 2S.
09,72 ; a ptimary desir~.
emotion, ~8, SI; sigllifJ,

INDEX.
cance of, 29; Sub-divisions
of, (1 j love anrl, possible
only where form~ e:<i~l,
47 i neithcr selfish nor
unselfish, i'i 7; love COlnp3red with, 51-8; insatiable, 59: relation of murder
to, G4, OG, 70 :=pride, 67 ;
_pride phIS tyranny, 1';9 :
conflict of mallifo:."SI, ,0 :
love and, sometime!; Ic:!d
to !\imil::lr treatment, 71 j
succeeded by remorse, 7.l;
billdin~
power of, 7:.;
vices_emotions on side
of, '18 j enumeration of
vices arising from, 80-1 ;
loathing and abhorrence
allied 10, 129; meaning
of, understood only frolll
beyond love and, 213.
Heroic, the, nature of, 1(l(l.
Heroism, a complex emotion,
84; active majesty, 89;
qualities and grades of, 89.
Horror, Gl.
Hostility, 60.
Humility, love the meeting.
point of compassion and,
07 ; to be opposed to pride,
H umor, 84.
[232.

\'

Indifference, 1i.
Individuality
tah:J.mld;:ra),
J.::rowth of, :13; strongest
stage of, 223.
Insolence, 81·.
Intellect, intelligence, deveJ~
opment of, by Aryan race,
"-; to expand inlo Selfilltelli~el\ce, l); psycholn~)' nf. 'j; rre~t'nt ill emo·
tion, 1\17.
James :u1<1 L:mge, lheori(.'s
of, as 10 origin of emotions, 14 110[,;:.
Jealousy, 8.j., lOG.
Testing, danger of, 237.
JTva (separated Self), relatinn
of, to pleasure :J.nd p:lin,
the subject of ancil:1l1 phil·
osophy, :J; desire-emotion in n:;,ture of, .j;; ab·
solute union impossible
between two Fva~, 112 j
life of the, apart from a
physical body. r.t; bOllnd
to others by love or hate,
';!'i; two classes of, 11';9;
emotion pnssihle onlv in
Tllulual relations of Jrvas,
190: three·fold aspect of,
22G, 243.

lchchha (desire), 22.
Ideal, attainment to an, 91:1.
Identification, love ceases in,
48, 58.
Imagination, similarity of expectation alld, 3S j power
of, 197-8; dangers of, 24:!;
legitimate uses of, :Hr..
lmitation, 60•.
Impertinen'ce,8-L
, Inanimate' nature, emotions aroused by, 129.

Flla!mi, essentialllnderlyiag"
unity of c3ch, with all
others, 29 ; emotion and
the, ::13.
ji,allam (cognition), 22.
Joy, smiles anel le:J.fS of, 143,
Kiiif.tllllbari, referred to, 17.'\.
Kant, referred to, 21.
J.,:all!am (is lOlled), 13!.
Kllv)'fI Pl'flkiJslla, referred to,
160.

v,

INDEX.

Kindness, li5, 143.
Kirat;irjuniya, 72.
Krta-buddhi, :lli.
h:rta!ma: ':H8.
f.:riya (actionJ, 22.
I.au~hter,

a complex emotion. 8·~ ; delined. ]42, 235;
moderation des i r a III e
ill, 231:.; contrasted with
smiles, 241.

Life, Self ;md Not-Self two
indispensable factors of,
HH7.
Liking, 18.
Literature (see also Poetry),
province of, 17G j cornpleler in emotion than

other arts, 190.

Ma4a {opposite of benevo-

LlIalhing, 8~, 129.
Love, desire of union, the
instinct of,18, 29,3u, -li,
57; distinguished from
desire by \Vesterns, 21 ; a
primary
desire-emotion,
29,

3 J ; how

developed

from attraction, 35, 47-8,
()7 ; in its action leads to
equalisation, 37, 4T, 67 ;
hate and,

where

lead 10 similar trtalmtnl,
71; the emphasisinf of
the United Self, 72; bindingpower of,75;virI u e s_emotions on side
of, 78; enumeration of
virtues resulting from, 80 ;
_ highest reason,
87;
physical aspect of, llO
Mqq.; predominance of
t'lUotion of, 190; meaning
of, understood only from
beyond hate and, 212 ;
personal and impersonal,
230.
Loyalty, 103.
Lust, 8·.t., 108 seqq.

possible only

forms exist, .J.7;
perfectioll of impossible,
48 ; greatest possible, can
only exist between beings
of opposite sexes, 49;
equality union of, the cul_
mination of attraction,57 ;
hate compared with, 58;
insatiable, 59; relation of
self-sacrifice to, 6-1, 66, 68!J ; benevolence developing
from. 1;7 ; rarely demands
surrender of physical body
(i8; h;ltc and, sometimes

lencel,67.
l\Iagnanimity. a complex emotion,84 ; higher
than self-control, 105;
anied virtues of, 121.
Magnets, analogy of, a6.
Magnificence, 8-1., 120.
Malllfbll<frala, quoted, 1,89,
118; referred to. GO, Ir.3.
Maha-Rlfmaym!l1, quoted, 2.
Majesty, a complex emotion,
84 ; compounded of compassion and pride, 8'> ;
symbols of,86 ; in action
- heroism, 89; awesomeness and benignity, aspects
of, lOi.
Malice, a complex emotion,
~.j, ; - hale plus fear, 120 i
craftiness allied to, 122.
:\fammata, referred to, 160,
164.

Man, knowledge of, the
highest science, 6.
Mall/If (is well known), 1St.
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Yl1mam (pleases or
steals and attracts the
mind>, 131.
Mallojllyam (knows or fills
the mind), 13l.
MatlO

:Meannes~, ~H,

121.

Means, ends o~·erpowere,l
by, ~ uqq.
Mental body, 222.
Mental
functions,
\Vestern divisions of, 22.
Mental moods,
emotion$
aml,42.
Metaphysic. of the Self, 18,
28,82 ; of Ethks, 82.
With Indian view of the
form of poetry, 175.
Mind, \Veslern use of the
word,22.
Misgiving, O~.
MO/la (unconsci,j'.Isnt'ss), ]j.
Moksha, non-c:tt'r"ih· of, 69 ;
deiined,2" 1i.
~Ioods, of the Self 1.-,; mental,42.
l\Ii'ilaprakrli, inseparable from
Pratyaga!ma and
12;
jtva compounded of Pra!yaAl'itma and, I GG.
Murder, relation of to hate,
fJ4, 66, G8 ; more common
than self-sacrifice of life,
70.
MusicJ emotional, 192.
),I"ai~'ayika

philosophy, 23.
NanD!m (manyness), 29 .
.\'dlya-5hlls!ra,. referred to,
10.
~'i4M-pa4ma,

(treasure·
10tus),86.
Nigg:ardliness, 8-1-,. 121,
~irv5.llic hody, 225.
Nordall r Max, cited r 183110lc

Not-Self, Self :tnd, always
inseparable, 12; Self relt
to be different from, 111;
an indispensable factor of
life, 10: response of
Self to, 25 ; metaphysics
of the, 28; Self identifierl
with a portion of, 29.
Oneness, inherent perception
of,29.
Orn3ments of speech, 103.
Pain, cause and remedy of,
2.3 uqq. ; pleasure or,
constantly
a(L"Ompanies
the Self, 17 ; repulsion and
dislikeconnected
with, 18; a degree not a
form or aspect of the Self,
25 ; relation between
desire and, 27: special
degree or Self-cognition.
etc., 3t ; defmed::ls con·
traction, 100 ; morhi,1
nature of, 1G8.
P:linling, emotional, 192.
PMfChadasll;, qlloted, 65.
PaI1c1la}an611 (intelligence),
4.

Parabrahman, {lairs of opposites must exist outside, as.
Paramatma, pairs of opposites must exist outside, 58.
Para-lIirvri!i,
object
of
poetry defined as. 16...
Pathos, the Pathetic, a complex emotion, 84 ; descrihed, 145 ; pleasure afforded
by representations of, 180,
183-4 ; danger of, 180-8.
Peace, science of, 8; ofthe
Supreme broken up into
Pleasure Olutl Pain, 35.
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Per~istence in emotions. J./6.
Philosophy, ori~in of :tlldent I ; object of ancient,
11 ; new (orms of. needed,
:'I;
modern view of
relation of, to Truth, 7-B
Pirulnja (sexu:tl humanity),
HI.
Pity, defmed,;;6 ; consliluent
of the emotion of the
Pathelk, I.Hi; clanger of
inward pride in, 2!t~.
Pleasure, pain or, constantly
accompanies the Self, 17;
attraction and liking connected with, 18; a de~ree
not a form or aspect of
the Self, 2ii: relalion
between desire :1I~c1, 27,
origin of, 3 t; special
degree of Self-coj:!IIitioll,
etc., :H ; defined as expan·
sion,
165
morbid,
nature of, I6~.
Poetry, emotional nature of,
160,190 j form of, 175
Politeness, 411.
Power, metaphysic necl;'Ssary to understand meall_
in.!! of. :J5.
Pral)lIma (bowl, 49.
Pratyaga!m1'i, i n se par ahle
from
l'Ifi1laorakni, 12 ;
unity in the llein~ of, 2fl ;
Iiva compounrled of, and
Miil:lprak r!i.lfifi.
PJ'Q)'Q!nll
lrlfj:;ire p"'s~in~
into action), 23.
Pride, real n:ltllre of, fi7: '""
tyranny and hate. fifl:
ancer "csoh'cd into fear
and, 7~ j l\faiestv compounder! of comp:lssion
and,86 ; va!lity moditica-

tion of. 139; pleasnre of, III
of the
Fearful, t81; to be met
with humility, 232.
Prudence, 8~.
Psychololn' of sen!les and
intellect, modern philoso_
pher's interest in, 7. 1
,
P.~vclJo!og.\' of Hie Emotions,
1'be, referred to, 9110te.
PurJ!:lic n~his, Tapa~ of, t;~.
repre~ntations

Qualities, emotirons di~till_
j:!uished fr<)nJ, ill or,lin:l.rv
.
language, S.~ seqq.

RIiJta (low), ]9.
RtiJta.[ll·(fhalll (]o\·e.hale), 7.
R;yge, GO.
Uama, taught by Vasishtha, 2.
Rape,I14.
.
Rasa a !lpedali~ed pleasure,
etc., 15G seqq. ; kinds of,
I i9 seqq.
RaS8sva4a, dangers of, 161,
242.
Neciprocatic.n. de~ire for
union by, 48, 57.
Re.incarnation, emotions in
view of. 1:-i.
Remor~l;'. hate succeeded by,
71 j akin to self_pity, 145.
RepUlsion, conncdcd with
pain, 1S ; a primary de::ire·
emotion, 28.:U ; appearinJ,!
in the molionlc~~ness or
the Supreme,:\5; cislike
and hate sub-divisions of,
41 j tile Illotor-power' in
the "iay of "ice, 57 ;
nature ef, between eqllals.
!in ; ellumeration of emo·
tions caused by, la
leads to separ:l!ion, 73.
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I~Dl~X.

Reserve, 50-60.
Respect, ,19.
Restraint, 21.-,.
I~everence,
arbing
from
attraction, 35 ; = devotion
to a superior, 50, 98.
Rihot, referred to, !J.
Rirlicule,8.J.
RntJ-trayalll, nature of, 20-1.
R~bbery leading to murder,
70.

Ruc/liram
roe/w!c
(that
which shines or pleases"

l:n.

Rudeness, :.i!),
S~-4hu

SiIt!Jmo!i
(fulrlls
desires), IS!.
Sadness, H6.
Sahitya, 10, H5.
Sa-kam(l-/ap'l
(worship,
etc., with an object), 63.
Samaghi (fixity in the higher
consciousness), Hil.
Samsara, l;l)nditions of process of, ]67.
Scorn, caused by repulsion,
62 j defined, 129, Ho ; t.J
be met with humility, 2J:l.
Sculpture, emotional, 19;1.
Self. Not-Self and, always inseparable, 1~; elementary
factor in life, 15; certainty
fell as to existence of, 16; an
indispensable factor of life,
J6 j pleasure and pain
associated with the, 17 j
lllctaphysic of the, 18,28,
82 ; mind and, 22 j sensa_
tion the substance, bulk,
and form of the. 25 , three
aspects of the, 27, 218;
attai.,en! af unum endeavour'Cd
b}'
the, 29 ;

identified with a part of
the :N"ot-Self, 29.
Self-assertion. 241.
Self-cognition. 34.
Self-complacence.lil9.
Self-consciousness, mood of
the Self towards itself, 1:; j
pleasure and pain special
degrees of, S4 ; .. acting ..
of life a result of, 163;
second stage in c,'olution,
21!J ; of the JITtrana-Sharira
2::2.

.

Self-control, a complex emotion, 8~; foundation of
maje~ty and dignity. 86 j
emotIon-nature of
87,
s,qq. ; n:laled virtues of
IQ.'); magnanimity higher
than, 105.
Self·feeling, 34.
~elf-importance, 61,139.
Self-intelligence, 6.
Self-pity, la.
Sdf-pos~e~sioll, 81" 86.
~c1f-prescrvation, in~tinct of,

llz.

Self-realisation, 3-1-.
$elf-respect, 86.
Self-sacrifice, = true devotion,
53 j relation of. to love,
G.J., 66, 68; where there is
no belief in immortality,
65 j less common than
murder, 70.
Self-satisfaction, 139,
Solf-scorn, 145.
SeH-surrender, nature of.
6::l ; ab~olute only wlnlll
stlpl;:rior gives himself ..
inferior. 67.
Selfishness, first half 9f
cycles characterised by,

i1h

x
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Recognition of sensations
as on same level, 206-211.
Se n 5 e S, psycho]oA"Y of, 7 i

search for new, 201.
Separateness, hate a desire
for, 19,28,69,72.
Sex, relations of, 101, seqq. ;

predominance of problem
0[,20l.

SCx.jea]ousy leading to mur·
der, iQ.
Shame, 139.
Shankarlich1rya, rderred to,
16.
SlJall#a, negalh'cly a Rasa,
1:'9.
Shlfriraka-Bhlff"ya, referred

to, lu.
Shob!lal/am (~hining), 131.
Shuka, address of Vyiha to,

1,7.
Shyness, 8f, ~O.
Silence, desirability of, 2:12.
Slanderousness, 8 t
Smile of benevolence, H:I,
2.1,0; of bitterness, H-~,
241; contrasted with laughler, 240.
Spencer, I-Ierbert, ciled, H5.
Spitefulness, M, 122.
Spirituality, of hee, common,
hatred of, 241.
5" IIIwUi (that which at.
tracts), 1:11.
Suulimity, 8-1,125.
SII/ujamm, SlI 4riYll!e (that
which is loved), l:U.
SupercilioU"nes:; (see also
Scorn), Gt, 139,
~C;urprisc, 128.
SU~fIOlJlulJl (ullob3trudlng),

t31.

Suspicion (ue
91.

Qls~

Distrust),

Table showing correspondence of emotions, 157-8.
Taking, kinds of, J7a.
Talkin~, moderation desirable in 241.
Tantalisation, 130.
Taras of Plll'fu\ic Rshis, 51.
Tears,ioy and grief expressed
by, 143 seqg.
Tenderness, 55, 97.
Tennyson, quoted, 144.
Terror (see also Fear), dis_
tinguished from desire by
Westerns,2I j caused by
repulsion, m.
Tragedy.writing discouraged
in Indian drama, 188.
Trust, tH. US.
Truth, relation of, to philosophy, 7; Truth, the,
of truths, 22\1·230.
Tyranny, lIIada, n~arly expressed by, 68 ; pride and;
oc hale, 69 j in
war,. 73 j
a complex emotion, 84 j
nature of, 120.
U4bIJijjll (fission), Ill.
UnconsciousneSS,a third state
of the Self, 17.
Union, desire of the instinct
of attraction and love, 1~,
29, 32, 3G, ·~7,!iS; by
dissolution of forms, 1i;
impossible where forms
exist. 50.
t:nsclfishncss, second half of
,cyclcs charadcrbcd by,
171.

Upa4his (forms),' J I v :t s
emb.,diod in,·....~3; IIlust
break up before absolute

INDEX.

Xl

union, ;'0; Self's altitude
tow3n1s. l6!:!, 171, IU3;
three-fold aspect of, 22G.

fO j cuHi\";\ICd b~' regulatiOll of emotions, b2.
Vish\amitra on discrimina-

\IT,clla,"p<l; quoted, IG.
Yairdgya (dying away of
Ct.-SiIC), truc I'hilo~ophy
sprin~s from, 2,7-8 5eqq. ;
seed of, in e"cry indh'jdual,
216; ri~c of unlimited, 223.
Valor, 84, 89,
Vamana, quoted, 160.
Vanity, 138.
YJS.rV(Ufll!1ti, reference 10,
175.
V:;si~h\ha, Rama lauSht by,

\"ishv::mritb, qcolcd, 160.
VIVI"~a (discrimination], :1.
V fl lit i 0 11
dhting,ubhed
from aclkn by \'·csterns,
21 ; jdcnhf,~d wilh aClion
by Easlerns, 23.
1!!!!a)'i1h \moods, functions,.
or desires). 22,
V~a,a, addr(~s of, to Shuka,
1,8.

tiOll,2:

2.

vri!sy;'yana, reierence 10
Comlll<;n\ary of, 10; quoted,
17.
Vcr.erillion, {i0.
Vice ~larUng from :lIlger,
de\·elor melll ,57.
Vices, _ t'molions become
permanellt, 78; enumeration of, :1fising from h:lle,
80-1; cradicated by regulation of emotions, 82.
Virtue,
de\·elopment
of
from
compassion
and
humility, 51.
Virtues, =cmotions become,
permanent, 78; enumera_
tion of, arising from 10\"(',

\Var, benevolence :..nd tyranny in, 73; evil emotions.
11rC\'alent in limc of, 1~3
IlOle.

\Vhilman, \\';.It, reference.
to, 170.
\Vi~doln, how attained, 2.
\Vonder, 8·1" 12~-8.
Worry, HG-!.
\Vonhip, likeness produced
0)·, between de\'o\ce and
object of dCVOtiOIl, (;1 ; togain all objecl, danger of,
53; devotion dishnct from,

9G.
\"rath, 60.

V"ga - VJSillit/ltl,
to,22:.llwte.

refercnce:

